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Abstract

Incomplete data often brings difficulty to estimations and inferences. A complete case (CC)

analysis, in most cases, leads to biased estimates, or it may not have the desired estimation

efficiency. In this thesis, we develop statistical methods addressing the estimation of re-

gression parameters with missing covariates. We are interested in improving the estimation

efficiency by incorporating the information from the partially observed cases.

Chapter 1 is an introduction to incomplete data problems and some existing estimation

frameworks. We present the major tool we utilize to improve the estimation efficiency, i.e.,

empirical likelihood for general estimating functions. A brief introduction to the problems

we solve in the subsequent chapters is also provided.

Chapter 2 considers a regression problem with covariates missing not at random, where

the missingness depends on the missing covariate values. For this type of missingness, CC

analysis leads to consistent estimation when the missingness is independent of the response

given all covariates, but it may not have the desired level of efficiency. We propose a gen-

eral empirical likelihood framework to improve the estimation efficiency upon CC analysis.

We expand on methods in Bartlett, Carpenter, Tilling & Vansteelandt (2014) and Xie &

Zhang (2017). Instead of improving the efficiency by modelling the missingness probability

conditional on the response and fully observed covariates, our method allows the possibil-

ity of modelling other data distribution-related quantities. We also give guidelines on what

quantities to model and demonstrate that our proposal has the potential to yield smaller

biases than existing methods when the missingness probability model is incorrect. Simula-

tion studies are presented, as well as an application to data collected from the US National

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.

Chapters 3 and 4 concern another type of incomplete data, namely the two-phase,

response-dependent or outcome-dependent sample. This type of sampling is often used
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in regression settings that involve expensive covariate measurements. Conditional maxi-

mum likelihood (CML) is an attractive approach in many cases as it avoids modelling the

covariate distribution, unlike full maximum likelihood. Moreover, it handles zero selection

probabilities of the Phase 2 sampling. In Chapter 3, we consider general regression models

with either a discrete or continuous response. We show that the estimator of covariate ef-

fects proposed by Scott & Wild (2011) has the same asymptotic efficiency as two empirical

likelihood estimators, and that these estimators dominate the CML estimator. Chapter 4

proposes a more general empirical likelihood method within the CML framework to incorpo-

rate the information in the Phase 1 sample and improve estimation efficiency. The proposed

method exploits a model which only involves the fully observed variates. It maintains the

ability to handle zero selection probability and avoids modelling the covariate distribution.

The proposed methods exhibit improvement upon CML as well as the estimator by Scott

& Wild (2011) considered in Chapter 3. In these two chapters, we compare the efficiencies

of various estimators in simulation studies and illustrate the methodologies in a two-phase

genetics study.

Chapter 5 presents some additional discussion and some topics for future research. We

summarize the key points in our framework utilizing auxiliary information to improve estima-

tion efficiency. Some additional remarks are given on the issues of numerical implementation,

model diagnosis, and model compatibility. Finally, we discuss some topics for future research

that are related to the methods considered in the thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Incomplete data is ubiquitous in research areas such as survey sampling, social and

medical sciences. Most of the time, it brings difficulty to the estimation and inference

procedures of the target study. This thesis focuses on improving the estimation efficiency of

general regression models with incomplete data through semiparametric methods, especially

empirical likelihood, for estimating equations. In this chapter, we give a general introduction

to regression problems with incomplete covariates, empirical likelihood, and how they are

linked to the specific problems in the following chapters.

1.1 Incomplete Data

Incomplete data means the absence of measurements in data collection. These absences

may be intentional or unintentional. Intentional incomplete data often comes from the de-

liberate design of sampling plans. For example, due to the restriction of sampling costs,

researchers often cannot afford to measure an expensive variable for all subjects in a repre-

sentative sample. Other incomplete data may come from factors that are out of researchers’
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control, such as nonresponse to questionnaires, being unable to measure some variates, and

data loss.

The aforementioned incomplete data share a common characteristic that there is a partial

loss of information. In the past few decades, tremendous efforts have been made to provide

analytical strategies to properly account for incomplete data (Little & Rubin 2014). The

type of incompleteness that has been studied most thoroughly is missing data, where data

value is either perfectly known or entirely unknown. Rubin (1976) presents a general model

of missing data treating the missingness indicator as a random variable and assigning it a

distribution. Statistical analysis must take account of the mechanisms that give rise to the

missingness. Improper analysis of the incomplete data may lead to bias or loss of statistical

power. For example, the complete case (CC) analysis which simply ignores the individuals

with missing observations, leads to biased estimates most of the time.

1.2 Handling Different Types of Missing Data: an An-

alytical Introduction

This thesis is devoted to the analysis of regression problems with a scalar response and

part of the covariates subject to missingness. For a data set of i = 1, ..., n subjects, we denote

the complete data as (Yi,Xi,Zi), where i indexes the subject. Let Yi stand for the response,

and (Xi,Zi) stand for the covariates, where Zi may be missing for part of the data set. The

missingness indicator is defined as

Ri =

 1, if Zi is observed,

0, if Zi is missing.
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The observed data is thus (Yi,Xi, RiZi, Ri). As defined by Little & Rubin (2014), the

mechanisms of missing data can be categorized into three types: missing completely at

random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and missing not at random (MNAR). The

first type, MCAR, accounts for missing data that does not depend on any observed or

unobserved quantities. That is,

f(R|Y,X,Z;φ) = f(R;φ),

where φ is a parameter vector which can be known or unknown. Complete-data-only infer-

ence is valid under this missingness mechanism, though it may not be most efficient.

MAR data describes the mechanism where the missingness probability depends on the

observed quantities only and may vary across different individuals. That is,

f(R|Y,X,Z;φ) = f(R|Y,X, RZ;φ).

MCAR is a special case of MAR, but in MAR cases, complete case (CC) analysis is not

valid in general and may produce biased results. In some cases, a scenario that falls between

MAR and MCAR is the covariate-dependent-missingness (CDM) mechanism, that is, when

the missingness probability only depends on the fully observed variates but not the partially

observed variates, i.e.,

f(R|Y,X,Z;φ) = f(R|Y,X;φ).

We may use CDM interchangeably with MAR in later sections and chapters.

The concept of ignorability is also commonly used in missing data literature. If we are

interested in a parameter θ that indexes the complete data, under the MAR assumption we
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may write

f(Y,X,Z, R;θ,φ) = f(Y,X,Z;θ)f(R|Y,X,Z;φ) = f(Y ;θ)f(R|Y,X, RZ;φ),

so the likelihood of θ and φ is

Lfull(θ,φ) ∝ f(Y,X, RZ, R;θ,φ) = f(Y,X, RZ;θ)f(R|Y,X, RZ;φ). (1.1)

When the parameters θ and φ are distinct, the full likelihood can be factorized into two

parts that have separate parameters, so the missingness mechanism can be ignored for in-

ference about θ, and we say this type of missingness is ignorable for that purpose. In ignor-

able missing data, likelihood-based analysis on the observed data provides valid inference

(Molenberghs & Kenward 2007).

When neither the MAR nor MCAR assumption holds, the data is said to be MNAR

or non-ignorably missing. The missingness probability may vary among individuals and

depend on the underlying missing variates. In practice, MNAR is often the most realistic

assumption to impose, for example, when there are missing values for sensitive variates

related to income or drug use. Nevertheless, MNAR problems are far more challenging to

deal with than MAR problems. They usually require more complicated model assumptions

and additional information to identify model parameters.

Various methods have been developed over the past few decades for statistical analysis

with missing data. For all the methods other than complete case (CC) analysis, Schafer &

Graham (2002) summarized these methods into two main approaches: maximum likelihood

(ML) estimation based on all observed data, and Bayesian multiple imputation (MI). There

is a third approach via using estimating equations, which does not necessarily use a full

likelihood model. We shall discuss this in more details later. MI generates multiple sets of
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imputed values for the missing variates, and yields complete data sets as well as corresponding

estimates. Then these estimates may be combined to produce a final estimate. Examples

of this approach include Rubin (1976), Rubin (1996), Raghunathan, Reiter & Rubin (2003)

and Sterne, White, Carlin, Spratt, Royston, Kenward, Wood & Carpenter (2009). For ML

methods there are two ways to specify the likelihood. One is the so-called selection model:

f(R, Y |X,Z;θ,φ) = f(Y |X,Z;θ)f(R|Y,X,Z;φ). (1.2)

The alternative model of the data is

f(R, Y |X,Z;γ,ψ) = f(Y |X,Z, R;γ)f(R|X,Z;ψ), (1.3)

which is referred to as the pattern mixture model.

The main focus of this thesis is on the usage of estimating equations to model the marginal

or population averaged relationship between a response variate and predictors (Zeger, Liang

& Albert 1988). For a sample (Y1,X1,Z1), ..., (Yn,Xn,Zn) indexed by a parameter θ, an

estimating equation is in the form

n∑
i=1

Ui(θ) =
n∑
i=1

U(Yi,Xi,Zi;θ) = 0 (1.4)

where U(Y,X,Z;θ) is any function of Y,X,Z indexed by a parameter θ. When

E(Y,X,Z){U (Y,X,Z;θ0)} = 0

for some fixed θ0, the estimating equation is said to be unbiased. For example, for a mul-

tiple linear regression model, with E(Y |X,Z) = θT (X,Z), the least square estimator θ̂LS
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corresponds to the estimating equation

n∑
i=1

Ui(θ) =
n∑
i=1

U(Yi,Xi,Zi;θ) =
n∑
i=1

(Xi,Zi){Yi − θT (Xi,Zi)} = 0.

Estimating equations play a vital role in semiparametric methods (Tsiatis 2007) yielding

the so-called Z-estimator. For parametric models, an ML estimator is also equivalent to

solving an estimating equation with the score function equal to zero. We now describe some

popular estimating-equation-based estimators for a regression model concerning Y |X,Z.

With a sample {(Y1,X1,Z1), ..., (Yn,Xn,Zn)}, the CC analysis corresponds to solving

the CC estimating equation

n∑
i=1

RiU(Yi,Xi,Zi;θ) = 0, (1.5)

and U(Y,X,Z;θ) can be any estimating function. It is easy to see that for MCAR data, R

is independent of Y , X and Z, hence the CC analysis provides valid inference, or consistent

estimate of the parameter θ. CC is also valid when R ⊥ Y |X,Z. In both cases, we have

E{RU(Y R,X,Z;θ)|X,Z, R = 1} = E{U(Y,X,Z;θ)|X,Z}. (1.6)

However, generally speaking, solving (1.5) yields biased estimate of θ.

Based on only the fully observed (complete) data, reweighting is a popular method to

handle MAR data. Initiated by the Horvitz-Thompson estimator in survey sampling, Rosen-

baum & Rubin (1983) first officially termed the method as inverse probability weighting

(IPW). IPW reweights each case by the estimated, or known missingness probability. The
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estimating equation can be written as SIPW(θ) = 0 where

SIPW(θ) =
n∑
i=1

RiwiU(Yi,Xi,Zi;θ) (1.7)

with 1/wi = π(Yi,Xi) = P (Ri = 1|Yi,Xi) = P (Ri = 1|Yi,Xi,Zi). By this reweighting

approach, IPW corrects the bias of CC. When wi’s are unknown, and the data is MAR, wi’s

can be estimated by indexing the selection model by a nuisance parameter α, i.e., π(Y,X;α).

Provided the π(Y,X;α) model is correctly specified, IPW yields consistent estimates.

An alternative approach is to work with f(Y |X,Z, R = 1) instead of f(Y |X,Z), which

leads to solving an estimating equation SCML(θ) = 0 where SCML(θ) stands for the condi-

tional maximum likelihood (CML) score function:

SCML(θ) =
n∑
i=1

∂ log fc(Yi|Xi,Zi;θ)

∂θ
=

n∑
i=1

∂

∂θ
log

{
f(Yi|Xi,Zi;θ)π(Yi,Xi;α)∫
f(y|Xi,Zi;θ)π(y,Xi;α)dy

}
.

Though IPW corrects the bias in ideal cases, it fails when the model for the missingness,

π(Y,X;α) is misspecified. The IPW estimator uses only the complete cases and may lose

efficiency in this sense. Robins, Rotnitzky & Zhao (1994) proposed an improved version,

the augmented inverse probability weighting (AIPW) approach. The AIPW estimator aug-

ments the estimating function of IPW by an auxiliary estimating function, which utilizes

the information in all partially observed cases. See Seaman & Vansteelandt (2018) for an

comprehensive introduction. For our missing covariate problem, the estimating equation of

AIPW is of the form

SAIPW(θ) =
n∑
i=1

[
Ri

π(Yi,Xi;α)
U(Yi,Xi,Zi;θ) +

{
1− Ri

π(Yi,Xi;α)

}
φ(Yi,Xi;θ)

]
= 0

(1.8)

where φ(Y,X;θ) is a function of the always observed variables. An optimal form of
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φ(Y,X;θ) is the estimate of the expectation ofU(Y,X,Z;θ) given observed data (Y,X, RZ),

which can be viewed as an imputed value for the original estimating function U(Y,X,Z;θ).

It is only required that the missingness only depends on the fully observed variates Y,X.

Thus, AIPW is a hybrid of IPW and imputation. AIPW is known to possess the favourable

double robustness (DR) property: provided either the missingness model or the imputation

model is correctly specified, i.e., E{R − π(Y,X,α)} = 0 or E{φ(Y,X;θ)} = 0, the AIPW

estimator is consistent. When both models are correct, the AIPW estimator achieves the

semiparametric efficiency bound. We refer to Kang, Schafer et al. (2007) as a comprehensive

reference discussing the DR property.

In popular methods for missing data, the primary estimating function which identifies

the parameter of interest may not fully utilize all the information contained in the observed

data. Often, estimation efficiency may be improved by exploiting the partially observed cases

or certain nuisance parameters. For example, the AIPW estimator utilizes the partially ob-

served cases in the augmentation part to improve upon IPW. In the case Z is MNAR with

R ⊥ Y |X,Z, Bartlett et al. (2014) improves the efficiency of CC analysis by adding another

estimating function component of Y,X and R. Multiple estimating functions, for both the

parameter of interest and nuisance parameters, naturally arises from this auxiliary informa-

tion, and often times, more estimating functions than free parameters can be defined. We

refer the readers to Qin (2017) as a comprehensive review of such over-identified parameter

problems. For solving these types of problems, empirical likelihood serves as a powerful tool

with favourable properties and thus is a popular approach to cope with missing data. We

will later use Section 1.5 to describe the empirical likelihood method.
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1.3 Two-Phase, Outcome-Dependent Samples

One type of incomplete data extensively studied in this thesis is the two-phase, outcome-

dependent samples (ODS). Two-phase samples can be dated back to Neyman (1938). As

the name suggests, the sampling occurs in two phases. In Phase 1, one obtains the values of

certain variables on a simple random sample or entire cohort, and stratifies the sample into

strata. Then in Phase 2, a random sub-sample of individuals is taken to have other detailed

information measured. The selection of the Phase 2 sample often depends on the Phase

1 sample. This approach is particularly desirable when the occurrence of some variables

is rare, or part of the covariates are expensive to measure. It is found that a Phase 2

sample overrepresenting the rare or extreme outcomes may drastically improve the estimation

efficiency (Breslow 1996; Huang & Lin 2007; Chen & Li 2011). For example, for binary

outcome representing a rare disease incidence, epidemiologists often sample most of the

disease cases with Y = 1 and only a small fraction of the controls with Y = 0 (Breslow

& Holubkov 1997a). For a continuous outcome, extreme-tail samples are often used, which

only samples the individuals with outcome or exposure values on the two end tails (Huang

& Lin 2007; Lin, Zeng & Tang 2013). This type of two-phase sample is then said to be

“outcome-dependent” as it depends on the outcome values.

In particular, we study a regression model with outcome Yi and covariate vector Xi

that can be routinely measured for a representative sample i = 1, ..., n in Phase 1, and

an expensive covariate vector, denoted as Zi here, is measured for a Phase 2 sub-sample

i = 1, ...,m. With a parametric model of interest, f(Y |X,Z;β), indexed by parameter β,

one can write the joint density of (Yi,Zi) given Xi as f(Yi|Xi,Zi;β)g(Zi|Xi). To make

the estimation of β more efficient, the Phase 2 sample is based on the response values

observed in Phase 1. Well-known examples of ODS include case-control and case-cohort

studies used with rare outcomes and two-phase studies stratified on a continuous outcome
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and/or inexpensive covariate measured in Phase 1. Compared to simple random sampling,

two-phase samples may be much more cost-effective and are widely used in large-scale studies.

See, for example, Holcroft, Rotnitzky & Robins (1997), Lawless, Kalbfleisch & Wild (1999)

and Breslow, Lumley, Ballantyne, Chambless & Kulich (2009). Since the Phase 2 selection

by design only depends on the response and covariate variables whose values are collected in

Phase 1, using an indicator variable Ri to denote if the i-th individual is included in Phase

2, a selection model can be written as πi(α) = π(Yi,Xi;α) = P (Ri = 1|Yi,Xi;α), indexed

by a nuisance parameter α. The correct model of π(Y,X;α) and the true value α0 of α

is then known by design. Therefore, the observed samples are (Yi,Xi, RiZi, Ri)
n
i=1 which

are iid and satisfy R ⊥ Z|Y,X. The ODS problem is then straightforwardly framed into a

missing-at-random (MAR) problem in the context of missing data, where we treat the Zi

values with Ri = 0 as missing.

With the model f(Y |X,Z;β), various methods for such two-phase studies have been

discussed in a large body of works, see, for example, (Breslow & Holubkov 1997b) and

Lawless et al. (1999). Generally, candidate methods for analyzing two-phase, ODS data falls

into four categories. The first and most efficient one is full maximum likelihood (ML), by

maximizing the joint likelihood

L(β) =
∏
i∈V

f(Yi|Xi,Zi;β)
∏
j∈V

∫
f(Yj|Xj, z;β)dG(z|Xj), (1.9)

where V and V represents the indices of the fully observed and partially observed cases,

respectively, and G(z|Xj) is the cumulative distribution function corresponding to the den-

sity g(z|Xj). The covariate distribution G(·|X) can be modelled either parametrically or

nonparametrically. The second, often referred to as pseudolikelihood methods, uses estimat-

ing equations related to maximum likelihood, usually a score-like function from a certain

log-pseudolikelihood. For example, for one-dimensional Z and categorical X, one can use
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empirical estimate GN(z|x,R = 1) = GN(z|x,R = 1) :=
∑

i I(Zi ≤ z,Xi = x,Ri =

1)/
∑

i I(Xi = x,Ri = 1) to estimate G(z|X = x,R = 1) and write out the estimated

dĜ(z|X) = dGN(Zi ≤ z|X,R = 1)P (R = 1|X)/P (R = 1|X,Z) in 1.9 (Chatterjee, Chen &

Breslow 2003). The third is the inverse probability weighting (IPW) method based on the

Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator, by assuming positive selection probability in phase 2 for

any individual and solving
∑

iRisβ(Yi,Xi,Zi;β)/π(Yi,Xi) = 0 where sβ is the score func-

tion ∂ log{f(Y |X,Z;β)}/∂β. The last one is the “complete-data likelihood” or conditional

likelihood. It relies on the weighted distribution of the phase 2 sample, based on both the

response model f(Y |X,Z;β) and the selection model π(Y,X) = P (R = 1|Y,X), namely

fc(Y |X,Z, R = 1;β) =
f(Y |X,Z;β)π(Y,X)∫
f(y|X,Z;β)π(y,X)dy

, (1.10)

and maximizing the corresponding likelihood. We follow Breslow, Zhao, Fears & Brown

(1988) and Scott & Wild (2011) among others and name the estimator as conditional maxi-

mum likelhood (CML) estimator.

The estimators mentioned above are not disjoint with each other. For example, in the

special case of case-control studies with a binary outcome, CML is ML for the odds-ratio

parameter; when the IPW estimator uses a score function of all phase 2 data, it is also

viewed as a weighted pseudo-likelihood estimator. All the estimators are consistent when

the involving parametric parts are correctly specified. A variety of classic estimators are

based only on the phase 2 sample, i.e., the complete cases, including CML and IPW. While

ML might be difficult or impossible to use in certain scenarios, utilizing the information

carried by the Phase 1 sample is a popular topic, see Scott & Wild (2011), Rivera-Rodriguez,

Haneuse, Wang & Spiegelman (2020) among others.
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1.4 The Empirical Likelihood Method for General Es-

timating Equations

Empirical likelihood was first proposed by Owen (1988) to estimate the parameters of

distributions. It is a semiparametric tool for estimation of parameters, but has attractive

characteristics similar to parametric likelihood. More specifically, empirical likelihood gives

confidence regions just as maximum (parametric) likelihood, and the likelihood ratio statis-

tic also follows a Chi-square distribution asymptotically, making it possible for hypothesis

testing. Owen (1990) discussed empirical likelihood as an alternative method for bootstrap.

Hall & La Scala (1990) discussed some advantages of the empirical likelihood approach over

bootstrap. For example, in the estimation of a mean, we do not need to estimate a scale or

skewness parameter to get a confidence region. The empirical likelihood confidence regions

are determined totally by the sample distribution, thus reflects any special characteristics of

this distribution. The regions are range preserving and transform preserving just like MLE.

Moreover, the regions are Bartlett correctable (DiCiccio, Hall & Romano 1991), with a sim-

ple correction reducing the coverage error from order n−1 to n−2. We refer the readers to

Owen (2001) for a comprehensive review and discussion of the empirical likelihood method.

The work of Qin & Lawless (1994) made empirical likelihood more powerful for more

general semiparametric problems, by combining empirical likelihood and general estimating

equations. It provides an alternative to the generalized method of moments (GMM) for

solving estimation problems without fully specifying the likelihood (Hansen 1982). Both

GMM and empirical likelihood are suitable especially for over-identified estimating equa-

tions. Later, Newey & Smith (2004) showed that asymptotically, GMM and empirical likeli-

hood behave equivalently to the first order, but empirical likelihood has better higher-order

properties.
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For a random variable Y and a p−dimensional parameter of interest, θ, the empirical

likelihood method can be applied to a set of r (r ≥ p) functionally independent general

estimating functions gj(Y ;θ), satisfying

EY {g(Y ;θ)} = E{g1(Y ;θ), g2(Y ;θ), ..., gr(Y ;θ)} = 0.

With a random sample y1, ...,yn for the variate of interest, Y , we solve the following con-

strained optimization problem:

max
pi,θ

n∏
i=1

pi =
n∏
i=1

dF (yi), subject to

pi > 0,
n∑
i=1

pi = 1,
n∑
i=1

pig(yi;θ) = 0.

This constrained optimization is solved through Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange

function is

L =
n∑
i=1

log(pi) + µ(1−
n∑
i=1

pi) + nλT{
n∑
i=1

pig(yi;θ)},

where λ and µ are Lagrange multipliers. Specifically, λ has dimension r as g(xi;θ) is an

r-dimensional vector. Taking derivative with respect to pi, we get

∂L
∂pi

=
1

pi
− µ+ nλTg(yi;θ) = 0,

and

n∑
i=1

pi
∂L
∂pi

= n− µ = 0,
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so µ̂ = n and p̂i = {n − nλTg(yi;θ)}−1, and we can write the original optimization as

maximizing the profile log empirical likelihood,

l(θ) = −
n∑
i=1

log[1 + λTg(yi;θ)] (1.11)

with respect to θ, where λ is determined by

n∑
i=1

g(yi;θ)

1 + λTg(yi;θ)
= 0.

The resulting estimate, θ̂EL is called the maximum empirical likelihood estimate (MELE).

When all the estimating functions are unbiased at a unique θ0, under some regularity con-

ditions, the estimate θ̂EL is consistent and asymptotically normal. It is fully efficient in the

sense that it has the same asymptotic variance as the optimal estimator obtained from the

class of p×1 estimating equations that are linear combinations of g1(Y ;θ), g2(Y ;θ), ..., gr(Y ;θ).

Specifically,
√
n(θ̂EL − θ0)⇒ N(0, V )

with

V =

[
E

{
∂g(θ0)

∂θT

}
E
{
g(θ0)g(θ0)

T
}−1

E

{
∂g(θ0)

∂θ

}]−1
. (1.12)

By Qin & Lawless (1994), if part of the estimating equations are dropped, the variance

estimate of the estimator will not decrease.
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1.5 Empirical Likelihoods for Incomplete Data

In the estimation and inference for incomplete data, some authors use imputation for

the estimation, while using empirical likelihood to construct confidence intervals (Wang &

Rao 2002; Liang, Wang & Carroll 2007); some authors use empirical likelihood to directly get

the estimate of the parameter as well as the estimated variance. Qin, Zhang & Leung (2009)

provided a collection of examples of missing data problems under the assumption of MAR,

and showed how to utilize empirical likelihood in these types of problems, including estima-

tion and inference with missing covariates in regression model and with surrogate responses.

In these settings, the regression model is of interest and the missingness mechanism is only

auxiliary. Qin et al. (2009) used the components of the AIPW estimating functions and pro-

posed several options to combine them into over-identified estimating functions. Specifically,

for a regression problem Y = µ(X,Z;β) + ε with error ε, where Z is missing at random,

they write the estimating equation in (1.8) as g1 − g2 = 0, where

g1(β,α,γ) = n−1
n∑
i=1

[
Ri

π(Y,X;α)
U(Y,Xi,Zi;β)

]
,

g2(β,α,γ) = n−1
n∑
i=1

[{
1− Ri

π(Yi,Xi;α)

}
φ(Yi,Xi;β,γ)

]
.

γ is a nuisance parameter to index the auxiliary function φ(Yi,Xi;β,γ) In most cases,

the nuisance parameters α,γ can be estimated independently without estimating β. For

example, α can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood

n∏
i=1

π(Y,X;α)Ri{1− π(Y,X;α)}1−Ri .
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Therefore, we can write an estimating equation of only the nuisance parameters, which we

denote as g3(α,γ) = 0. Qin et al. (2009) proposed to estimate the nuisance parameter first,

and fix it during the following empirical likelihood estimation of the parameter of interest,

i.e., using gj(β) = gj(β, α̂, γ̂), j = 1, 2; or gj(β,γ) = gj(β, α̂,γ), j = 1, 2. The resulting

estimator is called the maximum pseudo-empirical likelihood estimator (PMELE). Although

asymptotically PMELE and MELE are equivalent, for finite samples, they have slightly

different variance estimates.

A further improved method rooting from the idea of AIPW is the multiply robust (MR)

estimator (Han & Wang 2013; Han 2014; Chan 2013; Han 2016). For regression models

where the outcome Y is subject to missingness, the MR estimator uses the idea of empirical

likelihood and allows multiple choices of both the missingness model and the data distribution

model. Given the class of missingness models and the class of data distribution models, when

either class of models has a correct model included, the MR estimator is consistent. Thus it

provides better robustness than the DR estimator.

Compared to ignorably missing data problems, nonignorably missing data problems face a

much more complicated likelihood structure. The missingness probability and the underlying

response model of interest may not be factored out, thus must be handled simultaneously,

except for some very special cases (e.g., Bartlett et al. 2014). There are a few works on

likelihood-based inference for MNAR data. For the parametric likelihood case, Miao, Ding &

Geng (2016) studied identifiability for normal mixture models; for semiparametric problems,

Tang, Zhao & Zhu (2014) studied an empirical likelihood assisted imputation method for

estimating equations with nonignorably missing data. Chapter 22 of Qin (2017) is devoted

to general problems with MNAR data.
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1.6 Contribution of the Thesis

In this thesis, we focus on missing covariate problems in regression models but consider

different model assumptions, including both the variables’ distributions and the missingness

mechanisms. There is a variety of literature available studying such problems, but generally,

they can be categorized by the regression type, for example, linear regression vs logistic

regression, or different missingness mechanisms, for example, MAR vs. MNAR.

In Chapter 2, we address a special case of MNAR covariates, where CC provides a valid

estimate of the regression coefficients, but may not be efficient. Our task is to utilize the

partially observed cases to improve the efficiency of CC. The approach is inspired by the

work by Bartlett et al. (2014) and Xie & Zhang (2017). We find that their proposed method

is restrictive in the additional model assumptions, and when they are violated the method

is prone to bias. Instead, we propose a more general framework that allows more flexible

model assumptions. We show that in general, simultaneous estimation of auxiliary models

improves the efficiency of CC, and the methods in Bartlett et al. (2014) and Xie & Zhang

(2017) turn into special cases of our framework.

Conditional maximum likelihood is an attractive approach for MAR covariates as it

avoids the modelling of the covariate distribution. Scott & Wild (2011) finds the specific

form of a semiparametric efficient estimator for a binary outcome and categorical covariates,

and showed that it may be extended to more general forms of variables such as continuous

covariates. We refer to this form of estimator as the SW estimator. The SW estimator’s idea

is that, when introducing the nuisance parameter α in the missingness model π(Y,X;α), the

conditional likelihood is also a function of α, thus it has a conditional score with respect to

α, too. The score function serves as an augmentation part in the estimating equations, and

may improve the estimation efficiency for the parameter of interest. We consider a general

regression model for f(Y |X,Z;β), and show an estimator of the same form as SW to be
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asymptotically equivalent to two empirical likelihood estimators in terms of efficiency of the

parameter of interest.

Chapter 4 presents a more general framework to use a very flexible auxiliary model to

enhance the conditional maximum likelihood estimator for two-phase, outcome dependent

samples. Practically, a regression model of Y given the always observed covariate X is a

natural choice. As both Y and X are observed for the entire Phase 1 sample, the postulation

and diagnosis of such a regression model would not be difficult. The framework enjoys all the

advantages of conditional maximum likelihood. It allows a wide range of two-phase designs,

which may involve zero selection probabilities for part of the Phase 1 sample. It also handles

both continuous and discrete outcomes, as well as any types of covariates, continuous or

discrete, one-dimensional or multi-dimensional.

We can unite the above estimators in a very general form of problems. For regression

with incomplete covariates, when there is a CC, or complete-data-based estimator, we can

employ the fully observed variables to enhance such an estimator using empirical likelihood.

Discussions are given in Chapter 5, in which we also provide our outlook towards some

promising extensions and future works relevant to the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Improving Estimation Efficiency for

Regression with MNAR Covariates

2.1 Introduction

Regression analysis is often complicated by the presence of missing data. Handling miss-

ing data inappropriately can lead to biased estimation and/or loss of efficiency. The most

commonly used assumption about the missingness mechanism is missing-at-random (MAR),

where the missingness depends only on the observed data but not on the missing data. There

is a rich collection of effective methods dealing with MAR data, including multiple imputa-

tion (Rubin 1987), inverse probability weighting (Horvitz and Thompson 1952), augmented

inverse probability weighting (Robins et al. 1994), and other likelihood-based methods (Lit-

tle and Rubin 2002). However, in many settings, the assumption of MAR is too strong and

the missingness does depend on the missing data even conditional on the observed data.

Developing general methods dealing with such missing-not-at-random (MNAR) data is very

challenging due to model identifiability. See, for example, Rotnitzky and Robins (1997),
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Ibrahim et al. (1999), Wang et al. (2014), Miao and Tchetgen Tchetgen (2016), and Han

(2018) for some relevant discussions.

In this chapter, we consider regression analysis with MNAR covariates where the miss-

ingness is assumed to be independent of the response given all covariates of interest. This is

a practically important setting, especially when the covariates are measured at the beginning

of the study but the response is measured at a later time point. In this case, it is natural and

logical to assume that the missingness of covariates does not depend on the future response

values once given all covariate values, but may depend on the covariates. For such a setting,

a complete-case analysis based only on subjects with fully observed data leads to consistent

estimation of the regression parameters. However, the complete-case analysis ignores the

information in the partially observed subjects and thus may not have the desired level of

efficiency, especially when the proportion of subjects with missing data is not small. How to

effectively use the partially observed information to improve estimation efficiency over the

complete-case analysis is of great interest.

By modelling the missingness given both the response and the subset of fully observed

covariates, Bartlett et al. (2014) proposed the augmented complete-case (ACC) estimator.

Note that the missingness model they assumed is not for the MNAR mechanism, which

depends on the subset of missing covariates as well, but is rather for the distribution of the

missingness indicator given all fully observed variables in the data set. With this model

assumption, Bartlett et al. (2014) derived the optimal augmentation term that ensures an

efficiency improvement over the complete-case analysis. Noting that the ACC estimating

function is a simple sum of the complete-case analysis estimating function and an augmen-

tation term, Xie and Zhang (2017) proposed to treat the two pieces as an over-identified

estimating function and estimated the regression parameters based on the empirical likeli-

hood method (Qin and Lawless 1994), which essentially finds the optimal linear combination

of the two pieces instead of simply summing them up. Such an application of the empirical
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likelihood method has also been considered for MAR data. See, for example, Qin et al.

(2009).

Both Bartlett et al. (2014) and Xie and Zhang (2017) assumed a model for the missingness

given all the fully observed variables to improve efficiency over the complete-case analysis.

It may be possible to model other quantities to achieve the same goal. One straightforward

example is, with the observed data, to model the distribution of the response given the

subset of fully observed covariates. Note that this model is different from the regression

model of primary interest that models the response given all covariates. It is natural to

ask how to accommodate these different model assumptions into estimation and if they

are also able to extract information from the partially observed subjects. In this chapter,

we propose a general empirical likelihood-based framework for efficiency improvement that

can accommodate different model assumptions. These assumptions yield extra estimating

functions in addition to the ones used for the complete-case analysis. As a result, this general

framework covers the methods in Bartlett et al. (2014) and Xie and Zhang (2017) when using

their assumed model for the missingness. We also provide some guidelines on what quantities

to model for a better efficiency improvement. Although a theoretical justification of these

guidelines seems infeasible, they are formulated based on logical intuition and lead to good

numerical performances in our simulation studies. As an illustration of the proposed method,

we analyze data collected from the US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey

(NHANES).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 gives the setup and a review

of relevant methods. Section 2.3 covers the proposed general framework. Section 2.4 pro-

vides some guidelines on what quantities to model to have a better efficiency improvement.

Sections 2.5 and 2.6 contain simulation studies and a data application, respectively. Some

discussion is given in Section 2.7. The technical details of the proofs are given in Section A.
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2.2 Setup and Literature Review

Let Y denote the response variable and (X,Z) the vector of covariates. The model of

interest is the regression of Y on (X,Z) specified by

E(Y |X,Z) = g(X,Z;β0), (2.1)

where g(·) is a known link function continuously differentiable with respect to β, which is

the regression parameter with true value β0. When data are fully observed, a typical way of

estimating β0 is to solve
n∑
i=1

U(Yi,Xi,Zi;β) = 0,

where U(Y,X,Z;β) = d(X,Z;β)ε(β), ε(β) = Y − g(X,Z;β) and d(X,Z;β) is a user-

specified function of (X,Z) and may depend on β as well. One example is

d(X,Z;β) =
∂g(X,Z;β)

∂β
Var(Y |X,Z)−1,

which leads to a semiparametrically efficient estimator for β0 under the regression model

(2.1) (e.g., Tsiatis 2006).

We consider the case where Y and X are fully observed but Z is subject to missingness.

Let R denote an indicator variable such that R = 1 if Z is observed and R = 0 if Z is missing.

The observed data are n independent and identically distributed copies of (Y,RZ,X, R).

In this chapter we consider the MNAR mechanism where the missingness of Z can depend

on the possibly missing Z but is conditionally independent of Y given Z and X; i.e.,

R ⊥ Y | (X,Z). Such an MNAR mechanism is oftentimes more plausible than the MAR

mechanism, especially when the response Y is measured at a later time point.

Under this setting, we essentially have P (R = 1|Y,X,Z) = P (R = 1|X,Z) := π(X,Z)
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and thus

f(Y |X,Z, R = 1) =
f(Y |X,Z)π(X,Z)∫
f(Y |X,Z)π(X,Z)dY

=
f(Y |X,Z)π(X,Z)∫
f(Y |X,Z)dY π(X,Z)

= f(Y |X,Z).

The complete-case analysis by solving

n∑
i=1

RiU(Yi,Xi,Zi;β) = 0

yields a consistent estimator for β0. However, the complete-case analysis does not use any

information from the partially observed subjects and thus may not have the desired level of

estimation efficiency.

To improve efficiency over the complete-case analysis, additional model assumptions

other than (2.1) need to be made. Bartlett et al. (2014) assumed a logistic regression

model π(Y,X;α) for P (R = 1|Y,X), where the parameter α has true value α0 such that

π(Y,X;α0) = P (R = 1|Y,X). Since both Y and X are fully observed, a consistent estima-

tor α̂ of α0 can be obtained by maximizing the binomial likelihood

n∏
i=1

π(Yi,Xi;α)Ri{1− π(Yi,Xi;α)}1−Ri . (2.2)

Bartlett et al. (2014) proposed the augmented complete-case (ACC) estimator β̂ACC for β0

by solving
n∑
i=1

{RiU(Yi,Xi,Zi;β) + V (Yi,Xi, Ri;β, α̂)} = 0, (2.3)

where V (Y,X, R;β,α) = {R − π(Y,X;α)}φ(Y,X;β) and φ(Y,X;β) is a user-specified

function that has the same dimension as β. They showed that the optimal φ(Y,X;β) that
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leads to the smallest asymptotic variance of β̂ACC is

φopt(Y,X;β) = −E{U (Y,X,Z;β) | Y,X, R = 1}. (2.4)

When a non-optimal φ(Y,X;β) is used, however, although β̂ACC is still consistent, it may

lose efficiency compared to the complete-case analysis. In this case, Bartlett et al. (2014)

proposed a modification to (2.3) so that the resulting estimator is at least as efficient as the

complete-case analysis. But the implementation of this modification is difficult in general.

Noticing that both RU(Y,X,Z;β) and V (Y,X, R;β,α) in (2.3) have mean zero when

evaluated at β0 and α0, Xie and Zhang (2017) considered the over-identified estimating

function  RU(Y,X,Z;β)

V (Y,X, R;β, α̂)

 (2.5)

for β. They also considered combining this estimating function with the score function for

α corresponding to (2.2) to form another over-identified estimating function


RU(Y,X,Z;β)

V (Y,X, R;β,α)

R−π(Y,X;α)
π(Y,X;α){1−π(Y,X;α)}

∂π(Y,X;α)
∂α

 (2.6)

for (β,α). Xie and Zhang (2017) proposed to use the empirical likelihood method (Qin and

Lawless 1994) to estimate β0 based on the estimating functions in (2.5) or (2.6). They showed

that, when φopt(Y,X;β) is used, estimators based on both (2.5) and (2.6) are asymptotically

equivalent to the ACC estimator. When a non-optimal φ(Y,X;β) is used, the estimator

based on (2.6) is at least as efficient as both the complete-case analysis and the estimator

based on (2.5), but the estimator based on (2.5) may be less efficient than the complete-case

analysis. Refer to Xie and Zhang (2017) for a more detailed efficiency comparison.
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2.3 A General Estimation Framework

The methods in Bartlett et al. (2014) and Xie and Zhang (2017) assume a correct model

for P (R = 1|Y,X) in order to improve efficiency over the complete-case analysis. It is pos-

sible to achieve the same goal by assuming models for quantities other than P (R = 1|Y,X).

We propose a general estimation framework that can accommodate different modelling strate-

gies and thus covers the methods in Bartlett et al. (2014) and Xie and Zhang (2017) as special

cases.

In general, let h(Y,X, R;β,θ) denote a set of estimating functions for β, which depend on

the fully observed variables, Y , X and R, and some nuisance parameter θ that is introduced

when modeling quantities beyond (2.1). Combining RU(Y,X,Z;β) and h(Y,X, R;β,θ),

we have an over-identified set of estimating functions for β. To estimate β0, we take the

empirical likelihood method and define the estimator β̂EL through

max
pi,β,θ

n∏
i=1

pi subject to

pi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

pi = 1,
n∑
i=1

pi

 RiU(Yi,Zi,Xi;β)

h(Yi,Xi, Ri;β,θ)

 = 0. (2.7)

Here we require the dimension of h(Y,X, R;β,θ) be larger than the dimension of θ. A

discussion on this point is given after Theorem 1 below.

Based on the results in Qin and Lawless (1994), we have the following theorem regarding

the consistency and the asymptotic distribution of β̂EL. The derivation is given in Section

A.

Theorem 1. If E{h(Y,X, R;β0,θ0)} = 0 for a unique θ0, then under the regularity condi-

tions as in Qin and Lawless (1994), β̂EL is consistent and
√
n(β̂EL−β0) has an asymptotic
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normal distribution with mean zero and variance

{
E(RUT

β )E(RUUT )−1E(RUβ) +ABAT
}−1

, (2.8)

where U = U(Y,X,Z;β0), Uβ = ∂U (Y,X,Z;β0)/∂β, h = h(Y,X, R;β0,θ0), hβ =

∂h(Y,X, R;β0,θ0)/∂β, hθ = ∂h(Y,X, R;β0,θ0)/∂θ,

A =
{
E(RUT

β )E(RUUT )−1E(RUhT )− E(hTβ )
}{

E(hhT )− E(RhUT )E(RUUT )−1E(RUhT )
}−1

,

B = E(hhT )− E(RhUT )E(RUUT )−1E(RUhT )

−E(hθ)
(
E(hTθ )

{
E(hhT )− E(RhUT )E(RUUT )−1E(RUhT )

}−1
E(hθ)

)−1
E(hTθ ).

From Lemma 2 in Section A, B is positive semi-definite and so is ABAT , therefore the

asymptotic variance of β̂EL is no larger than that of the complete-case analysis, which is

{
E(RUT

β )E(RUUT )−1E(RUβ)
}−1

.

It is crucial to ensure that the dimension of h(Y,X, R;β,θ) is larger than the dimension

of θ. Intuitively, only in this case does h(Y,X, R;β,θ) provide extra information for the

estimation of β0 in addition to the information needed for estimating θ0. Mathematically,

if the dimension of h(Y,X, R;β,θ) is no larger than the dimension of θ, the constrained

maximization (2.7) simply leads to p̂i = 1/n and β̂EL being the complete-case analysis

estimator.

When assuming a correct model π(Y,X;α) for P (R = 1|Y,X), this general frame-

work covers the methods in Bartlett et al. (2014) and Xie and Zhang (2017) by taking
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h(Y,X, R;β,θ) to be  V (Y,X, R;β,α)

R−π(α)
π(α){1−π(α)}

∂π(α)
∂α


and θ to be α.

Furthermore, this general framework allows the possibility of modeling quantities different

from P (R = 1|Y,X) to improve efficiency over the complete-case analysis. A straightforward

example is to model E(Y |X). For instance, assuming a model E(Y |X;γ) = µ(γc + γTXX)

with a known link function µ(·) and unknown parameter γ, we may take h(Y,X, R;β,θ) to

be d(X){Y −µ(γc+γTXX)} and θ to be γ, where d(X) is a user-specified vector function of

X with dimension larger than the dimension of γ. When this model is correctly specified in

the sense that E(Y |X;γ0) = E(Y |X) for γ = γ0, Theorem 1 guarantees that β̂EL is more

efficient than the complete-case analysis.

Another example is to model both P (R = 1|Y,X) and E(Y |X). In this case we take

h(Y,X, R;β,θ) to be 
V (Y,X, R;β,α)

R−π(α)
π(α){1−π(α)}

∂π(α)
∂α

d(X){Y − µ(γc + γTXX)}


and θ to be (α,γ). Consistency and efficiency improvement over the complete-case analysis

in this case requires both P (R = 1|Y,X) and E(Y |X) to be correctly modeled.

Model compatibility issues may arise when modelling additional quantities since we have

already assumed a model of interest (2.1). For example, the model in (2.1) may impose some

restrictions on how to model E(Y |X). Thus, model selection and model checking techniques

are often needed to reduce the chance of model incompatibility.
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2.4 Choices of Quantities to Model

The efficiency improvement over the CC analysis implied by Theorem 1 is achieved by

making model assumptions in addition to the model of interest in (2.1). Bartlett et al. (2014)

and Xie and Zhang (2017) assumed a model for P (R = 1|Y,X). Other model assumptions

can be considered as well. Different assumptions involve different amounts of information,

and thus lead to different efficiency improvements over the CC analysis. Although it is

natural to ask what quantities should be modelled in order to have the most improvement,

providing an answer is tremendously challenging, if not impossible, since even for the two

cases of modelling P (R = 1|Y,X) and E(Y |X) there does not seem to be a direct efficiency

comparison. Note, for example, the complex dependence of ABAT in (2.8) on β and

h(Y,X, R;β,θ). Such a generally non-simplifiable dependence makes it almost impossible

to find the “best” quantity to model. Compounding the problem is the incompatibility issue

where in many settings there is no mathematically compatible model. In this case, models

that agree closely with the observed data will presumably lead to estimates with small bias

and efficiency improvement, but this needs to be investigated using numerical studies.

To gain insight into what quantities should be modeled we consider a simpler situation by

dropping the dependence of h(Y,X, R;β,θ) on R, β and θ. In other words, we find the opti-

mal estimating function h(Y,X) leading to the maximum efficiency gain with E{h(Y,X)} =

0 under the true underlying distribution. From Theorem 1, with h(Y,X, R;β,θ) replaced by

h(Y,X), the asymptotic variance in (2.8) becomes [E(RUT
β ){Var(Resid(RU ,h))}−1E(RUβ)]−1,

where Resid(RU ,h) = RU −E(RUhT )E(hhT )−1h is the residual of the projection of RU

on the linear space spanned by h. Due to this special structure, simple algebra shows that

the optimal h(Y,X) leading to the most efficiency improvement over the CC analysis is
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given by

hopt(Y,X) = E{RU(Y,X,Z;β0)|Y,X}

= P (R = 1|Y,X)E{U(Y,X,Z;β0)|Y,X, R = 1}.

However, hopt(Y,X) is not directly applicable due to its dependence on the unknown un-

derlying data distribution. First, it depends on the data distribution through the unknown

β0. To overcome this, we consider the estimating function P (R = 1|Y,X)E{U(Y,X,Z;β)|Y,X, R =

1} instead of hopt(Y,X). Second, hopt(Y,X) depends on the data distribution through the

unknown P (R = 1|Y,X) and f(Z|Y,X, R = 1). To overcome this, we assume models

π(Y,X;α) = P (R = 1|Y,X;α) and f(Z|Y,X, R = 1;γ) that depend on nuisance param-

eters α and γ. Based on these considerations, the auxiliary estimating function we suggest

is

huse(Y,X;β,θ) = π(Y,X;α)E{U(Y,X,Z;β)|Y,X, R = 1;γ},

where θ = (α,γ) andE{U(Y,X,Z;β)|Y,X, R = 1;γ} is taken under the model f(Z|Y,X, R =

1;γ). It is easy to verify that E{huse(Y,X;β0,θ0)} = 0, where θ0 = (α0,γ0) and γ0 is the

true value of γ such that f(Z|Y,X, R = 1;γ0) = f(Z|Y,X, R = 1). Based on reasons given

below Theorem 1, we consider estimating α0 and γ0 jointly with β0. This consideration

leads to replacing h(Y,X, R;β,θ) in (2.7) by


huse(Y,X;β,θ)

R−π(Y,X;α)
π(Y,X;α){1−π(Y,X;α)}

∂π(Y,X;α)
∂α

RS(Y,X,Z;γ)

 , (2.9)

where the second component is the score function corresponding to (2.2) for estimating

α0 and S(Y,X,Z;γ) is a user-specified estimating function for estimating γ0 such that
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E{RS(Y,X,Z;γ0)} = 0. For example, S(Y,X,Z;γ) may be taken to be the score function

corresponding to the model f(Z|Y,X, R = 1;γ).

Implementation based on (2.9) involves two model assumptions in addition to (2.1),

one for P (R = 1|Y,X) and one for f(Z|Y,X, R = 1). Both models need to be correctly

specified for the proposed estimator β̂EL to be consistent. In comparison, the ACC estimator

in Bartlett et al. (2014) treats the model f(Z|Y,X, R = 1;γ) as a working model and its

consistency only requires correct specification of π(Y,X;α). However, when f(Z|Y,X, R =

1;γ) is incorrectly specified, the ACC estimator may be less efficient than the CC estimator.

Since the main objective is to improve efficiency over the CC estimator because it is already

consistent, f(Z|Y,X, R = 1;γ) still needs to be a “good” model for the ACC method, if

not the “correct” one. On the other hand, as discussed at the end of Section 3, in the real

world there is always some degree of misspecification for parametric models. Therefore, we

think that (2.9) is also worth consideration in scenarios where the ACC method is expected

to provide improvement over the CC analysis. Note that the model for f(Z|Y,X, R = 1) is

fitted based on the complete cases. Complications for specifying, fitting and checking this

model may arise when Z is multivariate, especially if it is a mix of continuous and discrete

variables.

When the dimension of β is larger than that of γ, RS(Y,X,Z;γ) in (2.9) may be

dropped in the implementation, because in this case RU(Y,X,Z;β) combined with the

first two components of (2.9) already provides a set of over-identified estimating functions

for (β0,α0,γ0). The benefit of dropping RS(Y,X,Z;γ) from (2.9) in this case is two-

fold. First, the reduction of the total number of estimating functions may improve the

numerical performance of the empirical likelihood method, especially when this number is

large. Second and more importantly, it will substantially reduce the bias of β̂EL when

f(Z|Y,X, R = 1;γ) is misspecified. The reason is that, when f(Z|Y,X, R = 1;γ) is

misspecified, RS(Y,X,Z;γ) provides “incorrect” information about the data distribution.
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When this “incorrect” information is accommodated in calculating β̂EL and γ̂, it pulls β̂EL

away from the true value β0. Dropping RS(Y,X,Z;γ) removes this undesired impact. On

the contrary, the ACC and Xie and Zhang’s (2017) methods still require RS(Y,X,Z;γ)

as the estimating function to estimate γ, and thus still make full use of this “incorrect”

information. Because of this, our proposed estimator can become less biased than the ACC

and Xie and Zhang’s (2017) when the model for P (R = 1 | Y,X) is also misspecified.

Simulation Study 2 in Section 5 provides numerical evidence supporting this intuition. This

observation is of high importance because, in the real world, it is likely that models for

P (R = 1 | Y,X) and f(Z|Y,X, R = 1) are both misspecified and none of the existing

estimators is consistent. Thus a possibly smaller bias by our proposed method becomes

highly desired.

We also note that huse(Y,X;β,θ) does not have a rigorous theoretical justification, and

(2.9) is not necessarily the “optimal” estimating function in theory. Although using (2.9)

is guaranteed to improve efficiency over the CC analysis when corresponding models are

correctly specified, there is not a direct efficiency comparison to the ACC method.

2.5 Simulation Studies

The implementation of the EL estimators is based on Lagrange multiplier methods and

Newton-Raphson iterations. We write the Lagrangian function of the constrained optimiza-

tion in (2.7) as

L =
N∑
i=1

log pi +
N∑
i=1

λTgi(φ) + µ(
N∑
i=1

pi − 1). (2.10)

The function g stands for the combined estimating function with both RU and h , and the

parameter φ includes all the parameters to be estimated. The Lagrange multiplier λ can
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be found by solving
∑n

i=1[gi(φ)/{1 + λTgi(φ)}] = 0, which is equivalent to minimizing the

function

l(φ,λ) = −
n∑
i=1

log{1 + λTgi(φ)}

with respect to λ. The algorithm we use is as follows.

We start from an initial estimate of φ, say the CML estimate, which we denote as φ0.

In the k−th iteration (k = 1, 2, ...) we have steps

Step k.1. Given φk−1, we use the optimization function “constrOptim” in R to solve for

the λk which minimizes l(φk−1,λ).

Step k.2. We compute the first order derivative vector (Jacobian) of l(φ,λk) with respect

to φ and evaluate it at φk−1 as

∂l(φk−1,λk)

∂φ
= −

n∑
i=1

gφ,i(φ
k−1)Tλk

1 + λk
T

(φk−1)gi(φk−1)
:= J(φk−1,λk)

where the entries in matrices Uφ,i(φ) = ∂Ui(φ)/∂φT are computed by numerical differenti-

ation.

The second-order derivative (Hessian) matrix is approximated by

∂2l(φk−1,λk)

∂φ∂φT
≈ −∂l(φ

k−1,λk)

∂φ

∂l(φk−1,λk)

∂φT
:= H(φk−1,λk).

Step k.3. We update the estimate of φ with

φk = φk−1 − s{H(φk−1,λk)}−1J(φk−1,λk),

where s is an adaptive steplength such that l(φk,λk) ≥ l(φk−1,λk), which can be found via
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line search.

We repeat the above steps until convergence. This so-called saddle-point algorithm is

widely recommended in the EL literature (e.g., Owen (2001), Han and Lawless (2019)). In

our settings, it converges acceptably fast.

In this section, we present simulation results from two studies. The first is to compare

with the ACC estimator as in (Bartlett et al. 2014), but we found it to be a very special

construction in creating an outcome independent scenario. The second setup is a more

natural proposal.

2.5.1 Study 1

This simulation study uses the setup in Bartlett et al. (2014). The data are generated

as R ∼ Bernoulli(0.5) and


Y

X

Z


∣∣∣∣∣R ∼ N




0.2R

0

R

 ,


1 0.25 0.25

0.25 1 0.25

0.25 0.25 1


 ,

and the observed data vector is (Y,X,RZ,R). This data generating process implies that the

missingness of Z is MNAR and R ⊥ Y | (X,Z). In addition, it ensures that P (R = 1 | Y,X)

can be correctly modeled by a logistic regression. The conditional mean model of interest is

E(Y |X,Z) = βc + βXX + βZZ with β0 = (βc, βX , βZ) = (0, 0.2, 0.2). This simulation takes

U(Y,X,Z;β) = (1, X, Z)T(Y − βc − βXX − βZZ).

Following Bartlett et al. (2014), let logit{π(Y,X;α)} = αc + αY Y + αXX be the correctly

specified model for P (R = 1 | Y,X), f1(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ) the correctly specified model
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N (γc + γY Y + γXX, γ
2
σ) for f(Z | Y,X,R = 1), and f2(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ) the misspecified

model N (γc+γY Y
2 +γXX

2, γ2σ) for f(Z | Y,X,R = 1). The two models for f(Z | Y,X,R =

1) are used to calculate φopt(Y,X;β) in (2.4).

We present the performance of the following estimators.

1. The complete-case analysis estimator β̂CC .

2. Two ACC estimators β̂ACC−1 and β̂ACC−2, both of which use π(Y, Z;α), but β̂ACC−1

is based on f1(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ) and β̂ACC−2 is based on f2(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ).

3. Two ACC2 estimators β̂ACC2−1 and β̂ACC2−2 as proposed in Bartlett et al. (2014),

based on the ACC estimators β̂ACC−1 and β̂ACC−2, respectively.

4. Two estimators from Xie and Zhang (2017) β̂XZ1−1 and β̂XZ1−2 based on (2.5), using

the same models as those for β̂ACC−1 and β̂ACC−2, respectively.

5. Two estimators from Xie and Zhang (2017) β̂XZ2−1 and β̂XZ2−2 based on (2.6), using

the same models as those for β̂ACC−1 and β̂ACC−2, respectively.

6. Two estimators β̂EL−1 and β̂EL−2 based on our proposed method with (2.9), using the

same models as those for β̂ACC−1 and β̂ACC−2, respectively.

For β̂EL−1 and β̂EL−2, the S(Y,X,Z,γ) in (2.9) is taken to be

 (1, Y,X)T(Z − γc − γY Y − γXX)

(Z − γc − γY Y − γXX)2 − γ2σ


and  (1, Y 2, X2)T(Z − γc − γY Y 2 − γXX2)

(Z − γc − γY Y 2 − γXX2)2 − γ2σ

 ,
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Table 2.1: Simulation results for Study 1.

n = 400
Bias (Empirical Standard Error)[Root Mean Square Error]
βc(βc0 = 0) βZ(βZ0 = 0.2) βX(βX0 = 0.2)

CC 0.001 (0.094) [0.094] 0.001 (0.071) [0.071] 0.001 (0.070) [0.070]
ACC-1 0.001 (0.093) [0.093] 0.002 (0.069) [0.069] 0.001 (0.052) [0.052]
ACC-2 0.003 (0.094) [0.094] -0.001 (0.072) [0.072] 0.002 (0.053) [0.053]
ACC2-1 0.005 (0.093) [0.093] -0.001 (0.069) [0.069] 0.001 (0.053) [0.053]
ACC2-2 0.007 (0.095) [0.095] -0.002 (0.070) [0.070] 0.000 (0.054) [0.054]
XZ1-1 0.003 (0.093) [0.093] -0.001 (0.069) [0.069] 0.001 (0.053) [0.053]
XZ1-2 0.001 (0.095) [0.095] 0.000 (0.072) [0.072] 0.001 (0.054) [0.054]
XZ2-1 0.003 (0.093) [0.093] -0.001 (0.069) [0.069] 0.001 (0.053) [0.053]
XZ2-2 0.002 (0.095) [0.095] 0.000 (0.072) [0.072] 0.001 (0.054) [0.054]
EL-1 0.001 (0.094) [0.094] 0.001 (0.070) [0.070] 0.001 (0.053) [0.053]
EL-2 0.158 (0.072) [0.173] -0.151 (0.067) [0.165] 0.045 (0.052) [0.068]

n = 1000
Bias (Empirical Standard Error)[Root Mean Square Error]
βc(βc0 = 0) βZ(βZ0 = 0.2) βX(βX0 = 0.2)

CC 0.002 (0.064) [0.064] -0.001 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.043) [0.043]
ACC-1 0.001 (0.063) [0.063] 0.000 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.032) [0.032]
ACC-2 0.002 (0.065) [0.065] -0.001 (0.046) [0.046] 0.000 (0.032) [0.032]
ACC2-1 0.003 (0.064) [0.064] -0.001 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.032) [0.032]
ACC2-2 0.004 (0.064) [0.064] -0.002 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.033) [0.033]
XZ1-1 0.002 (0.063) [0.063] -0.002 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.032) [0.032]
XZ1-2 0.001 (0.064) [0.064] -0.001 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.032) [0.032]
XZ2-1 0.003 (0.063) [0.063] -0.002 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.032) [0.032]
XZ2-2 0.002 (0.064) [0.064] -0.001 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.032) [0.032]
EL-1 0.001 (0.064) [0.064] 0.000 (0.045) [0.045] -0.001 (0.032) [0.032]
EL-2 0.155 (0.059) [0.059] -0.151 (0.051) [0.159] 0.043 (0.033) [0.054]
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respectively.

Table 1 summarizes the simulation results based on 1000 replications. The root mean

square error (RMSE) in the box bracket shows a combined measure of bias and standard er-

ror. It is seen that EL-1 based on correctly specified models performs equally well compared

to the ACC and Xie and Zhang’s (2017) estimators using the same models, and all have im-

proved efficiency over the CC estimator. Note that in this case the ACC estimating equation

in (2.3) represents the best linear combination of RU(Y,X,Z;β) and V (Y,X, R;β,α),

and thus the corresponding ACC estimator has the maximum efficiency. It is also seen

that EL-2 based on the misspecified model f2(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ) is biased. However, we

would like to point out that f2(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ) is unlikely to be chosen as a model for

f(Z | Y,X,R = 1) in the real world. It includes quadratic effects of Y and X without

any linear effects. The likelihood ratio test comparing models f1(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ) and

f2(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ) to the normal linear regression with Y , X, Y X, Y 2 and X2 as re-

gressors rejected the two models 60 and 985 times out of 1000 replications when n = 400,

respectively, and these numbers became 52 and 1000 when n = 1000, showing that it would

be extremely unlikely to choose f2(Z | Y,X,R = 1;γ) to model f(Z | Y,X,R = 1). There-

fore the bias of EL-2 in this scenario should not be interpreted exclusively as a sign against

our proposed method but rather an indication of the need for a model consistent with the

observed data.

2.5.2 Study 2

This study considers three covariates, Z ∼ Exponential(2), W ∼ N(0, 1), and X |

W ∼ N(W, 1). These variables are set to mimic a real data example where Z is a variable

of response to a sensitive question, which is non-negative-valued and skewed. Other fully

observed baseline variables may be assumed to be jointly normal. Given the covariates, Y
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is generated as Y = βc + βXX + βZZ + βWW + ε, where β0 = (βc, βX , βZ , βW ) = (0, 1, 1, 1)

and ε ∼ N(0, 1) is independent of the covariates X, W and Z. The missingness of Z is

generated as P (R = 1 | Y,X,Z,W ) = expit(1 − 0.5Z + X + W ), under which about 50%

of subjects have missing Z. The conditional mean model of interest is E(Y |X,Z,W ) =

βc + βXX + βZZ + βWW , and this simulation takes

U(Y,X,Z,W ;β) = (1, X, Z,W )T(Y − βc − βXX − βZZ − βWW ),

In this simulation setting, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to derive a correct

model for P (R = 1 | Y,X,W ). We consider the logistic regression model

logit{π(Y,X,W ;α)} = αc + αY Y + αXX + αWW,

which is misspecified. To assess the goodness-of-fit of this model (Model 1) to the observed

data, we compare it to two more complex models; one is a logistic regression with all the main

effects and two-way interactions of Y , X and W (Model 2), and the other is the generalized

additive model (Hastie and Tibshirani 1990) with a logit link and all main effects of Y , X

and W smoothed by 4th order splines (Model 3). Taking n = 400, out of 1000 replications,

the likelihood ratio test rejected Model 1 54 times when comparing it to Model 2 and 143

times when comparing it to Model 3, and the numbers of rejections became 44 and 136 with

n = 1000. Therefore, model π(Y,X,W ;α) would not be rejected most of the time.

For f(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1), it is also very difficult to specify the correct model. Instead,

we consider the following three models: f1(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) is the truncated normal

distribution N(γc + γY Y + γXX + γWW, γ
2
σ)I(X > 0), f2(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) is the

truncated normal distribution N(γc+γY Y, γ
2
σ)I(X > 0), and f3(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) is the

normal distribution N(γc + γY Y, γ
2
σ). These models are used to calculate φopt(Y,X,W ;β)
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Figure 2.1: P-P plot for the three models for f(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1) with n = 400

in (2.4). Figure 1 shows a typical P-P plot of these three models based on one simulation

with n = 400. It clearly indicates that f3(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) is not a good model and is

inferior to the other two. Samples with n = 1000 yield similar plots.

To further assess the goodness-of-fit of f1(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) and f2(Z | Y,X,W,R =

1;γ), we compare them to two more complex models; one is normal linear regression left

truncated at 0 with all the main effects and two way interactions of Y , X and W (Model 4),

and the other is normal linear regression left truncated at 0 with all the main and quadratic

effects of Y , X and W (Model 5). Taking n = 400, out of 1000 replications, the likelihood

ratio test rejected f1(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) 5 times and f2(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) 406 times

when compared to Model 4 and 7 and 399 times when compared to Model 5. These numbers

became 2, 981, 7 and 980 with n = 1000. In addition, the likelihood ratio test comparing

f2(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) to f1(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) rejected the former 567 times with

n = 400 and 994 times with n = 1000, out of 1000 replications. These tests suggest that

f1(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) seems an adequate model whereas f2(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) is not.

Table 2 summarizes the simulation results based on 1000 replications. The CC, ACC,
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Table 2.2: Simulation results for Study 2.

n = 400 Bias (Empirical Standard Error) [Root Mean Square Error]
βc(βc0 = 0) βZ(βZ0 = 1) βX(βX0 = 1) βW (βW0 = 1)

CC 0.004 (0.222) [0.222] -0.007 (0.101) [0.101] 0.006 (0.149) [0.149] -0.001 (0.206) [0.206]
ACC-1 -0.168 (0.208) [0.267] 0.060 (0.096) [0.113] 0.036 (0.139) [0.144] 0.029 (0.190) [0.192]
ACC-2 -0.161 (0.213) [0.267] 0.059 (0.099) [0.116] 0.036 (0.140) [0.145] 0.030 (0.191) [0.193]
ACC-3 0.065 (0.243) [0.252] 0.003 (0.100) [0.100] -0.050 (0.213) [0.219] -0.058 (0.302) [0.308]
ACC2-1 -0.142 (0.213) [0.257] 0.019 (0.101) [0.103] 0.044 (0.143) [0.150] 0.036 (0.193) [0.196]
ACC2-2 -0.135 (0.215) [0.254] 0.015 (0.101) [0.102] 0.042 (0.143) [0.149] 0.034 (0.193) [0.196]
ACC2-3 -0.043 (0.218) [0.222] -0.005 (0.101) [0.101] 0.030 (0.142) [0.145] 0.024 (0.192) [0.194]
XZ1-1 -0.225 (0.226) [0.319] 0.105 (0.110) [0.152] 0.036 (0.145) [0.149] 0.029 (0.198) [0.200]
XZ1-2 -0.189 (0.217) [0.288] 0.088 (0.105) [0.137] 0.032 (0.142) [0.146] 0.026 (0.195) [0.197]
XZ1-3 -0.150 (0.207) [0.256] 0.063 (0.099) [0.118] 0.029 (0.141) [0.144] 0.024 (0.193) [0.194]
XZ2-1 -0.162 (0.232) [0.283] 0.043 (0.108) [0.116] 0.042 (0.146) [0.152] 0.036 (0.199) [0.202]
XZ2-2 -0.170 (0.232) [0.288] 0.048 (0.107) [0.117] 0.042 (0.145) [0.151] 0.033 (0.198) [0.200]
XZ2-3 -0.204 (0.217) [0.298] 0.061 (0.101) [0.119] 0.045 (0.145) [0.152] 0.040 (0.196) [0.200]
EL-1 -0.177 (0.226) [0.287] 0.048 (0.108) [0.118] 0.048 (0.145) [0.153] 0.042 (0.198) [0.202]
EL-2 0.310 (0.219) [0.379] -0.153 (0.113) [0.190] -0.048 (0.145) [0.153] -0.055 (0.195) [0.202]
EL-3 0.234 (0.201) [0.309] -0.090 (0.096) [0.132] -0.059 (0.134) [0.146] -0.063 (0.185) [0.195]
EL2-2 0.012 (0.223) [0.223] -0.013 (0.101) [0.102] 0.005 (0.134) [0.134] 0.002 (0.188) [0.188]
EL2-3 0.011 (0.223) [0.223] -0.013 (0.101) [0.102] 0.006 (0.135) [0.135] 0.001 (0.189) [0.189]
n = 1000 Bias (Empirical Standard Error) [Root Mean Square Error]

βc(βc0 = 0) βZ(βZ0 = 1) βX(βX0 = 1) βW (βW0 = 1)
CC -0.003 (0.136) [0.136] 0.002 (0.061) [0.061] -0.001 (0.094) [0.094] -0.001 (0.130) [0.130]

ACC-1 -0.170 (0.127) [0.212] 0.064 (0.059) [0.087] 0.030 (0.087) [0.092] 0.028 (0.119) [0.123]
ACC-2 -0.166 (0.129) [0.210] 0.065 (0.060) [0.088] 0.032 (0.089) [0.094] 0.029 (0.120) [0.124]
ACC-3 0.056 (0.149) [0.159] 0.012 (0.062) [0.063] -0.058 (0.133) [0.145] -0.055 (0.190) [0.197]
ACC2-1 -0.150 (0.130) [0.199] 0.036 (0.061) [0.071] 0.034 (0.089) [0.095] 0.033 (0.121) [0.126]
ACC2-2 -0.141 (0.131) [0.193] 0.032 (0.062) [0.070] 0.033 (0.089) [0.094] 0.031 (0.120) [0.124]
ACC2-3 -0.050 (0.136) [0.145] 0.006 (0.062) [0.062] 0.024 (0.090) [0.093] 0.020 (0.124) [0.125]
XZ1-1 -0.210 (0.134) [0.249] 0.095 (0.065) [0.115] 0.030 (0.091) [0.095] 0.030 (0.123) [0.126]
XZ1-2 -0.189 (0.132) [0.230] 0.088 (0.064) [0.109] 0.027 (0.090) [0.094] 0.026 (0.121) [0.124]
XZ1-3 -0.156 (0.127) [0.201] 0.067 (0.061) [0.091] 0.025 (0.090) [0.093] 0.023 (0.121) [0.123]
XZ2-1 -0.149 (0.142) [0.206] 0.042 (0.071) [0.082] 0.035 (0.090) [0.097] 0.033 (0.122) [0.127]
XZ2-2 -0.169 (0.143) [0.222] 0.058 (0.068) [0.090] 0.033 (0.090) [0.096] 0.031 (0.121) [0.125]
XZ2-3 -0.198 (0.132) [0.238] 0.070 (0.063) [0.094] 0.037 (0.091) [0.099] 0.034 (0.123) [0.128]
EL-1 -0.181 (0.136) [0.226] 0.062 (0.065) [0.090] 0.038 (0.092) [0.100] 0.037 (0.124) [0.129]
EL-2 0.295 (0.158) [0.335] -0.151 (0.081) [0.172] -0.046 (0.094) [0.105] -0.051 (0.129) [0.139]
EL-3 0.211 (0.128) [0.247] -0.074 (0.061) [0.096] -0.059 (0.083) [0.102] -0.064 (0.118) [0.134]
EL2-2 0.008 (0.145) [0.145] -0.005 (0.068) [0.068] 0.000 (0.086) [0.086] -0.004 (0.117) [0.118]
EL2-3 0.005 (0.140) [0.140] -0.003 (0.063) [0.063] 0.000 (0.087) [0.087] -0.004 (0.119) [0.119]
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ACC2, XZ1, XZ2, and EL estimators follow the same notation used in Study 1, now with

three models f1(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ), f2(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ), and f3(Z | Y,X,W,R =

1;γ) considered. The S(Y,X,Z,γ) for estimating γ for all estimators is taken to be the

score functions for these three models. Noting that f2(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) and f3(Z |

Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) are clearly inadequate based on our model checking and γ has lower

dimension than β for these two models, the two estimators EL2-2 and EL2-3 drop the

S(Y,X,Z,γ) in (2.9), as discussed in Section 4. It is seen that, as expected, the ACC,

ACC2, XZ1, XZ2, and EL estimators are all biased since neither P (R = 1 | Y,X,W ) nor

f(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1) is correctly modeled by any of the models under consideration, albeit

the levels of bias vary somewhat. From Figure 2.1 we see that f3(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) is

a clearly inadequate model compared to f1(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ) and f2(Z | Y,X,W,R =

1;γ). However, the ACC-3 and ACC2-3 estimators based on it surprisingly have smaller

bias than ACC-1 and ACC2-1 estimators based on a better model f1(Z | Y,X,W,R = 1;γ).

Estimators EL2-2 and EL2-3 have very small bias, confirming the discussion in Section 4.

2.6 Data Application

As an application, we analyze the data collected in the year 2003-2004 from the US

National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES). NHANES is a program

conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to assess the health and nu-

tritional status of both adults and children in the United States. We study the effect of

average number of alcoholic drinks consumed per day on days when the subject drank al-

cohol (Z) on the systolic blood pressure (SBP) (mmHg) (Y ), adjusting for age (in decade

above 50) and body mass index (BMI) (kg/m2) (X). As pointed out in Little and Zhang

(2011) and Bartlett et al. (2014), it is reasonable to assume that the SBP and BMI are

missing completely at random, and thus in our analysis we only include the subjects with
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these two variables fully observed. Among the n = 2111 subjects included in the analysis,

720 have missing values for alcohol consumption, and it is reasonable to assume this miss-

ingness depends on alcohol consumption itself but is independent of the SBP given alcohol

consumption, age and BMI (Bartlett et al. 2014).

The model specifications follow Bartlett et al. (2014). The conditional mean model is

E(SBP | Z,X) = βc + β1 log(no. of drinks + 1) + β2BMI + β3age + β4age2,

where SBP is centered at 125 mmHg and alcohol consumption is log transformed. For the

missingness probability P (R = 1 | Y,X), a logistic regression is assumed as

logit{π(Y,X;α)} = αc + α1age + α2BMI + α3SBP + α4SBP2.

For f(Z | Y,X, R = 1), a negative binomial regression treating the number of drinks as the

response is fitted, with all the linear and quadratic terms of age, BMI and SBP as regressors.

The U(Y,X, Z;β) is taken to be



1

log(no. of drinks + 1)

BMI

age

age2


(SBP−βc−β1 log(no. of drinks+1)−β2BMI−β3age−β4age2).

We calculate the complete-case estimator, the ACC estimator and our proposed empirical
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Table 2.3: Analysis results for the NHANES data

CC ACC EL

Intercept
Alcohol*

BMI
Age
Age2

Estimate (SE) p-value
-1.929 (0.798) 0.015
1.267 (0.583) 0.030
0.414 (0.080) <0.001
3.943 (0.261) <0.001
0.265 (0.143) 0.065

Estimate (SE) p-value
-2.130 (0.741) 0.004
1.321 (0.598) 0.027
0.388 (0.066) <0.001
3.888 (0.198) <0.001
0.319 (0.104) 0.002

Estimate (SE) p-value
-1.921 (0.745) 0.010
1.094 (0.550) 0.047
0.396 (0.062) <0.001
3.835 (0.227) <0.001
0.315 (0.107) 0.003

* log(number of drinks + 1)

likelihood estimator with h(Y,X,X, R;β,θ) taken to be


huse(Y,X, Z,R;β,θ)

R−π(Y,X;α)
π(Y,X;α){1−π(Y,X;α)}

∂π(Y,X;α)
∂α

RS(Y,X;γ)

 ,

where S(Y,X;γ) is the score function for the regression coefficients of the negative binomial

regression model for f(Z | Y,X, R = 1) (e.g. Lawless 1987). The relevant expectations under

f(Z | Y,X, R = 1) needed in huse(Y,X, Z,R;β,θ) are calculated by taking 200 random

draws from the estimated negative binomial model. In our analysis we do not include the

empirical likelihood estimator based on a model for E(SBP |X) due to the consideration of

compatibility between such a model and the model of interest E(SBP |X, Z).

Table 2.3 contains the results of our data analysis. All methods indicate that alcohol

consumption is positively associated with increased SBP adjusting for the other covariates.

The same conclusion can be made for BMI. Both ACC and the proposed method suggest

a significant non-linear association between age and SBP, while the complete-case analysis

fails to detect the significance.
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2.7 Discussion

In our proposed method we jointly estimate the parameter of interest β and the nui-

sance parameter θ by solving estimating equations altogether using the empirical likelihood

method. When the dimension of θ becomes large, the numerical performance by simulta-

neously solving all estimating equations may deteriorate. An alternative is to estimate part

or all of θ separately by solving a lower dimensional estimating equation and then plug the

estimated value into the rest of the estimating equations and solve for β using the empirical

likelihood method. For example, α in π(Y,X;α) and/or γ in f(Z | Y,X, R = 1) can be sep-

arately estimated by maximizing (2.2) and
∏n

i=1 f(Zi | Yi,Xi, Ri = 1)Ri , respectively, and

then β can be estimated by the empirical likelihood method using the estimating function

 RU(Y,X,Z;β)

huse(Y,X, R;β, θ̂)


with θ̂ = (α̂, γ̂) plugged in. The resulting estimator is called pseudo-empirical likelihood

estimator in some literature and the asymptotic variance can be derived similarly (e.g.,

Qin, Zhang and Leung 2009). Based on our theoretical derivations, there is in general no

clear efficiency comparison between this alternative method and the complete-case analysis,

and thus the corresponding asymptotic results are not reported in this chapter. However,

simulation studies not included here have shown that this alternative method does reduce

the standard error compared to the complete-case analysis, and in some cases to a higher

degree than estimating β and θ simultaneously.

The suggested huse(Y,X, R;β,θ) in (2.9) requires models for both P (R = 1 | Y,X)

and f(Z | Y,X, R = 1). This may seem undesirable compared to the ACC method which,

in principle, only requires a model for P (R = 1 | Y,X). However, the implementation of

the ACC method would likely ask for a model for f(Z | Y,X, R = 1) as well to estimate
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φopt(Y,X;β) in (2.4). Our simulation results have shown that our proposed estimator has

less bias when such models are misspecified. Therefore, the proposed method indeed provides

a useful alternative to ACC.

This work has been published as Che, Han & Lawless (2020).
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Chapter 3

Empirical and Conditional

Likelihoods for Two-Phase,

Outcome-Dependent Samples

3.1 Introduction

Response-dependent samples arise in a variety of contexts; see for example, Qin (2017),

where numerous examples and associated methodology are discussed. We consider two-phase

studies with response-dependent samples that are designed to provide efficient estimation of

covariate effects while limiting the cost of obtaining expensive covariate measurements (e.g.

Song, Zhou & Kosorok 2009). Phase 1 data consisting of responses Yi and covariates Xi

are available for a cohort of individuals i = 1, · · · , N and in phase 2, values for expensive

covariates Zi are obtained for a subset of n individuals. By appropriately basing phase 2

sample selection on the observed phase 1 responses and covariates, estimation efficiency can

be increased. Such designs include generalized case-control and case-cohort designs used
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with rare outcomes (e.g. Scott & Wild 2001, Borgan & Samuelsen 2014); other designs with

response-dependent sampling are frequently used in genetic studies (e.g. Breslow et al. 2009;

Barnett, Lee & Lin 2013; Lin, Zeng & Tang 2013) and many other areas.

We assume that triplets (Yi,Xi,Zi), i = 1, · · · , N are iid and have joint probability den-

sity or mass function f(Y |X,Z)g(X,Z). Our interest is in estimation of β in a regression

model f(Y |X,Z;β); the distribution g(X,Z) of the covariates is not of direct interest and

we may wish to avoid modeling it (Scott and Wild 2011). Methods that avoid consideration

of g(X,Z) include Horwitz-Thompson or inverse-probability-weighted (IPW) estimation

and conditional maximum likelihood, e.g. see Lawless, Kalbfleisch & Wild (1999). Both

approaches use only the data for phase 2 individuals but require specification of phase 2

selection probabilities. We denote Ri = I(individual i is selected for phase 2), i = 1, · · · , N

and let π(y,x, ;α) = P (Ri = 1|Yi = y,Xi = x). The phase 2 sample is typically selected

either by variable probability sampling (VPS), where the Ri are independent Bernoulli ran-

dom variables with selection probabilities π(Yi,Xi) or by basic stratified sampling (BSS),

in which case the N individuals are stratified on the basis of their phase 1 variables Y,X,

and a simple random sample is drawn from each stratum for phase 2. In the former case

the true value α0 of α is specified by design, but using an estimate α̂ instead can increase

efficiency (Robins, Rotnitzky & Zhao 1994; Lawless, Kalbfleisch & Wild 1999; Scott & Wild

2011). For simplicity we focus on VPS in the discussion, but the results also apply to BSS

with minor modifications (Scott & Wild 2011).

Conditional maximum likelihood (CML), described in the next section, has been widely

used when Y is categorical (Breslow & Cain 1988; Keogh & Cox 2014; Qin 2017; Scott &

Wild 1986) but also with continuous responses (Barnett, Lee & Lin 2013; Huang & Lin

2007; Li et al. 2011) and with censored failure time outcomes (Shen et al. 2015). Semi-

parametric maximum likelihood (ML) methods are also used; they do not require a selection

model π(Y,X;α) but unlike CML, the covariate distribution must be estimated (Zhang &
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Rockette 2005, 2007; Zhao, Lawless & McLeish 2009; Song, Zhou & Kosorok 2009; Zeng &

Lin 2014; Tao, Zeng & Lin 2017). Full maximum likelihood is problematic computationally

when X is continuous or high-dimensional, and when Z is high-dimensional, and CML is

especially attractive in such cases. In addition, CML can be used when some π(Y,X) may

be zero (Barnett, Lee & Lin 2013; Huang & Lin 2007), whereas IPW estimation cannot.

Conditional maximum likelihood estimates are not semiparametric efficient in general, but

Scott & Wild (2011) showed how to augment CML so that full efficiency is achieved in

certain situations. This occurs only for special discrete response models, and they did not

show that their SW estimator dominates the CML estimator in general situations. We prove

here that this is indeed the case.

We make four new contributions in this chapter. First, we combine CML and empirical

likelihood (EL) (Owen 2001; Qin 2017) to improve on the efficiency of CML. Second, we

prove that the EL and SW estimators of β have the same asymptotic variance and that in

general, both dominate CML. This is of practical as well as theoretical interest because the

SW estimators are computationally easier to obtain than the EL estimators. Third, we show

that using a value of α that is known by design is asymptotically equivalent to estimating

it for the EL estimators; this reduces computation somewhat. Finally, we provide numerical

comparisons of CML, SW and EL estimators with both discrete and continuous response,

and in the latter case compare them with semiparametric maximum likelihood. Section 3.2

outlines the CML, SW and EL procedures, and derives and compares asymptotic variances.

Section 3.3 provides numerical comparisons of estimators in finite samples, and Section 3.4

discusses an illustration in a genetic testing context. Section 3.5 has concluding remarks.

Details associated with derivations in Section 2 are given in an Appendix B. Section B.4 also

contains two simulation studies that complement those in the chapter, and a few additional

technical details which are mentioned in the chapter.
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3.2 Estimators and Asymptotic Variances

3.2.1 The Conditional Maximum Likelihood (CML) Estimator

We will briefly review the CML estimator and set some notation. We assume that the

phase 2 sample is selected using variable probability sampling (VPS). The CML estimator

for β is based on the distribution of responses for the phase 2 individuals, conditional on

covariate values and the fact they were selected for phase 2. The conditional likelihood (CL)

is then

Lc(β,α) =
∏
Ri=1

P (Y = yi|X = xi,Z = zi, Ri = 1) =
∏
Ri=1

fc(yi|xi, zi;β,α)

where, when Y is continuous,

fc(Y |X,Z;β,α) =
f(Y |X,Z;β)π(Y,X;α)∫
f(y|X,Z;β)π(y,X;α)dy

and the conditional log-likelihood is

lc(β,α) =
N∑
i=1

Ri log fci(β,α) (3.1)

where fci(β,α) := fc(Yi|Xi,Zi;β,α). With α = α0 known by design, we can solve

∂lc(β,α0)/∂β =
∑N

i=1 S1,i(β,α0) = 0, where

S1,i(β,α) = S1(Yi,Xi,Zi, Ri;β,α) = Ri∂ log fci(β,α)/∂β
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; we term the resulting estimator β̂CML0. The asymptotic covariance matrix of
√
N(β̂CML0−

β0) is then

Σ0 = E

{
−∂S1(β0,α0)

∂β

}−1
Cov {S1(β0,α0)}E

{
−∂S1(β0,α0)

∂β

}−T
:= I−111 C11I−111 .

Expectations here and later are taken with respect to the true distribution of (Y,X,Z, R),

given by f(Y |X,Z;β0), g(X,Z) and π(Y,X;α0). Since the components of (3.1) are log-

likelihoods, it is easy to see that I11 = C11, so Σ0 = C−111 .

Efficiency can be increased by estimating α even when it is known by design (Lawless,

Kalbfleisch & Wild 1999); this can be done by using the likelihood function for α based

on the observed values of R1, · · ·RN . Let φ = (βT ,αT )T with true value φ0; then the

conditional maximum likelihood (CML) estimator β̂CML and ML estimator α̂ML solve the

estimating equation

N∑
i=1

SC,i(φ) =
N∑
i=1

SC(Yi,Xi,Zi, Ri;φ) =
N∑
i=1

 S1,i(β,α)

Sπ,i(α)

 =
N∑
i=1

 Ri∂ log fci
∂β

Ri−πi
πi(1−πi)

∂πi
∂α

 = 0

(3.2)

where πi = π(Yi,Xi;α), fci = fci(β,α) and Sπ,i(α) = Sπ(Yi,Xi, Ri;α) = (Ri−πi)/{πi(1−

πi)}∂πi/∂α. Then
√
N{(β̂CML, α̂ML)-(β0,α0)} is asymptotically normal with covariance

matrix I−1CMLCCMLI−TCML, where

CCML =

 C11 C1π
CT1π Cππ

 =

 E{S1(φ0)S
T
1 (φ0)} E{S1(φ0)S

T
π (φ0)}

E{Sπ(φ0)S
T
1 (φ0)} E{Sπ(φ0)S

T
π (φ0)}

 ,
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and

ICML = E

{
−∂SC(φ0)

∂φT

}
=

 I11 I1π

0 Iππ

 .
Since

I−1CML =

 I−111 −I−111 I1πI−1ππ

0 I−1ππ

 ,
and I1π = E{−∂S1(φ0)/∂α

T} = E{S1(φ0)S
T
π (φ0)} = C1π, I11 = C11, and Iππ = Cππ

(details are in Appendix Section B.2), we find that the asymptotic covariance matrix of
√
N(β̂CML − β0) is

ΣCML =I−111 − I−111 I1πI−1ππ IT1πI−111

=C−111 − C−111 C1πC−1ππ CT1πC−111 ≤ C−111 = Σ0, (3.3)

consistent with the well-known result that using the true value of α does not reduce the

asymptotic variance of β̂. Here and subsequently A ≤ B for positive definite symmetric

matrices A and B means that B − A is positive semi-definite.

3.2.2 The Scott-Wild (SW) Estimator

Noting that lc(β,α) also carries information about α, Scott and Wild (2011) proposed an

estimator that uses the score function S2(Y,X,Z, R;β,α) = R∂ log fc(Y |X,Z;β,α)/∂α.

This was based on noticing that when Y is binary and π(Y,X;α) depends only on a finite

partition of Z, the semi-parametric efficient maximum likelihood (ML) estimator developed
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in Scott and Wild (1997) satisfies the estimating equation

N∑
i=1

SE,i(φ) =
N∑
i=1

SE(Yi,Xi,Zi, Ri;φ) =
N∑
i=1

 S1,i(β,α)

Sπ,i(α)− S2,i(β,α)


= 0. (3.4)

However, this estimator is not fully efficient in general regression settings, for example with

continuous Y , and Scott and Wild (2011) did not establish that it dominates the CML

estimator based on (3.2) in general settings. We now do this.

The asymptotic covariance matrix of the solution to the estimating equation (3.4), which

we denote as φ̂SW, is given by I−TSWCSWI
−1
SW, where

ISW =

 −E {∂S1(φ0)/∂β
T
}

−E
{
∂S1(φ0)/∂α

T
}

E
{
∂S2(φ0)/∂β

T
}

−E
{
∂(Sπ(φ0)− S2(φ0))/∂α

T
}
 :=

 I11 I1π

−I21 Iππ − I2π

 ,
CSW =

 C11 C1π − C12

CT1π − CT12 Cππ − CT2π − C2π + C22

 ,
with Cij = E{Si(φ0)S

T
j (φ0)} for i, j ∈ {1, 2, π}.

In Section B.1 we show that I1π = C1π = C12 and I2π = C2π = C22. Also, C22 is symmetric,

so C2π = CT22 = CT2π. Thus the asymptotic covariance matrix of
√
N(φ̂SW − φ0) is

I−TSWCSWI
−1
SW

=

 C11 C12

−CT12 Cππ − C22


−1  C11 0

0 Cππ − C22


 C11 −C12

CT12 Cππ − C22


−1

=

 {C11 + C12(Cππ − C22)−1CT12}−1 0

0 {CT12C−111 C12 + Cππ − C22}−1
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and the asymptotic covariance matrix of
√
N(β̂SW − β0) is

ΣSW = {C11 + C12(Cππ − C22)−1CT12}−1

= {C11 + C1π(Cππ − C22)−1CT1π}−1

= C−111 − C−111 C1π(Cππ − C22 + CT1πC−111 C1π)−1CT1πC−111 .

Interestingly, β̂SW and α̂SW are asymptotically uncorrelated. Since
√
N(β̂CML − β0) has

asymptotic covariance matrix C−111 − C−111 C1πC−1ππ CT1πC−111 from (3.3), whether SW will improve

upon CML depends on CR := C22 − CT1πC−111 C1π = C22 − CT12C−111 C12. This is the asymptotic

variance of S2 given S1 and so it is positive semi-definite; SW is therefore guaranteed to be

as efficient as CML. That is, ΣSW ≤ ΣCML.

3.2.3 The Empirical Likelihood Estimator

The Scott-Wild approach uses three estimating functions S1(β,α), S2(β,α) and Sπ(α),

and it is possible that some information is lost by using only the difference of Sπ and S2.

Empirical likelihood (EL) allows us to exploit more estimating functions than the number of

parameters (Qin & Lawless 1994, Owen 2001; Qin 2017). For two-phase, response-dependent

samples, Zhou et al. (2011) gives an example of applying empirical likelihood but their

method still needs to model the covariate distribution; we avoid this. We note that another

approach to combining estimating functions is generalized method of moments, or GMM

(Hansen 1982; Newey & Smith 2004). It is known that GMM and EL estimators based on a

specific set of estimating functions have the same asymptotic distributions, but EL has some

higher order asymptotic advantages (Newey & Smith 2004).
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Let the dimensions of β and α be p and q, respectively and let

U(φ) = (S1(β,α)T ,S2(β,α)T ,Sπ(α)T )T .

Then, EL involves maximizing the empirical likelihood
∏N

i=1 pi with respect to p = (p1, ..., pN),β,α

subject to pi ≥ 0,
∑n

i=1 pi = 1 and the p+ 2q constraints

n∑
i=1

piUi(φ) =
n∑
i=1

pi


Ri

∂ log fci
∂β

Ri
∂ log fci
∂α(

Ri
πi
− 1−Ri

1−πi

)
∂πi
∂α

 = 0. (3.5)

This produces an empirical likelihood estimator of φ, which we denote as φ̂EL. By Qin and

Lawless (1994), it is asymptotically normal, with covariance matrix

(J TC−1J )−1 =

[
E

{
∂U(φ0)

∂φT

}T
E
{
U(φ0)U

T (φ0)
}−1

E

{
∂U(φ0)

∂φT

}]−1
,

and in the Appendix Section B.1 we show

C = E{U(φ0)U
T (φ0)} =


C11 C12 C12

CT12 C22 C22

CT12 CT22 Cππ

 ,

J = −E
{
∂U(φ0)

∂φT

}
=


C11 C12

CT12 C22

0 Cππ

 .

We now show that β̂SW and β̂EL have the same asymptotic covariance matrix. We write
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the inverse of the asymptotic covariance matrix of
√
N(φ̂EL − φ0) in block form as

 V 11 V 12

V 21 V 22

 ,
and note that the asymptotic covariance matrix of

√
N(β̂EL − β0) can then be expressed as

ΣEL : = {V 11 − V 12(V 22)−1V 21}−1.

In the Appendix Section B.1 we show that

V 11 = C11 + C12(Cππ − C22)−1CT12

and V 12 = 0. Therefore

ΣEL = {V 11 − V 12(V 22)−1V 21}−1

= {C11 + C12(Cππ − C22)−1CT12}−1 = ΣSW.

Thus β̂SW and β̂EL have the same asymptotic covariance matrix. This is of practical as well

as theoretical importance, since the SW estimators are computationally easier to obtain than

the EL estimators.

We remark that since phase 2 sampling is by design, the true value of α0 is known.

Qin, Zhang & Leung (2009) found with estimating functions used in the augmented inverse

probability weighted (AIPW) estimator (Robins et al. 1994) that efficiency could in some

cases be improved further by using the known α0, unlike the situation with CML. Xie and

Zhang (2017) found a similar effect in another missing data setting. We call this estimator

β̂EL0 in the setting here. Another alternative estimator uses the maximum likelihood estimate
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α̂ML in (3.5); Qin, Zhang & Leung (2009) called this a pseudo empirical likelihood estimator.

We denote the resulting estimator as β̂PEL. In our setting these two estimators respectively

involve replacing φ in (3.5) with (βT ,αT0 )T to give Ũ (β,α0), and with (βT , α̂TML)T to give

Ũ(β, α̂ML). The asymptotic covariance matrices for β̂EL0 and β̂PEL, denoted as ΣEL0 and

ΣPEL respectively, can both be shown to equal (ĨTC−1Ĩ)−1, where C is given above and

Ĩ = −E

{
∂Ũ(β,α0)

∂βT

}
=


C11

C21

0

 .

Similarly to the derivation above, we find Σ−1EL0 = Σ−1PEL = V 11 and therefore ΣEL0 = ΣPEL =

ΣEL = ΣSW. Thus, in our setting all the empirical likelihood estimators of β have the same

asymptotic variance. Another option is to use known α0 only in S2(β,α) and to estimate

α; this again gives the same asymptotic variance.

The asymptotic variances for all estimators of β depend on the phase 2 selection model

π(Y,X;α) that is used in the system of estimating functions. It has been shown that

efficiency can be improved by using a “highly stratified” model that includes the actual

sampling probability model but incorporates a finer stratification of (Y,X) than was actually

used for sampling in the study, (e.g., Lawless, Kalbfleisch & Wild 1999; Scott & Wild 2011).

For example, if phase 2 sampling depended only on Y , we can do better by using a working

model that involves both Y and X than with one that involves only Y . This is implicit in

the asymptotic variances given here, and numerical studies in the next section illustrate the

efficiency gains in finite samples.
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3.3 Simulation Studies

Through the simulations, our EL estimators are implemented similarly to that in Chapter

2 (Section 2.5). The algorithm is outlined in Section 2.5, except that we used “fmincon” in

MATLAB for the inner loop.

We describe numerical comparisons of the CML, SW and EL estimators for two scenarios

here. The first is similar to one in Scott & Wild (2011) and involves a binary response Y with

two covariates X and Z. Study 2 involves a continuous response. Two additional related

scenarios are considered in Section B.4, as described below.

3.3.1 Simulation Study 1

This study involves binary covariate Z and continuous covariateX, which are correlated.

We consider a phase 1 sample of 10,000 subjects with data generated as follows. A continuous

standard normal covariate Xi is first generated and then a Bernoulli covariate Zi is generated

with probability P (Zi = 1) = 0.2I(Xi < 0) + 0.5I(Xi ≥ 0). We then generate the response

Yi using a logistic regression model; with expit(u) denoting eu/(1 + eu), it is

P (Y = 1|X,Z) = expit(βc + βXX + βZZ), (3.6)

with β0 = (−2.8, 0.5, 1). This gives marginal probabilities for Y = 0 and Y = 1 approxi-

mately equal to 0.9 and 0.1. We use a Bernoulli VPS selection scheme for phase 2, according

to the sampling model

P (R = 1|Y,X) = π(Y,X;α) = expit(αc + αY Y ), (3.7)
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where we chose α0 = (−4.1, 2.5). This gives marginal selection probabilities for Y = 0 and

Y = 1 of approximately 0.0163 and 0.168. We can use these known selection probabilities in

our estimating functions; we refer to the CML estimator in this case as CML0. Estimation

efficiency can be increased by estimating selection probabilities using the model (3.7), and

we denote estimates obtained using this model with the suffix est in Table 3.1. It is possible,

however, to further increase efficiency by using a more highly stratified selection model that

conditions on observed X values, similar to calibration or post-stratification in sampling

contexts. We consider two such models, referred to with the suffixes sat1 and sat2 in Table

3.1. For sat1 we use a binary covariate V = I(X > 0.5)and the model

P (R = 1|Y, V ) = πsat1(Y, V ;α) = expit(αc + αY Y + αV V + αY V Y V ). (3.8)

The sat2 model uses the continuous covariate X in a more highly stratified logistic regression

model for phase 2 selection, namely

P (R = 1|Y,X) = πsat2(Y,X;α) = expit(αc + αY Y + αXX + αY XY X). (3.9)

Note that working models (8) and (9) both include the true phase 2 sampling model (3.7)

as special cases.

We also considered pseudo empirical likelihood (PEL) estimators, where theα parameters

in models (3.7), (3.8) or (3.9) are first estimated by maximum likelihood from Sπ(α) = 0

and then fixed in the estimating function U(φ) = U(β, α̂ML). This EL procedure is slightly

easier to implement since the estimating function Sπ(α̂ML) equals zero.

We mention that in this example the estimating functions S1 and S2 are not linearly

independent when the πsat1 model is used. Then dim(β) = 3 and dim(α) = 4 so the

dimension of (ST1 ,S
T
2 )T is 7. However in Section B.3 we show that the actual rank of these
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7 estimating equations is 4. Therefore we use here only the first element of S2 for the EL

estimator in this case. This phenomenon is an example of the well known fact that β and

α are not identifiable from the conditional likelihood lc(β,α) alone in this setting.

In Table 3.1, we compare the performance of CML, SW and EL estimators based on

500 simulations, using each of the three π models (3.7-3.9) as well as the known selection

probabilities, denoted for CML as CML0. The EL0 and PEL estimator with each π model

are asymptotically equivalent to the corresponding EL estimator so are omitted; their finite

sample performances are close to those of the EL estimators. We show empirical standard

deviations and average standard errors for each estimator; standard errors are obtained by

estimating asymptotic covariance matrices with sample covariance matrices evaluated at

estimates of φ. These are labelled empirical and estimated standard error (SE) in the table

and they are seen to be close in value. In this case, CML performs about as well as the EL

and SW methods. A substantial efficiency gain for estimation of βx, the coefficient for the

covariate that is known for all individuals, occurs when the stratified selection model (3.8)

is used instead of (3.7) for the EL and SW estimators. A big increase in efficiency for CML

and small further increases in efficiency for EL and SW result from using the more highly

stratified model (3.9).

In Section B.4, we present a simulation study based on the same data generating model

as here, in which basic stratified sampling (BSS) instead of VPS is used for phase 2 selection.

It shows results very similar to the ones in Table 3.1.

3.3.2 Simulation Study 2

In Study 2, we simulate a normal linear regression model, f(Y |X,Z; β) = N(βc+βXX+

βZZ, σ
2), with stratified phase 2 sampling based on Y . We generate Z from a standard

normal distribution; an auxiliary random variable W is generated by W |Z ∼ Exp(0.2I(Z >
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Table 3.1: Simulation results for Study 1.

Method Mean (Empirical SE)[Estimated SE]

βc (βc0 = −2.8) βx(βx0 = 0.5) βz(βz0 = 1)
CML0 -2.814 (0.168)[0.165] 0.519 (0.258)[0.257] 0.997 (0.244)[0.252]
CML-est -2.802 (0.117)[0.123] 0.519 (0.258)[0.257] 0.997 (0.244)[0.252]
CML-sat1 -2.803 (0.116)[0.121] 0.509 (0.204)[0.200] 0.997 (0.245)[0.251]
CML-sat2 -2.803 (0.113)[0.119] 0.514 (0.123)[0.123] 0.997 (0.244)[0.251]
EL-est -2.802 (0.117)[0.123] 0.519 (0.258)[0.257] 0.997 (0.244)[0.252]
EL-sat1 -2.803 (0.115)[0.121] 0.502 (0.133)[0.133] 0.997 (0.244)[0.250]
EL-sat2 -2.803 (0.113)[0.119] 0.515 (0.123)[0.122] 0.997 (0.245)[0.251]
SW-est -2.802 (0.117)[0.123] 0.519 (0.258)[0.257] 0.997 (0.244)[0.252]
EL-sat1 -2.803 (0.115)[0.121] 0.509 (0.139)[0.129] 0.997 (0.245)[0.250]
EL-sat2 -2.803 (0.113)[0.119] 0.514 (0.123)[0.122] 0.997 (0.244)[0.251]

0) + 0.5I(Z ≤ 0)), and then X is a categorization of W based on break-points at 0.5 and

1.5, which are approximately the 1/3 and 2/3 quantiles of W , and coded as 0, 1, 2 in the

first, second and third tertile. We take β0 = (0, 0.5, 0.5) and σ = 1. We consider a phase 2

sampling plan often used in genetic epidemiological studies, in which the lower and upper tails

of the Y distribution are over-sampled. In phase 1, (Y,X) are observed for every individual

and in phase 2, we use VPS with P (R = 1|Y,X) = π(Y ;α) =
∑K

k=1 αkI(y ∈ Sk), where the

αk are specified probabilities and Sk = (ck−1, ck] is the k−th stratum in a partition of the

sample space for Y . We set K = 3, and S1 = (−∞,−0.05], S2 = (−0.05, 0.9], S3 = (0.9,∞);

the values -0.05 and 0.9 are approximately the 1st and 3rd quartiles of Y . We consider

frequently used extreme response sampling and set α0 = (α1, α2, α3) = (0.2, 0, 0.3), so about

17% of a phase 1 sample is selected for phase 2.

In this scenario, the conditional density function for Y is

fc(Y |X,Z;β,α) =
exp{−(y − βc − βXX − βZZ)2/(2σ2)}

∑3
k=1 αkI(y ∈ Sk)∫

exp{−(Y − βc − βXX − βZZ)2/(2σ2)}
∑3

k=1 αkI(Y ∈ Sk)dy

=
exp{−(Y − βc − βXX − βZZ)2/(2σ2)}

∑3
k=1 αkI(y ∈ Sk)∑3

k=1 αk{F ((ck − βc − βXX − βZZ)/σ)− F ((ck−1 − βc − βXX − βZZ)/σ)}
,
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where F is the standard normal distribution function. The parameter α = (α1, 0, α3), though

known, can be estimated through estimating equation

( ∑
Yi∈S1

Ri∑
i I(Yi ∈ S1)

− α̂1,

∑
Yi∈S3

Ri∑
i I(Yi ∈ S3)

− α̂3

)
= 0.

We also consider a more highly stratified model π(Y,X); we define α̃ = (α11, α12, α13, α31, α32, α33),

where αij = P (R = 1|Y ∈ Si, X = j − 1). We compare the performances of CML, EL and

SW estimators in 500 simulations with phase 1 sample size N = 1000 in Table 3.2. Two

semiparametric maximum likelihood (SML) estimators are also included, one based on the

likelihood in Zhao et al. (2009), referred to as SML-ZLM, and one on that in Lawless (1997),

referred to as SML-L. The SML-L estimator uses only the phase 1 stratum information for

Y,X whereas the SML-ZLM estimator uses the exact values for Y,X. The results for EL

and SW estimators are similar to those for studies 1 and 2; CML is slightly less efficient than

these estimators. However, we see that the SW and EL estimators are less efficient than

SML; standard errors for SW and EL regression coefficients are 12-18 percent larger than

those for SML-ZLM.

In Section B.3 we present a second simulation study with a continuous response, but

where X and Z are both continuous. Comparisons of CML, SW and EL are similar to those

in Table 3.2, but with SW and EL showing slightly less improvement over CML.

3.4 Illustration

We consider an application to genetic association testing based on data from Genetic

Analysis Workshop 17 (Almasy et al. 2011). These data use real genotype sequences from

697 individuals, obtained from the 1000 Genomes Project. The Workshop organizers sim-

ulated data on three continuous traits (outcomes) by using models based on the genotype
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Table 3.2: Simulation results for Study 2.

Method Mean (Empirical SE)[Estimated SE]

βc (βc0 = −2.8) βX(βX0 = 0.5) βZ(βZ0 = 0.5) σ(σ0 = 1)
CML0 0.007 (0.118)[0.117] 0.496 (0.087)[0.090] 0.505 (0.075)[0.077] 0.991 (0.049)[0.050]
CML-est 0.006 (0.106)[0.109] 0.497 (0.087)[0.090] 0.506 (0.075)[0.076] 0.992 (0.049)[0.050]
CML-sat 0.003 (0.092)[0.099] 0.500 (0.071)[0.078] 0.507 (0.075)[0.076] 0.093 (0.048)[0.050]
EL-est 0.006 (0.104)[0.104] 0.497 (0.087)[0.090] 0.505 (0.075)[0.076] 0.992 (0.049)[0.050]
EL-sat 0.004 (0.088)[0.084] 0.500 (0.068)[0.067] 0.506 (0.076)[0.075] 0.992 (0.049)[0.049]
SW-est 0.006 (0.103)[0.104] 0.497 (0.087)[0.090] 0.506 (0.075)[0.076] 0.992 (0.049)[0.050]
SW-sat 0.002 (0.085)[0.084] 0.501 (0.067)[0.067] 0.507 (0.074)[0.075] 0.993 (0.048)[0.049]
SML-ZLM 0.002 (0.075) 0.497 (0.058) 0.505 (0.064) 1.004 (0.034)
SML-L 0.003 (0.079) 0.500 (0.064) 0.505 (0.067) 1.004 (0.039)

information on each individual along with their sex, age and smoking status. There has been

much interest in the last decade on testing for association between rare genetic variants and

specific traits or outcomes (e.g Barnett et al. 2013; Derkach, Lawless and Sun 2014). We

consider the problem of testing for an association between the quantitative trait called Q1

and rare variants in gene FLT1 on chromosome 13 (Yilmaz and Bull 2011). For the purposes

of illustration, we consider the 321 individuals of Chinese or Japanese origin; this reduces

population heterogeneity and avoids stratification issues. There are 18 single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) with minor allele frequency less than 0.05 in this sub-population,

and from these we derive a rare variant score for each individual as the total number of

minor alleles across the 18 SNPs. These scores ranged from 0 to 3 across the 321 inividuals.

As in Yilmaz and Bull (2011) we mimic a study in which the cost of genotyping all

individuals is prohibitive and suppose that a two-phase design is used, in which the trait

Q1 (Y in our notation) and covariates X represented by age (in years, and standardized),

sex (male =1, female = 0) and smoking status (yes = 1, no = 0) are known for all 321

individuals. A phase 2 sample is then selected and for it the rare variant score Z is obtained.

We stratify the phase 1 sample by the quartiles of Q1 (Y). This gives three strata S1 =

(−∞,−0.6213) S2 = (−0.6213, 0.7826), and S3 = (0.7826,∞), where -0.6213 and 0.7826 are
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Table 3.3: Regression coefficient estimates for the GAW 17 two-phase data

Method Mean [Estimated SE]

Intercept # of rare variants sex age smoke
Full data -0.2489 [0.1701] 0.3164 [0.0857] 0.0344 [0.1011] 0.2805 [0.0505] 0.6878 [0.1176]
CML0 -0.2722 [0.2376] 0.2126 [0.0912] 0.1070 [0.1401] 0.3269 [0.0740] 0.7272 [0.1912]
CML-est -0.2837 [0.2348] 0.2126 [0.0912] 0.1070 [0.1401] 0.3275 [0.0735] 0.7291 [0.1912]
CML-sat -0.2703 [0.2310] 0.2128 [0.0912] 0.1086 [0.1374] 0.3239 [0.0700] 0.6655 [0.1667]
SW-est -0.2889 [0.2348] 0.2126 [0.0912] 0.1070 [0.1401] 0.3278 [0.0735] 0.7300 [0.1913]
SW-sat -0.2635 [0.2260] 0.2143 [0.0910] 0.1091 [0.1349] 0.3259 [0.0693] 0.6683 [0.1609]

the first and third quartiles of Q1. We consider a phase 2 VPS design which samples only

from the first and third strata, with P (R = 1|Y ∈ S1) = P (R = 1|Y ∈ S3) = 0.625, giving

approximately 100 individuals for phase 2. The true model for phase 2 selection is therefore

P (R = 1|Y ) = πest(Y ;α) = α1I(Y < −0.6213) + α3I(Y ≥ 0.7826), with α1 = α3 = 0.625.

We also consider a more highly stratified model P (R = 1|Y, Z) = πsat(Y, Z; α̃) where the

π model is stratified also by smoking status and age. More specifically, we consider four

strata determined by the sets T1 = I(smoke = 1, age ≥ −0.087), T2 = I(smoke = 0, age ≥

−0.087), T3 = I(smoke = 1, age < −0.087), T4 = I(smoke = 0, age < −0.087), where

-0.087 is the median of (adjusted) age. Thus α̃ = (α11, α12, α13, α14, α31, α32, α33, α34) with

αij = P (R = 1|(Y, Z) ∈ Si × Tj). The estimates of regression coefficients in the normal

regression model N(βc + βXX + β′ZZ) for Y are shown in Table 3.3. For comparison we

also show the estimates based on the full data for all 321 individuals, which is available. We

see that the most efficient CML, SW and EL estimates based on X data for only about 30

percent of individuals have standard errors that are only moderately larger than those for

the estimates from the full data. As in the numerical studies, the highly stratified selection

models give more precise estimates, but the reductions in standard errors are not large in

this setting.
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3.5 Concluding Remarks

Our results show that for response-dependent two-phase studies the Scott-Wild (2011) es-

timator of β is optimal in the class of estimators based on the estimating functions S1(β,α),

S2(β,α) and Sπ(α) for general regression models. The SW estimator, which is computation-

ally straightforward to obtain, has the same asymptotic efficiency as more computationally

demanding empirical likelihood estimators. We note that EL estimates of α appear slightly

more efficient than SW estimates, but this is of no practical importance for two-phase studies

since α0 is known by design.

As expected, the finite sample performances of SW and EL in simulation studies were

very similar. We have demonstated that using more highly stratified models for π(Y,X)

in estimating functions can greatly increase efficiency. We also found that CML is very

efficient when a sufficiently highly stratified model for π is used, especially with a binary

response variable. Semiparametric maximum likelihood (ML) gave significant, though not

huge, gains in efficiency over SW and EL in Study 3, where the response is continuous.

When feasible computationally, ML is thus advantageous. Moreover, it can handle situations

where phase 2 sampling is based on residuals from a fitted phase 1 model for Y given X (e.g.

Derkach, Lawless and Sun 2015; Tao et al. 2017); CML and the corresponding SW and EL

estimators cannot do this. However, in spite of recent advances in(Tao, Zeng & Lin 2017)ML

that use kernel- or sieve-based methods for estimation of covariate distributions (Zeng &

Lin 2014),(Tao et al. 2017), CML, SW and EL estimation remain attractive, especially with

discrete responses and more generally, when covariate distributions are complex.

Finally, we note that recent advances have also been made in the optimal design of two-

phase studies when ML is used (Tao et al. 2017). The designs are presumably highly efficient

when CML, SW or EL estimation are used, but it would be useful to explore this.

This work has been published as Che, Lawless & Han (2020).
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Chapter 4

Improving the Efficiency for

Estimation with Two-Phase,

Outcome-Dependent Samples

4.1 Introduction

Following Chapter 3, we further study the two-phase designs, which are cost-efficient for

the estimation of a regression model with expensive covariates. In Phase 1, one measures the

outcome Y and less expensive, or easy-to-measure covariate (vector) X for the entire cohort,

or representative sample consisting of individuals i = 1, ..., n, and then in Phase 2, a sub-

sample is taken to have the expensive covariate (vector) Z measured. It is widely accepted

that when we select the Phase 2 sample according to the Y values measured in Phase 1,

known as outcome-dependent sampling (ODS), we can substantially reduce the study cost,

as well as greatly improve the estimation efficiency of β (Breslow et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2013).

Examples of ODS include case-control and case-cohort studies (Keogh & Cox 2014; Borgan &
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Samuelsen 2013) for rare outcomes and two-phase studies stratified by a continuous outcome

(Huang & Lin 2007; Tao et al. 2017).

Our primary objective is to estimate β in a model f(Y |X,Z;β). We denote Ri =

I(i-th individual is selected into Phase 2), and since the Phase 2 selection only depends on

the variates’ values from Phase 1, a selection model can be written as πi(α) = π(Yi,Xi;α) =

P (Ri = 1|Yi,Xi;α), indexed by a nuisance parameter α. The correct model of π and

the true value α0 of α is then known by design. Therefore, the observed samples are

(Yi,Xi, RiZi, Ri)
n
i=1 which is iid and satisfies R ⊥ Z|Y,X. In the context of missing data,

the expensive covariate Z is MAR.

As discussed in Chapter 1, methods of estimation for two-phase ODS fall into the follow-

ing categories: maximum likelihood (ML) which models the likelihood of all observed data;

pseudo-likelihood estimators with some estimated parts of the score function; IPW estima-

tors with extensions such as AIPW; and conditional maximum likelihood (CML). The CML

estimator is particularly attractive in many situations. Firstly, compared to ML and some

weighting methods relying on a correct conditional covariate distribution, CML does not

need the covariate distribution g(Z|X) to be specified. Parametric modeling of g(Z|X) is

prone to misspecification, and leads to bias in parametric ML (Pepe & Fleming 1991). Non-

parametric g(Z|X) is thus preferred to alleviate this problem and yields a semiparametric

ML method (Zhang & Rockette 2006; Tao et al. 2017). However, the implementation would

be cumbersome or infeasible when X is continuous; or when Z has dimension higher than

1. Secondly, compared to other methods without modeling g(Z|X), such as IPW, CML is

known to be more efficient (Lawless et al. 1999; Scott & Wild 2011), and allows more flex-

ible two-phase designs. Specifically, it can be applied when some individuals have selection

probability πi = 0 into Phase 2 which prohibits the use of IPW. Zero selection probabilities

are quite common in applications. For example, in genome-wide association studies, when

sequencing of the whole genome is expensive, researchers often sample those with extremely
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high or low values of phenotypes, and this sampling strategy is shown to be more powerful

and efficient than simple random sampling (Chen & Li 2011; Li, Lewinger, Gauderman,

Murcray & Conti 2011; Lin et al. 2013; Bjørnland, Bye, Ryeng, Wisløff & Langaas 2018).

Empirical genetic study examples include Padmanabhan, Melander, Johnson, Di Blasio, Lee,

Gentilini, Hastie, Menni, Monti, Delles et al. (2010) for a hypertension study, where only in-

dividuals with extremely high or very low blood pressures are sampled for sequencing; Wang,

Edmondson, Li, Gao, Qasim, Devaney, Burnett, Waterworth, Mooser, Grant et al. (2011)

sampled subjects with extremely high high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) and an-

other set of subjects with low HDL-C levels to identify novel pathways regulating HDL-C

levels. In certain scenarios, the optimal design may involve zero selection probabilities for

some individuals (Tao, Zeng & Lin 2019).

Classic CML still has room to be improved as it does not fully utilize the information

contained in the Phase 1 individuals which are not selected into Phase 2. Many attempts have

been made to use this information, including building ML estimators (Lawless et al. 1999;

Weaver & Zhou 2005; Zhao, Lawless & McLeish 2009); incorporating Phase 1 information

by using augmentation of conditional likelihood (Rivera-Rodriguez et al. 2020); or modeling

π through post-stratification (Scott & Wild 2011; Che, Lawless & Han 2020). However,

ML cannot avoid the modelling of g(Z|X); modelling π may not make full use of the

Phase 1 data; and the augmentation is restricted to categorical outcomes (Rivera-Rodriguez

et al. 2020). A systematic framework for utilizing the Phase 1 data effectively which applies

to a broad range of settings is highly desired.

We propose a general framework to improve upon the classic CML estimator. Our frame-

work maintains the ability of CML to allow zero selection probability in the Phase 2 sampling

for certain subjects. Meanwhile, modelling the covariate distribution g(Z|X) is not required,

hence it is suitable for a much wider range of data where the estimation of g(Z|X) is diffi-

cult, such as continuous X, or Z with dimension higher than 1. The auxiliary information
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we propose to use is use a model for f(Y |X). When πi’s are strictly greater than 0 for

every individual, we do not need this model to be correct, which mitigates the concern of

incompatibility between the auxiliary estimating equation and the primary model of interest.

When some Phase 1 individuals have zero selection probability of entering Phase 2, a correct

specification of the model for f(Y |X) is needed to guarantee efficiency improvement. How-

ever, in either case, f(Y |X) is typically easy to model, as Y is a scalar, and values of both Y

and X are available for the entire cohort. Model diagnosis techniques can be applied. Even

though the model for f(Y |X) is subject to misspecification, the misspecification should be

mild with the appropriate model diagnosis.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the framework and

asymptotic properties under two settings, one with all individuals having positive probabili-

ties of entering Phase 2, the other with some individuals having zero probabilities of entering

Phase 2. We present some simulation results in Section 4.3 as well as an illustration with

real data in Section 4.4. Finally, we give discussions in Section 4.5

4.2 Theory and Methods

4.2.1 Data and Model Setup

As detailed in Chapter 1, one can write the density model as in (1.10), with corresponding

CML estimator solving the estimating equation

n∑
i=1

Risc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α) = 0 (4.1)

where sc,β is the score function wrt β. For the nuisance parameter α in π(Y,X;α), we can

either use known α0 or an estimated α̂ from classic estimation such as maximum likelihood.
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We denote the former as CML0 and the latter as CML. CML has higher efficiency than

CML0, and may be further improved using post-stratification on the π model. We refer to

Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion on variations of these estimators.

To make good use of the Phase 1 data, we can fit a reduced model E(Y,X){h(Y,X;θ)} = 0

from the following estimating equation

n∑
i=1

{h(Yi,Xi;θ)} = 0, (4.2)

with estimated parameter θ̂. A natural choice here is to specify a working model f(Y |X;θ)

for f(Y |X) and let h(Y,X;θ) be the score function. Later we can show that for the case that

every individual has a strictly positive probability of entering Phase 2, h(Y,X;θ) does not

need to be restricted to a score function. We let θ∗ denote the probability limit of θ, which

satisifies E(Y,X){h(Y,X;θ∗)} = 0. It is to be noted that any working model f(Y |X;θ) can

be checked given that both Y and X are observed for all individuals.

We now discuss two different scenarios. The first is π(Y,Z) > 0 for all individuals and

the other is π(Y,Z) = 0 for certain individuals. We propose similar sets of estimators under

these two different assumptions and make efficiency comparisons within either set.

4.2.2 Positive Selection Probability

In a lot of applications of two-phase studies, though the Phase 2 selection is outcome-

dependent, there is no individual completely ruled out for Phase 2 selection, thus π(Y,X)

is always positive. Since the correct form of π(Y ;X) is known, we note that

0 = E{h(Y,X;θ∗)}

=

∫
h(Y,X;θ∗)P (R = 1)

π(Y,X)

{
π(Y,X)

P (R = 1)
f(Y,X,Z)

}
dY dXdZ
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= P (R = 1)E

{
h(Y,X;θ∗)

π(Y,X)

∣∣∣R = 1

}
= P (R = 1)E

[
E

{
h(Y,X;θ∗)

π(Y,X)

∣∣∣X,Z, R = 1

} ∣∣∣R = 1

]
= P (R = 1)E{u(X,Z;β0,θ

∗)|R = 1},

where

u(X,Z;β,θ) =

∫
h(Y,X;θ)

π(Y,X)
fc(Y |X,Z, R = 1;β)dY. (4.3)

Since P (R = 1) is a constant, the above equation implies

E(X,Z|R=1){u(X,Z;β0,θ
∗)|R = 1} = 0, (4.4)

and puts a constraint on the conditional distribution F (X,Z|R = 1). To incorporate

the information about β contained in this moment condition, we consider the empirical

probabilities pi := dF (Xi,Zi|Ri = 1), with support on the Phase 2 data i = 1, ...,m. We

get an estimator β̂EL0 defined through

max
β,p1,...,pm

m∏
i=1

fc(Yi|Xi,Zi;β)pi subject to

pi ≥ 0,
m∑
i=1

pi = 1, and
m∑
i=1

piu(Xi,Zi,β,θ
∗) = 0. (4.5)

Such a formulation is similar to those in Qin (2000), Chatterjee, Chen, Maas & Carroll

(2016) and Han & Lawless (2019) .

We note that θ∗ in (4.5) is usually unknown, thus needs an estimate. However, when

the Phase 1 sample size is large enough, uncertainty in the estimation can be ignored,

i.e., we can take θ̂ = θ∗ in (4.5). We denote the estimator by plugging θ∗ into (4.5)
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as β̂EL0-1, and write S := E{Rsc,β(β0,θ
∗)sc,β(β0,θ

∗)T}, J := E{R∂u(β0,θ
∗)/∂βT}, and

Ω := E{Ru(β0,θ
∗)u(β0,θ

∗)T}, with all the expectations taken with respect to the joint

distribution (Y,X,Z, R). In the Appendix we show that

√
n(β̂EL0-1 − β0)

d−→ N (0,Σ1) , (4.6)

where the asymptotic variance Σ1 = (S + JΩ−1JT )−1, and is guaranteed to be less than

or equal to the asymptotic variance of β̂CML, which we denote as Σ0 and is easily shown to

equal S−1.

Han and Lawless (2019) finds that an alternative empirical likelihood estimator leads to

the same asymptotic efficiency as the empirical likelihood estimator defined in the form of

(4.5). We can show similar results in our scenario. Denote pi = dF (Y,X,Z|R = 1), we can

show that the asymptotic variance Σ1 is the same as an empirical likelihood estimator β̂EL1

defined through

max
β,p1,...,pn

n∏
i=1

pi subject to pi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

pi = 1,

and
m∑
i=1

pi

 Riu(Xi,Zi,β,θ
∗)

sc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi,β)

 = 0. (4.7)

The equivalence is also shown in Chapter C.

When the Phase 1 sample is not too large compared to the Phase 2 sample, the un-

certainty in estimating θ needs to be accounted for to obtain a valid variance estimate.

When θ̂ replaces the θ∗ in (4.5) and (4.7), we can still derive the equivalence between two

empirical likelihood estimators, β̂EL0-2 and β̂EL2. Let U := E{Rsc,β(β0,α0,θ0)h(θ0)
T},

V := E{Ru(β0,α0,θ0)h(θ0)
T}, and W := E{h(θ0)h(θ0)

T}. Denoting the asymptotic
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variance of β̂EL0-2 and β̂EL2 as Σ2, we show in Chapter C that

Σ2 =(S + JΩ−1JT )−1
{
S − JΩ−1U −UTΩ−1JT + JΩ−1(Ω− V − V T +W )Ω−1JT

}
·(S + JΩ−1JT )−1.

All of the above estimators use the known π(Y ;X). However, it is shown in a lot of literature

that modeling the known π(Y,X) and using the modeled values instead of the known π(Y,X)

further improves estimation efficiency (e.g., Scott and Wild 1997, 2011; Lawless et al. 1999).

This is also similar to the observations made in the missing data literature (e.g.,Robins et al.

1994; Tsiatis 2007). Therefore, we also consider postulating a parametric model π(Y,X;α)

for π(Y,X). The postulated π(Y,X;α) needs to include the correct π(Y,X) so that the

parameter α has true value α0. One way to make use of the postulated π(Y,X;α) model

is to replace π(Y,X) by π(Y,X; α̂MLE) in the above estimating equations (4.5,4.7), where

α̂MLE maximizes the likelihood

n∏
i=1

{π(Y,X;α)}Ri{1− π(Y,X;α)}1−Ri , (4.8)

or equivalently, it solves the score function

sα(α) = sα(Y,X, R;α) =
R− π(Y,X;α)

π(Y,X;α){1− π(Y,X;α)}
∂π(Y,X;α)

∂α
.

However, Qin et al. (2009) finds that in a similar MAR setting, the estimation efficiency of β

also benefits from estimating α simultaneously by including the score function corresponding

to (4.8) in the estimating functions. We can thus propose an estimator β̂EL3 through

max
β,α,θ,q1,...,qn

n∏
i=1

qi subject to
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qi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

qi = 1, and
n∑
i=1

qi



Risc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Riu(Xi,Zi;β,α,θ)

sα(Yi,Xi, Ri;α)

h(Yi,Xi;θ)


= 0, (4.9)

where qi = dF (Yi,Xi,Zi, Ri) denotes the empirical distribution with support on the observed

data. By Corollary 1 of Qin & Lawless (1994), the EL3 estimator is at least as efficient as

EL2.

EL3 may be further improved as we note that its estimating functions are those of CML

with an estimated α plus auxiliary functions u(X,Z;β,α,θ) and h(Y,Z;β,α,θ). Scott

and Wild (2011) noted that, with π(Y,X) modeled by π(Y,X;α), the fc(Y |X,Z, R = 1;β)

in (3.1) also depends on α, and we rewrite it as fc(Y |X,Z, R = 1;β,α) to make this

dependence explicit. Thus the score function component sc,α(β,α) = ∂ log{fc(Y |X,Z, R =

1;β,α)}/∂α also contains information about both β and α, similar to the score function

component sc,β(β,α) = ∂ log{fc(Y |X,Z, R = 1;β,α)}/∂β, previously denoted as sc,β(β)

when no model for π(Y,X) was considered. Therefore, the estimating function sc,α(β,α)

should also be accounted for, similarly to sc,β(β,α), to further improve efficiency. In Chapter

3, we have explored the asymptotic properties of adding sc,α(β,α) by different ways. With

qi = dF (Yi,Xi,Zi, Ri), an estimator β̂EL4 can be defined with sc,α(β,α) added as part of

the set of estimating functions in (4.9):

max
β,α,θ,q1,...,qn

n∏
i=1

qi subject to
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qi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

qi = 1, and
n∑
i=1

qi



Risc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Risc,α(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Riu(Xi,Zi;β,α,θ)

sα(Yi,Xi, Ri;α)

h(Yi,Xi;θ)


= 0, (4.10)

The derivation of β̂EL4 is based on a joint maximization with respect to β, α and and θ.

It makes use of every piece of information available in the form of an estimating function,

and thus giving the maximum efficiency we are able to achieve in estimating β. A potential

issue with β̂EL4 is that in some special cases, especially when the response Y is binary, there

may exist collinearity among the constraints in (4.10) (see Section B.3). A transform first

proposed in Scott and Wild (2011) is suggested in Chapter 3. Similar idea may be employed

here, that we can combine the two components sα(Y,X, R;α) and Rsc,α(Y,X,Z;β,α) in

(4.10) by taking their difference and use the difference as an estimating function. That is,

we can consider another estimator β̂EL5 defined through

max
β,α,θ,q1,...,qn

n∏
i=1

qi subject to

qi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

qi = 1, and
n∑
i=1

qi



Risc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

sα(Yi,Xi, Ri;α)−Risc,α(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Riu(Xi,Zi;β,α,θ)

h(Yi,Xi;θ)


= 0, (4.11)

with qi = dF (Yi,Xi,Zi, Ri). In the absence of collinearity among the constraints, it is easy

to see that β̂EL4 has a smaller asymptotic variance compared to β̂EL5 because β̂EL4 is based

on an optimal linear combination of all the constraints whereas β̂EL5 is based on the linear

combination of the difference between sα(Y,X, R;α) and Rsc,α(Y,X,Z;β,α) and other
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constraints (Newey and Smith 2004). However, the formulation in (4.11) avoids the possible

collinearity and provides an alternative estimator that still has a relatively high efficiency.

The exact expressions for the asymptotic variances of β̂EL4 and β̂EL5 can be found through

the formula provided in Qin & Lawless (1994), and are provided in Chapter C.

4.2.3 When Zero Selection Probability for Certain Individuals is

Present

We now consider two-phase studies where part of the cohort has zero probability of

entering the Phase 2 sample. We are no longer able to employ the auxiliary estimating

function u(X,Z;β,α,θ) as Section 4.2.2, as π(Y,X;α) may be zero thus cannot be in

the denominator. Instead, we derive an alternative estimating function v(X,Z;β,α,θ).

Let D denote the set of values in the range of Y that correspond to positive selection

probabilities to enter Phase 2. For example, for a continuous response Y that can take any

real values, suppose the two-phase ODS only samples subjects with response values smaller

than a constant c1 or larger than a constant c2 to enter Phase 2, then D = {y : y < c1 or y >

c2}. Let S = I(Y ∈ D) denote the indicator for having a positive probability of being

selected to enter Phase 2. That is, S = 1 if the subject has a positive probability of entering

Phase 2, and S = 0 if the subject has a zero probability of entering Phase 2. We require D

to be a known region, and this is the case for most stratified two-phase studies. Then we can

write P (Ri = 1|Yi,Xi, Si) = Siπ(Yi,Xi), and the CML estimator maximizes the conditional

likelihood corresponding to the following conditional density:

fcc(Y |X,Z, S = 1, R = 1;β) =
f(Y |X,Z;β)π(Y,X)I(Y ∈ D)∫
f(Y |X,Z;β)π(Y,X)I(Y ∈ D)dY

.
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It is worth pointing out that, for case-only studies in the literature where Y is binary and only

the cases are seleted (e.g., Piegorsch et al. 1994), the conditional density fcc(Y |X,Z, S =

1, R = 1;β) degenerates. Therefore the CML method, and hence our proposed method, does

not work for case-only studies.

To incorporate the Phase 1 information summarized as (4.2) into the estimation of β and

have a guaranteed efficiency improvement over the CML estimator, we assume the working

model f(Y |X;θ) for f(Y |X) is correctly specified so that (4.2) becomes E{h(Y,X;θ0)} =

0, where θ0 is the true value of θ such that f(Y |X;θ0) = f(Y |X). Here θ0 is still the

asymptotic limit of θ̂. Define

h∗(X;θ0) = E{h(Y,X;θ0)|X, S = 1}

=

∫
h(Y,X;θ0)

P (S = 1|Y,X)f(Y |X)

P (S = 1|X)
dY

=

∫
h(Y,X;θ0)f(Y |X;θ0)I(Y ∈ D)dY∫

f(Y |X;θ0)I(Y ∈ D)dY
,

then we must have E{h(Y,X;θ0)− h∗(X;θ0)|X, S = 1} = 0, which implies that

E{h(Y,X;θ0)− h∗(X;θ0)|S = 1} = 0.

Therefore, we have

0 = E{h(Y,X;θ0)− h∗(X;θ0)|S = 1}

=

∫
P (R = 1|S = 1)

h(Y,X;θ0)− h∗(X;θ0)

π(Y,X)

{
P (R = 1|Y,X,Z, S = 1)f(Y,X,Z|S = 1)

P (R = 1|S = 1)

}
dY dXdZ

= P (R = 1|S = 1)E

{
h(Y,X;θ0)− h∗(X;θ0)

π(Y,X)

∣∣∣S = 1, R = 1

}
= P (R = 1|S = 1)E

[
E

{
h(Y,X;θ0)− h∗(X;θ0)

π(Y,X)

∣∣∣X,Z, S = 1, R = 1

} ∣∣∣S = 1, R = 1

]
= P (R = 1|S = 1)E{v(X,Z;β0,θ0)|S = 1, R = 1},
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where

v(X,Z;β,θ) = E

{
h(Y,X;θ)− h∗(X;θ)

π(Y,X)

∣∣∣X,Z, S = 1, R = 1

}
∫
h(Y,X;θ)− h∗(X;θ)

π(Y,X)
fcc(Y |X,Z, S = 1, R = 1;β)dY.

In other words, the information in (4.2) is now summarized as

E(X,Z|S=1,R=1){v(X,Z;β0,θ0)|S = 1, R = 1} = 0, (4.12)

where E(X,Z|S=1,R=1)(·|S = 1, R = 1) is the expectation taken under the conditional covariate

distribution F (X,Z|S = 1, R = 1), which is the same as F (X,Z|R = 1) as R = 1 implies

S = 1. The moment condition (4.12) imposes a constraint on the conditional distribution

F (X,Z|S = 1, R = 1). Thus, the empirical likelihood estimators with constraints in (4.5)

and (4.7) can be similarly defined as

max
β,p1,...,pm

m∏
i=1

fcc(Yi|Xi,Zi;β)pi subject to

pi ≥ 0,
m∑
i=1

pi = 1, and
m∑
i=1

piv(Xi,Zi,β,θ
∗) = 0, (4.13)

and

max
β,p1,...,pn

n∏
i=1

pi subject to (4.14)

pi ≥ 0,
m∑
i=1

pi = 1, and
m∑
i=1

pi

 Riv(Xi,Zi,β,θ
∗)

sc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi,β)

 = 0, (4.15)

where pi = dF (Xi,Zi|Ri = 1, Si = 1) and qi = dF (Yi,Xi,Zi|Ri = 1, Si = 1) respectively.

Their asymptotic variances can also be similarly shown to be less than or equal to the ones
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for classic CML estimator. By adding the estimating equations of α which indexes the

model π(Y,X;α) = P (R = 1|Y,X, S = 1;α), we can have similar β̂EL3 to β̂EL5 defined

with empirical probabilities qi = dF (Yi,Xi,Zi, Si, Ri) through

max
β,α,θ,q1,...,qn

n∏
i=1

qi subject to

qi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

qi = 1, and
n∑
i=1

qi



Riscc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Sisα(Yi,Xi, Ri;α)

Riv(Xi,Zi;β,α,θ)

h(Yi,Xi;θ)


= 0. (4.16)

max
β,α,θ,q1,...,qn

n∏
i=1

qi subject to

qi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

qi = 1, and
n∑
i=1

qi



Risc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Risc,α(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Sisα(Yi,Xi, Ri;α)

Riu(Xi,Zi;β,α,θ)

h(Yi,Xi;θ)


= 0. (4.17)

and

max
β,α,θ,q1,...,qn

n∏
i=1

qi subject to
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qi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

qi = 1, and
n∑
i=1

qi



Riscc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Sisα(Yi,Xi, Ri;α)−Riscc,α(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α)

Riv(Xi,Zi;β,α,θ)

h(Yi,Xi;θ)


= 0.

(4.18)

The order between the asymptotic variances of β̂EL3 and β̂EL4 and between β̂EL5 and β̂EL4

can again be directly derived from Corollary 1 of Qin & Lawless (1994). When there is

no collinearity among the estimating functions, β̂EL4 is the most efficient, but when there

is collinearity present, β̂EL5 and β̂EL3 provide highly efficient alternatives. The asymptotic

variances of β̂EL3 to β̂EL5 can again be derived by directly applying the results of Qin &

Lawless (1994).

4.3 Simulation Studies

Through the simulations, our EL estimators are implemented similarly to that in Chap-

ters 2 and 3. The algorithm is outlined in Section 2.5, except that we used “fmincon” in

MATLAB for the inner loop.

4.3.1 Binary Outcome in a Logistic Regression Model with Ex-

pensive Covariate

In this study, the outcome Y is a binary variable, depending on two 1-dimensional

covariates X and Z, where Z is expensive to measure. We first generate (X̃i, Zi) i =

1, ..., n = 2000 from a bivariate normal distribution, with both variables having zero mean

and unit standard deviation. The correlation coefficient ρ between them is set to 0.1. X
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is a categorized version of X̃, coded as 0,1,2 respectively for X̃ values in three strata:

(−∞,−0.44], (−0.44, 0.44], (0.44,∞) which corresponds approximately to the first, second

and third tertile. We generate Yi as a realization of Bernoulli trial each with probability

P (Yi = 1|Xi, Zi) = expit(βc + βXXi + βZZi)

where β0 = (−4, 1, 1). This results in about 10% of individuals having the outcome equal to

1.

The indicator Ri to indicate whether the i-th subject is included in the Phase 2 sample

is also Bernoulli following

P (Ri = 1|Yi, Xi, Zi) = π1(Yi, Xi;α) = expit(αc + αY Yi).

where α0 is tuned to make the cases with Y = 1 and Y = 0 of approximately equal

size in Phase 2. Specifically, we choose α0 = (−3.5, 2.3), which results in approximately

5% individuals entering Phase 2. We consider a π model which is a logistic model with

covariate Y only, and another π model to include a richer stratification of the Phase 1 sample.

Specifically, we use a logistic model with covariates (Y, I(X = 1), I(X = 2)). We denote the

two π models as “est” and “sat” and respectively name the corresponding estimators using

either model.

The auxiliary h(Y,X;θ) function we use here is the score function of the logistic regres-

sion model P (Y = 1|X) = expit(θc + θXX). It is to be noted that this model is mathe-

matically incompatible with the original model P (Y = 1|X,Z) = expit(βc + βXX + βZZ).

Table 4.1 contains the simulation results based on a Phase 1 sample size n = 2000 with 1000

replications.

As we can conclude that EL1 and EL2 are not as efficient as EL3 to EL5, we do not
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include the performances of EL1 and EL2 in the simulations. Note that in this setup, the

EL4 estimator has functionally dependent estimating functions. Similar phenomenon has

been investigated in Section B.3. We therefore omit the EL4 estimator and instead compare

EL3 and EL5 estimators with CML and SW. The full maximum likelihood estimator in Zhao

et al. (2009) is included as the benchmark for comparison. In Table 4.1, the mean values,

empirical standard errors (in round brackets) of all estimators, and the estimated standard

errors (in box brackets) are given. The estimated SE’s are computed from the sandwich form

as in (1.12). We observe similar comparisons between CML and SW estimators as in Chapter

3. That SW has smaller SE’s than CML, and a post-stratification using a richer π model

improves the efficiency. For our proposed EL estimators, both the EL3 and EL5 estimator

improves the efficiency of estimation of βx and the intercept and are sometimes very close to

the ML estimator. For the intercept, the SE is reduced by about 30%, and for βx the SE’s is

reduced by about 40%. However, contrary to our expectation, using a more highly stratified

π-est model does not help improve the efficiency. We even see an increase in the empirical

SE’s. For the EL3 estimators, the estimated SE’s are slightly smaller. Therefore, we think

that the decreases in efficiency are due to computational inaccuracy with higher dimensions

of estimating functions. By using more estimating function components, there is a chance

that the variations in the components are not large enough, especially when the sample size

is not large enough. In the Newton method we employ to solve for EL (see 2.5), the Hessian

matrix may be ill-conditioned, leading to unstable numerical performances. The unstable

numerical performances may include inaccurate updating directions, or much more steps to

convergence leading to prematurely stopped iterations. For the EL5-sat estimator, as the

estimates may not be accurate (e.g., the estimate of the intercept has a larger bias than any

other estimators), the estimated SE may not be accurate, either, which may be the probable

reason that we observe a larger estimated SE. In the later Section 4.3.2 we can see this more

clearly by comparing different sample sizes.
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Table 4.1: Binary outcome in a logistic regression model, n = 2000

Method Means (Empirical Standard Error)[Estimated Standard Error]

CML0
CML-est
CML-sat
SW-est
SW-sat
ML
EL3-est
EL3-sat
EL5-est
EL5-sat

βc (βc0 = −4) βz(βz0 = 1) βx(βx0 = 1)

-4.1265 (0.5971) 1.0515 (0.3131) 1.0603 (0.3574)
-4.1187 (0.5473) 1.0515 (0.3131) 1.0603 (0.3574)
-4.1173 (0.5442) 1.0514 (0.3131) 1.0581 (0.3557)
-4.1173 (0.5443) 1.0514 (0.3131) 1.0580 (0.3557)
-4.1187 (0.5473) 1.0515 (0.3131) 1.0603 (0.3574)
-4.0700 (0.3688) 1.0485 (0.3158) 1.0278 (0.1977)

-4.0763 (0.3829)[0.3474] 1.0564 (0.3181)[0.2957] 1.0305 (0.2048)[0.1953]
-4.0683 (0.3850)[0.3430] 1.0411 (0.3368)[0.2903] 1.0292 (0.2049)[0.1931]
-4.0763 (0.3829)[0.3476] 1.0562 (0.3181)[0.2965] 1.0305 (0.2048)[0.1953]
-4.1600 (0.4031)[0.3611] 1.0323 (0.3242)[0.2952] 1.0621 (0.2153)[0.2000]

Another scenario that is of interest is when we have the inexpensive covariate X is a

surrogate for the expensive covariate Z, in the sense that Y ⊥ X|Z. We include a smaller

simulation with 500 replicates, each with n = 2000 individuals in the Appedix section,

Section C.4.

4.3.2 Continuous Outcome in a Linear Regression Model with Ex-

pensive Covariate

In this study, we simulate a normal linear regression model, f(Y |X,Z;β) = N(βc+βXX+

βZZ, σ
2), with β0 = (0, 1, 1) and σ = 2. We generate Z the expensive covariate and another

random variable, X̃ from a bivariate normal distribution, with marginal standard normals

and correlation coefficient ρ = 0.1. We define X as a categorization of X̃ based on break-

points at (-0.44, 0.44), which are approximately the 1/3 and 2/3 quantiles of X̃, and coded as

0, 1, 2 in the first, second and third tertile. In phase 1, (Y,X) is observed for every individual

and in Phase 2, we use VPS with P (R = 1|Y,X) = π(Y ;α) =
∑K

k=1 αkI(Y ∈ Sk), where the

αk are specified probabilities and Sk = (ck−1, ck] is the k−th stratum in a partition of the
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sample space for Y . We consider two Phase 2 sampling plans here. As often used in genetic

epidemiological studies, we over-sample the lower and upper tails of the Y distribution. We

set K = 3 where two cut points divide the real line into 3 strata, and the two cut points are

set close to the 1st and 3rd quartiles of Y . Specifically, we choose c1 = −0.44, c2 = 2.45.

In the first Phase 2 sampling plan, we set α0 = (α1, α2, α3) = (0.3, 0.05, 0.5), so about 33%

of a Phase 1 sample is selected for Phase 2; in the second Phase 2 sampling plan, we set

α0 = (α1, α3) = (0.3, 0.5) (α2 is always zero and thus omitted) so about 20% of a Phase 1

sample is selected for Phase 2.

In this scenario, the conditional density function for Y is

fc(Y |X = x, Z = z; β,α) =
exp{−(Y − βc − βxx− βzz)2/(2σ2)}

∑3
k=1 αkI(Y ∈ Sk)∫

exp{−(Y − βc − βxx− βzz)2/(2σ2)}
∑3

k=1 αkI(y ∈ Sk)dy

=
exp{−(Y − βc − βxx− βzz)2/(2σ2)}

∑3
k=1 αkI(Y ∈ Sk)∑3

k=1 αk{F (ck − βc − βxx− βzz)− F (ck−1 − βc − βxx− βzz)}
.

The parameter α in the true π model can be estimated through estimating equation

( ∑
yi∈S1

Ri∑
i I(yi ∈ S1)

− α̂1,

∑
yi∈S1

Ri∑
i I(yi ∈ S2)

− α̂2,

∑
yi∈S3

Ri∑
i I(yi ∈ S3)

− α̂3

)
= 0,

and ( ∑
yi∈S1

Ri∑
i I(yi ∈ S1)

− α̂1,

∑
yi∈S3

Ri∑
i I(yi ∈ S3)

− α̂3

)
= 0,

respectively. Post-stratification is also considered, using a more highly stratified model where

we also include X in the selection model; we define 9-dimensional

α̃ = (α11, α12, α13, α21, α22, α23, α31, α32, α33),

and 6-dimensional

α̃ = (α11, α12, α13, α31, α32, α33)
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respectively, where αij = P (R = 1|Y ∈ Si, X = j − 1), as α·j corresponds to X = j − 1 for

j = 1, 2, 3.

We use h(Y,X;θ) = ((Y − θc − θXX), (Y − θc − θXX)XT )T as the auxiliary estimating

function. The u(X,Z;β,α,θ), h∗(X;θ) and v(X,Z;β,α,θ) can be therefore defined. It

can be easily verified that, when categorizing X̃ into X, as long as the two cut points are

symmetric about the mean of X̃, the h(Y,X;θ) model is correctly specified, which is the

case here.

We compare the performances of CML and SW estimators and our candidate EL estima-

tors, EL3, EL4 and EL5, each with the true selection model as well as a richer stratification

model. The semiparametric maximum likelihood estimator proposed as Zhao et al. (2009) is

implemented and labeled ML as a benchmark for comparison. For α0 = (0.3, 0.05, 0.5), sim-

ulation results are shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 with Phase 1 sample size n = 2000 and

n = 300 respectively, and their respective m is approximately 500 and 75. For α0 = (0.3, 0.5),

simulation results are shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 with Phase 1 sample size n = 2000

and n = 300 respectively, and Phase 2 sample size about 400 and 60. We see our standard er-

ror estimates are very close to the empirical standard errors. When we use the non-saturated

π model, namely πest(Y ;α), the supposed best EL estimator, E4-est further improves upon

SW. EL3-est and EL5-est also have very good performances, indicating that the auxiliary

function u(X,Z;β,α,θ) may be a better choice than the sc,α(Y,X,Z;β,α). When using

the saturated π(Y,X;α), SW achieves very good performance. For the same EL estimator,

using saturated π(Y,X;α) slightly worsens the efficiency sometimes. The deterioration is

more apparent for EL4-sat, and in this case, our variance estimates are a bit off the empirical

standard errors, too. This indicates that computational issues are arising likely due to an

increased number of estimating functions, similar to Section 4.3.1. The substantially higher

dimensions likely lead to that the covariance between this components of estimating func-

tions are not large enough. This is confirmed by comparing the n = 2000 and n = 300 cases.
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Table 4.2: Continous outcome in a linear regression model with positive selection probabili-
ties, n = 2000

Estimator Means (Empirical Standard Error)[Estimated Standard Error]

CML0
CML-est
CML-sat
SW-est
SW-sat
ML
EL3-est
EL3-sat
EL4-est
EL4-sat
EL5-est
EL5-sat

βc (βc0 = 0) βz(βz0 = 1) βx(βx0 = 1) σ(σ0 = 2)
0.000 (0.126) 0.999 (0.083) 1.001 (0.099) 1.994 (0.056)
-0.000 (0.118) 0.999 (0.083) 1.002 (0.099) 1.994 (0.054)
0.000 (0.105) 1.000 (0.082) 0.999 (0.081) 1.995 (0.054)
-0.000 (0.114) 0.999 (0.080) 1.001 (0.095) 1.995 (0.048)
-0.002 (0.100) 1.003 (0.079) 1.000 (0.076) 1.997 (0.047)
0.000 (0.095) 1.001 (0.080) 0.999 (0.072) 2.000 (0.043)

0.001 (0.095)[0.093] 1.001 (0.083)[0.082] 0.998 (0.071)[0.071] 1.996 (0.054)[0.054]
0.001 (0.095)[0.093] 1.000 (0.080)[0.080] 0.998 (0.071)[0.071] 1.996 (0.050)[0.051]
0.001 (0.095)[0.090] 1.001 (0.080)[0.078] 0.998 (0.071)[0.070] 1.996 (0.047)[0.047]
0.001 (0.096)[0.081] 1.001 (0.079)[0.076] 0.998 (0.072)[0.064] 1.996 (0.046)[0.045]
0.001 (0.095)[0.093] 1.001 (0.080)[0.078] 0.998 (0.071)[0.071] 1.996 (0.047)[0.047]
-0.000 (0.095)[0.093] 1.001 (0.078)[0.078] 0.999 (0.071)[0.071] 1.997 (0.046)[0.046]

The efficiency decrease is more evident for a smaller sample size. Therefore, we do see a

trade-off between post-stratification and less estimating equations, i.e., computational accu-

racy, especially for smaller sample sizes. Actually, this issue may arise for any EL estimators

but is more evident for EL estimators with a large number of constraints.

For reference, we also include a simulation study for the positive selection case, by varying

the correlation between covariates as well as varying the main model coefficients in Section

C.5.

4.4 Illustration on a Genetics Study

We consider an illustration to genetic association testing based on data from Genetic

Analysis Workshop 17 (Almasy et al. 2011) as in Section 3.4. All the working models used

are the same as in Section 3.4, too. The estimates of regression coefficients in the normal

regression model N(βc + β′XX + βZZ, σ) for Y are shown in Table 4.6. For comparison we

also show the estimates based on the full data for all 321 individuals, which is available. A
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Table 4.3: Continous outcome in a linear regression model with positive selection probabili-
ties, n = 300

Method Means (Empirical Standard Error)[Estimated Standard Error]

CML0
CML-est
CML-sat
SW-est
SW-sat
ML
EL3-est
EL3-sat
EL4-est
EL4-sat
EL5-est
EL5-sat

βc (βc0 = 0) βz(βz0 = 1) βx(βx0 = 1) σ(σ0 = 2)
0.027 (0.332) 1.014 (0.219) 0.974 (0.247) 1.963 (0.148)
0.022 (0.318) 1.025 (0.218) 0.986 (0.248) 1.974 (0.148)
0.020 (0.276) 1.028 (0.219) 0.986 (0.206) 1.977 (0.148)
0.015 (0.311) 1.034 (0.213) 0.993 (0.241) 1.982 (0.134)
0.008 (0.269) 1.042 (0.216) 0.999 (0.197) 1.994 (0.134)
0.017 (0.255) 0.989 (0.204) 1.025 (0.202) 1.981 (0.111)

0.024 (0.247)[0.242] 1.028 (0.222)[0.206] 0.981 (0.183)[0.184] 1.978 (0.151)[0.134]
0.026 (0.246)[0.241] 1.026 (0.219)[0.201] 0.980 (0.183)[0.183] 1.976 (0.142)[0.126]
0.025 (0.247)[0.229] 1.024 (0.214)[0.192] 0.981 (0.183)[0.180] 1.971 (0.132)[0.115]
0.019 (0.250)[0.215] 1.020 (0.212)[0.183] 0.984 (0.186)[0.169] 1.968 (0.129)[0.107]
0.021 (0.247)[0.242] 1.032 (0.214)[0.198] 0.985 (0.183)[0.184] 1.981 (0.130)[0.120]
0.014 (0.253)[0.242] 1.036 (0.213)[0.199] 0.991 (0.187)[0.184] 1.989 (0.130)[0.118]

Table 4.4: Continous outcome in a linear regression model with zero selection probabilities,
n = 2000

Estimator Means (Empirical Standard Error)[Estimated Standard Error]

CML0
CML-est
CML-sat
SW-est
SW-sat
ML
EL3-est
EL3-sat
EL4-est
EL4-sat
EL5-est
EL5-sat

βc (βc0 = 0) βz(βz0 = 1) βx(βx0 = 1) σ(σ0 = 2)
0.001 (0.127) 0.998 (0.087) 1.001 (0.102) 1.994 (0.058)
0.000 (0.121) 0.999 (0.087) 1.002 (0.102) 1.994 (0.058)
0.001 (0.107) 1.000 (0.087) 0.999 (0.084) 1.995 (0.057)
0.000 (0.119) 0.999 (0.087) 1.002 (0.102) 1.994 (0.058)
0.002 (0.105) 1.000 (0.087) 0.998 (0.082) 1.995 (0.057)
0.001 (0.097) 1.002 (0.079) 0.998 (0.073) 1.998 (0.043)

0.002 (0.097)[0.096] 1.000 (0.088)[0.086] 0.998 (0.073)[0.073] 1.996 (0.057)[0.057]
0.002 (0.097)[0.096] 1.000 (0.085)[0.085] 0.997 (0.073)[0.073] 1.996 (0.054)[0.055]
0.002 (0.097)[0.094] 1.000 (0.088)[0.086] 0.998 (0.073)[0.072] 1.996 (0.057)[0.058]
0.001 (0.098)[0.089] 1.001 (0.085)[0.082] 0.998 (0.073)[0.068] 1.996 (0.053)[0.053]
0.002 (0.097)[0.096] 1.000 (0.088)[0.086] 0.997 (0.073)[0.073] 1.996 (0.057)[0.057]
0.002 (0.097)[0.096] 1.001 (0.084)[0.084] 0.997 (0.073)[0.073] 1.996 (0.053)[0.054]
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Table 4.5: Continous outcome in a linear regression model with zero selection probabilities,
n = 300

Estimator Means (Empirical Standard Error)[Estimated Standard Error]

CML0
CML-est
CML-sat
SW-est
SW-sat
ML
EL3-est
EL3-sat
EL4-est
EL4-sat
EL5-est
EL5-sat

βc (βc0 = 0) βz(βz0 = 1) βx(βx0 = 1) σ(σ0 = 2)
-0.014 (0.338) 1.028 (0.226) 1.009 (0.267) 1.967 (0.159)
-0.010 (0.320) 1.031 (0.227) 1.012 (0.268) 1.969 (0.160)
0.001 (0.280) 1.037 (0.229) 0.997 (0.224) 1.974 (0.159)
-0.010 (0.319) 1.031 (0.227) 1.012 (0.268) 1.969 (0.159)
-0.002 (0.274) 1.035 (0.229) 1.000 (0.213) 1.975 (0.158)
0.007 (0.240) 1.030 (0.214) 0.996 (0.187) 1.977 (0.111)

0.007 (0.244)[0.250] 1.034 (0.233)[0.218] 0.996 (0.190)[0.190] 1.973 (0.161)[0.141]
0.008 (0.244)[0.249] 1.034 (0.227)[0.214] 0.998 (0.192)[0.189] 1.973 (0.157)[0.137]
0.009 (0.241)[0.248] 1.032 (0.233)[0.216] 0.995 (0.188)[0.188] 1.969 (0.164)[0.138]
0.005 (0.250)[0.246] 1.035 (0.229)[0.207] 0.996 (0.191)[0.188] 1.965 (0.156)[0.129]
0.007 (0.244)[0.251] 1.036 (0.233)[0.219] 0.996 (0.189)[0.190] 1.975 (0.161)[0.142]
0.006 (0.248)[0.251] 1.038 (0.225)[0.217] 0.996 (0.191)[0.190] 1.978 (0.151)[0.137]

maximum likelihood estimate is obtained using the full data. We see that the most efficient

EL estimates based on Z data for only about 30 percent of individuals have standard errors

that are only moderately larger than those for the estimates from the full data. All the

EL estimators, however, represent very similar standard errors, comparing to the CML and

SW estimator. This may be due to that the auxiliary information are captured largely by

the function v(Y,X, Z;θ) instead of by the functions Rsc,α(Y,X, Z;β,α) which the SW

estimator employed.

4.5 Discussion

We propose a new framework based on the general empirical likelihood for general two-

phase ODS, where a scalar response Y and an inexpensive covariate vector X is observed

for every subject, while an expensive covariate vector Z is observed for only part of them.

Based on the conditional likelihood, our method makes use of the Phase 1 data to improve

the efficiency. It is versatile for a much wider range of two-phase designs and covariate
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Table 4.6: Regression coefficient estimates for the GAW 17 two-phase data

Method Mean [Estimated Standard Error]

CML0
CML-est
CML-sat
SW-est
SW-sat
EL5-est
EL5-sat
EL6-est
EL6-sat
EL7-est
EL7-sat
Full data

Intercept # of rare variants sex age smoke
-0.1541 [0.2307] 0.2773 [0.1331] 0.0442 [0.1496] 0.2717 [0.0873] 0.6390 [0.1769]
-0.1983 [0.2305] 0.2787 [0.1350] 0.0432 [0.1500] 0.2730 [0.0886] 0.6463 [0.1806]
-0.1936 [0.2275] 0.2766 [0.1336] 0.0334 [0.1481] 0.3074 [0.0897] 0.6126 [0.1807]
-0.1990 [0.2296] 0.2788 [0.1351] 0.0432 [0.1499] 0.2730 [0.0888] 0.6464 [0.1800]
-0.2028 [0.2296] 0.2760 [0.1332] 0.0356 [0.1500] 0.3143 [0.0815] 0.6751 [0.1613]
-0.2021 [0.1884] 0.3006 [0.1384] 0.0015 [0.1083] 0.3270 [0.0579] 0.6257 [0.1075]
-0.2195 [0.1833] 0.3126 [0.1351] 0.0056 [0.1043] 0.3108 [0.0537] 0.6488 [0.1088]
-0.1989 [0.1702] 0.3027 [0.1277] -0.0017 [0.1045] 0.3316 [0.0519] 0.6250[0.1170]
-0.2726 [0.1749] 0.2974 [0.1300] 0.0488 [0.1089] 0.2954 [0.0447] 0.6190 [0.1035]
-0.1969 [0.1889] 0.3047 [0.1425] -0.0040 [0.1085] 0.3372 [0.0583] 0.6232 [0.1074]
-0.2442 [0.1792] 0.3116 [0.1329] 0.0217 [0.1015] 0.3159 [0.0538] 0.6540 [0.1110]
-0.2489 [0.1701] 0.3164 [0.0857] 0.0344 [0.1011] 0.2805 [0.0505] 0.6878 [0.1176]

distributions compared to other methods. It allows a design where every subject has a

positive selection probability into Phase 2, or where subjects with certain Y values will

never be selected. Our methodology avoids the modelling of covariate distribution which is

of practical use when we have more than one inexpensive covariates, or when the inexpensive

covariates are a mix of discrete and continuous variables.

Compared to CML estimators, our new method provides a way to use Phase 1 data

systematically. The auxiliary estimating function we propose is very flexible in terms of

postulating any working model of f(Y,X;θ). It is to be noted that such working model need

not be strictly “correct” when πi > 0 for all i. Even when πi = 0 for some individuals, as the

variables involved in this model are observed for everyone, the model can be easily checked

and thus is not severely misspecified. In fact, in our simulations with logistic regression

models (see Sections 4.3.1, C.4), using a working model that is mathematically incompatible

with the original model of interest still yields minimal bias and significant improvement of

efficiencies in many cases.

Our framework also covers existing estimators studied in Chapter 3 as special cases,

where the utilization of Phase 1 data comes from the estimation of the nuisance parameter

α in the selection model π. In our numerical simulations, we see that the new methodology
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applies to both discrete and continuous responses. However, for a continuous response, the

room of improvement may be small, as classic CML with post-stratification on the selection

model π is quite efficient in many settings. For binary outcomes, the improvement upon

competing estimators is more significant. In many scenarios, our EL estimators are close

to the efficient ML estimator. We also observe slightly worse performance sometimes when

a more complex π model is employed. Specifically, we consider that there may be an issue

of convergence to the global minimum. The empirical SE’s are larger than the estimated

ones, and some estimators theoretically more efficient shows worse efficiency instead (e.g.,

EL4-sat in Section 4.3.2). This declining performance suggests a trade-off between the

improvement from post-stratification and numerical stability. Some alternative Newton-

based optimization algorithm may be considered to implement the maximization of the

profile likelihood.

We also see some possible extensions of our framework to more general settings other

than two-phase samples. For example, in the data integration problems considered by Qin,

Zhang, Li, Albanes & Yu (2015), Chatterjee et al. (2016) and Han & Lawless (2019), an

external big data source provides a relatively accurate estimate of θ without individual-level

data. Our method may also be employed by ignoring the uncertainty in the estimation of

θ, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. We look forward to developing extensions to our framework

and applying it to more specific application settings.
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Chapter 5

Discussions and Future Work

5.1 Discussion

5.1.1 Regression with Missing Covariates

In this thesis, we consider regression problems with a scalar outcome Yi, and a covariate

vector Xi observed for every individual i = 1, ..., n of an entire cohort or representative

sample. The other covariate vector Zi, on the contrary, is observed only for a subset of

individuals. In general, we are interested in the estimation of a model f(Y |X,Z;β) indexed

by the parameter of interest β. It can be relaxed to a more general semiparametric estimating

equation, E{U(Y |X,Z;β)} = 0 without assumptions on the specific class of distribution

that f(Y |X,Z) falls in, as long as there exists a β0 such that E{U(Y |X,Z;β0)} = 0. We

use an indicator variable Ri to denote if Zi is in this observed subset. For MNAR data, the

ML model often has identification issues; for MAR data, ML may be difficult to postulate

for Z with dimension higher than 1, or when X has continuous components; meanwhile, the

AIPW estimator is not applicable when πi = 0 for certain individual i (see our discussion

in Section 4.1). Therefore, alternative approaches to efficiently estimate the parameter of
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interest are desired.

5.1.2 Empirical Likelihood Frameworks for Exploiting Auxiliary

Information

Based on the specific missing mechanism, we can write out an estimating equation of the

parameter of interest β using all the complete cases, namely

n∑
i=1

RiUCC(Yi,Xi,Zi, Ri;β) = 0.

In Chapter 2, we assumed the missingness subject to R ⊥ Y |X,Z, which makesmakes this

approach valid without any transformation or weighting. In Chapters 3-4, we assume the

missingness satisfies R ⊥ Z|Y,X, and this enables the usage of the classic CML estimator,

with UCC equal to the conditional score function sc,β. There may be some other CC based

estimators, such as IPW, but in our specific scenarios IPW is found to be less efficient

(Bartlett et al. 2014; Scott & Wild 2011) thus is not considered in detail.

The CC based estimators, though consistent under the corresponding missingness as-

sumptions, are not efficient, as they are not using any information contained in the partially

observed cases. In our estimation frameworks, an auxiliary estimating function h(Y,X, R;β,θ)

is used to enhance the original estimator defined through UCC. It may involve both the pa-

rameter of interest β and a nuisance parameter θ. Depending on the model assumptions,

the choices of h(Y,X, R;β,θ) may be very flexible. A natural choice is to fit a regression

model E(Y |X;θ) = µ(X,θ). Depending on the specific assumption, we may need different

assumptions to guarantee the consistency for the estimation of β. For example, in Chapter

4, we may need a correct f(Y |X;θ) when some Phase 1 individuals has zero probability of

entering Phase 2, but when the selection probability is always positive, an estimating equa-
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tion with an asymptotic limit θ∗ is sufficient. Some other estimating functions concerning

the selection model π(Y,X;α) are also applicable. We found that an augmented system of

estimating equations

g(Y,X,Z, R;β,θ) =

 RUCC(Y,X,Z, R;β,θ)

h(Y,X, R;β,θ)


improves the estimation efficiency when h(Y,X, R;β,θ) effectively brings the information

contained in the partially observed cases into the estimation. Moreover, even when the

working model is slightly misspecified, or incompatible with the model of interest, we have

numerical evidence to show that the EL framework has some robustness (e.g., Sections

2.5,4.3.1).

A key point in our EL-based frameworks is to create an “over-identified” system, with the

number of equations greater than the number of parameters. Otherwise, the EL procedure

will end up with trivial empirical probabilities, p̂i = 1/n, and the estimate for β is identical

to β̂CC. It can also be interpreted as that when the added dimension of estimating functions

is equal to the dimension of extra parameters, the information is all used to estimate the

nuisance parameter and will not contribute to the estimation of the parameter of interest. For

special cases such as the MNAR covariates satisfying the “outcome independent” assumption

as in Chapter 2, we can develop an optimal form of such auxiliary estimating functions.

For two-phase ODS, directly using the regression model E(Y |X;θ) = µ(Y,X;θ) may

also be a straightforward choice. However, as the corresponding estimating function does

not involve β, the parameter of interest, this naive estimating function might not give

a significant efficiency improvement. On the other hand, the parametric assumption for

f(Y |X,Z;β) enables us to evaluate the conditional expectation of h(Y,X;θ) given X,Z,

thus gives a more consolidated version of auxiliary estimating function, u(Y,X,Z;β,θ) =
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E(X,Z)[E(Y |X,Z){h(Y,X;θ)|X,Z;β}]. Evidences in the literature show that using such a

transformed u(Y,X,Z;β,θ) gives desirable improvement for regression problems in a sim-

ilar data integration problem (Qin et al. 2015; Chatterjee et al. 2016; Han & Lawless 2019).

5.1.3 Numerical Implementation of Empirical Likelihood for Gen-

eral Estimating Equations

Numerical implementations of EL estimations are usually based on Newton-Raphson

methods; see, for example, Hall & La Scala (1990). However, due to the underlying con-

strained maximization being nonconvex, reliable numerical methods could be difficult to

find. A commonly recommended algorithm is the saddle-point method as in Owen (2001),

Han & Lawless (2019), among others. Our numerical implementations are largely based on

this method, as described in Section 2.5 and 3.3, etc. We employ an inner loop to compute

the Lagrange multiplier λ which maximized the empirical likelihood given a fixed parame-

ter φ; an outer loop to update the parameter φ given a fixed Lagrange multiplier λ̂. The

inner one could employ many constrained optimization packages readily available, such as

constrOptim in R, or fmincon in MATLAB. The outer loop can be implemented through

Newton-Raphson.

A common issue arising in the problems we discussed in this thesis is the collinearity or

linear dependence among different components of the estimating equations. An analytical

example is given in Section B.3 of Chapter 3, where we see that in the 8 dimensions of esti-

mating functions, the effective dimension is only 5. This issue is also commonly encountered

for other settings with binary outcomes (e.g. Section 4.3.1). In these cases, directly using

the Newton-Raphson method for the outer loop is problematic as the approximated Hessian

matrix we need to invert is the covariance matrix of the estimating functions, which is not

invertible.
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Even with estimating functions linearly independent, when the number of constraints

is large, and the sample size not large enough, we may not have enough variability in

the estimating functions, and thus have an ill-conditioned Hessian matrix, leading to un-

stable numerical performances. Specifically, the Hessian matrix involves terms such as∑n
i=1 g(Yi,Xi,Zi;φ)g(Yi,Xi,Zi;φ)T , and when the variation of g(Yi,Xi,Zi;φ) is not large

enough, the Newton method may run into large errors when computing the direction of up-

dates. Some alternative computational techniques may be used to alleviate this issue, such

as stochastic gradient-descent, or batch gradient-descent (Zhang 2004), but they may also

bring other computational issues such as more steps to convergence. Another consideration

is actually the trade-off between theoretical efficiency and numerical accuracy. This is es-

pecially the case when we use post-stratification in two-phase samples. Mathematically, a

finer stratification always leads to higher efficiencies, however, on the other hand, it means

more nuisance parameters to be estimated. If these parameters are to be estimated in EL,

one needs to be careful in choosing a proper degree of stratification. Naively increasing

the dimensions of the auxiliary estimating equations may be detrimental to the numerical

performance.

5.1.4 Model Checking and Model Compatibility

As mentioned above, one advantage of auxiliary estimating function h(Y,X, R;β,θ) is

that it uses only the fully observed variables, and thus the model can be checked. In Chapter

2 we discussed the issue of model misspecification and showed an example of model checking

in Section 2.5. This routine consisting of observations, P-P plots and likelihood ratio tests

may be used as a general one when identifying proper working models. More specific model

diagnosis for empirical likelihood for GEEs has also been proposed (Zhu, Ibrahim, Tang &

Zhang 2008) which we may consider to employ.
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Though diagnosis can be done, we may still have the issue of model compatibility. Natural

choices of working models may not be mathematically compatible with the original model

of interest. A straightforward example is that when we have a binary outcome Y , and the

model of interest is a logistic regression with covariates Z and X, then a reduced logistic

regression model of Y given X is mathematically incompatible with the original model

of interest. While many of our theoretical results rely on the correct specification of the

working model, our simulations show that a mildly incompatible model rarely causes any

bias or decrease in efficiency. Given the fact that no model is completely correct, we believe

our proposed estimators have some robustness to mild model misspecifications. However,

when the estimating function is unbounded, the EL estimator may not be
√
n-consistent.

More robust tools are desired. For example, Schennach et al. (2007) proposed the so-called

exponentially tilted EL estimator which preserves the
√
n-consistency as well as the same

second order properties. This can be even further refined asymptotically by a boostrap-based

inference framework (Lee 2016).

5.2 Future Work

Checking Model Assumptions Our model assumptions include distributional as-

sumptions such as the model of f(Y |X,Z;β) or assumptions to the missingness mecha-

nism. Checking these assumptions is an important and interesting question. In Chapter 2,

we do not postulate distributional assumptions but do require conditional independence of

Y and R given Z and X. In our application example, R represents nonresponse in alcohol

consumption Z, Y is the blood pressure. As Y is measured after the collection of Z, it

is reasonable to assume such conditional independence. However, in some other cases, it

might need more rigorous checking for this outcome independence property to allow for this

CC-based framework. In Chapters 3 and 4, for two-phase ODS, as the phase 2 selection is by
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design, the missingness mechanism usually does not need to be checked. However the distri-

butional assumption of f(Y |X,Z;β) such as normal distribution may need to be checked.

Sensitivity analysis is often suggested to test for a missingness mechanism assumption, but

for some specific missingness types such as what we assumed in Chapter 2, developing a

specific checking framework may be desired. There have been a number of studies done in

sensitivity analysis to check the assumption of MAR vs MNAR (Enders 2011; Hsu, He, Hu &

Zhou 2020). Many of them is based on the fact that the joint likelihood of MAR data can be

written either in a selection model or in a pattern mixture model form (see our introduction

in Section 1.2). We may aim to develop similar theories under the outcome-independence

assumption in Chapter 2.

Robustness against model misspecifications As discussed in the section above, our

methods showed good robustness against mild model misspecifications and model incom-

patibilities. For MLE estimators, the misspecification question has been studied as early as

White (1982). For EL, we see only sparse studies on this topic, for example, Zhu et al. (2008).

The behaviour of the EL estimators under model misspecification is not well studied. More

investigations into the performance of EL estimators in presence of model misspecifications

and incompatibilities are needed.

Comparison between the generalized method of moments and empirical like-

lihood

As discussed in Section 5.1.3, the numerical implementation of EL may suffer from unsta-

ble performances, especially for large numbers of estimating functions and a relatively small

sample size. Besides using modified Newton methods such as stochastic gradient descent,

another alternative is to use the generalized method of moments (GMM, Hansen, 1982).

GMM solves an over-identified system using an iterative algorithm, and the implementation

is usually less complicated than EL. In Newey & Smith (2004) the authors showed that, EL
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has more favourable higher-order asymptotic properties over the GMM method. Specifically,

the asymptotic bias of GMM often grows linearly with the number of over-identifying restric-

tions; and after bias correction, the empirical probabilities obtained from EL is higher-order

efficient relative to other biased corrected estimators. However, as noted by (Imbens 2002),

for a sample of size n, and a p-dimensional parameter θ to be estimated, the two-step GMM

is an optimization on a p-dimensional space; whereas EL is an constrained optimization in a

(p + n)-dimensional space plus r + 1 constraints (r is the number of estimating equations).

Obviously, the computation of EL is more demanding. In our practice, we also observe a

trade-off between the estimation efficiency and the numerical accuracy; see, for example,

Section 4.3.2. Examining the GMM method and comparing it with the EL approach in our

frameworks would be of interest. We are interested in providing a general recommendation

to help decide which of GMM and EL would be a better suitable choice under different

circumstances.

Integrating external, summary-level information into an internal study The

first extension direction is for the two-phase ODS. We see that when we ignore the uncertainty

of θ̂ for the Phase 1 data, the EL0-1 estimator does not use any individual-level information

from Phase 1, but only an estimate of the nuisance parameter. This naturally extends to

data integration problems where one has access to an external big data source, but with only

summary-level information. This setting is practical when the Phase 1 sample is much larger

than phase 2. Further, suppose we have both a two-phase sample and an external big data

source with summary level data, for example, as in Qin et al. (2015), Chatterjee et al. (2016)

and Han & Lawless (2019). The Phase 1 data can be used to test for the heterogeneity in

the covariate distributions of the internal two-phase sample and the external data source.

Extension to other types of regressions The second direction is to extend the current

mean regression to more regression settings, such as quantile regression (QR) or functional

regression problems.. For example, Tang & Leng (2012) first considered using empirical
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likelihood to improve the efficiency of QR estimators when auxiliary information is available.

Their method is a two-step estimator where EL is only applied to the auxiliary estimating

equations. If we can assume QR models on different quantile levels, it may be still possible to

get an approximated parametric model f̂(Y |X,Z;β) (Wei, Ma & Carroll 2012) and apply

our transformed estimating function u. However, the computation involved may be much

more expensive than the mean model case, where we have an explicit form for f(Y |X,Z;β).

Moreover, the estimating function of QR is not a smooth function (Koenker & Hallock 2001),

which may bring in even more computational issues.

MNAR scenarios to causal inference Causal inference overlaps with missing data

by treating the counterfactual outcome as missing. However, most causal inference frame-

work requires the assumption that there are no unmeasured confounding effects. It is a

comparable assumption as the MAR. Recently, there have been studies noticing that if the

missing confounding effect is independent of the outcome, which is similar to the assumption

we made in Chapter 2, then the average treatment effect (ATE) can be estimated without

identifiability issues (Yang, Wang and Ding 2019). Yang et al. focused on the identifica-

tion problem in causal inference, however, our results in Chapter 2 may help improve the

estimation efficiency of the ATE.

The above are some possible extension works. We look forward to making more method-

ological developments based on the existing works and applying them to more specific sci-

entific problems.
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In this part, we report supplementary materials associated with Chapters 2-4, including

proofs, mathematical derivations and additional numerical results.
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Appendix A

Detailed Proofs of Theorems in

Chapter 2

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. The estimating equation is

n∑
i=1

 RiU(Yi,Xi,Zi;β)

h(Yi,Xi, Ri;β,θ)

 = 0,

so by Qin and Lawless (1994), the asymptotic covariance matrix of (β̂, θ̂) can be written as

ACov

 β̂

θ̂

 =


 ERUβ Ehβ

0 Ehθ


T  ERUUT ERUhT

EhUT EhhT


−1 ERUβ 0

Ehβ Ehθ



−1

=


 ERUβ Ehβ

0 Ehθ


T  U11 U12

U21 U22


 ERUβ 0

Ehβ Ehθ



−1
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=

 I11 I12

I21 I22


−1

,

where

U11 = (ERUUT )−1 + (ERUUT )−1ERUhT
{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
ERhUT (ERUUT )−1 (A.1)

U12 = (ERUUT )−1ERUhT
{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
U21 = U12T

U22 =
{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
so then

I11 = ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUβ

+ ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
· ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUβ

+ EhTβ
{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUβ

+ ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
Ehβ

+ EhTβ
{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
Ehβ

= ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUβ

+
(
ERUT

β (ERUUT )−1ERUhT + EhTβ
) {
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
·
(
ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUβ + Ehβ

)
:= ERUT

β (ERUUT )−1ERUβ +D1C
−1DT

1
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where we denote

D1 := ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUhT + EhTβ ,

and

C := EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT .

Meanwhile, (A.2)

I12 = ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
Ehθ

+ EhTβ
{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
Ehθ

= D1C
−1Ehθ

I21 = IT12

I22 = EhTθ
{
EhhT − ERhUT (ERUUT )−1ERUhT

}−1
Ehθ

= EhTθC
−1Ehθ

Note that

ACov(β̂) = (I11 − I12I−122 I21)
−1

and

I11 − I12I−122 I21 = ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUβ +D1C

−1DT
1 −D1C

−1EhθI
−1
22 Eh

T
θC
−1DT

1

= ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUβ +D1C

−1
{
C − Ehθ

(
EhTθC

−1Ehθ
)−1

EhTθ

}
C−1DT

1

= ERUT
β (ERUUT )−1ERUβ +ZBZT .

The desired result then follows.
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A.2 Lemma 2 and Proof

Lemma 2. For a symmetric, positive definite matrix Am×m and a full rank matrix Gm×p

with p ≤ m,

A−G(GTA−1G)−1GT

is positive semi-definite.

Proof. rank(G) = p, so it has singular value decomposition as

G = Om×m

 Dp×p

0

NT
p×p

where O,N are orthorgnal and D is diagonal. Then

GTA−1G =N [D 0]OTA−1O

 D

0

NT =: N [D 0]Q

 D

0

NT

=NDQ1DN
T

where Qm×m = OTA−1O, Q1 is the first q × q diagonal block of Q, both invertible. In other

words

OTA−1O = Q =

 Q1 Q2

QT
2 Q3


O,N are unitary and D is diagonal. Then

A−G(GTA−1G)−1GT =A−O

 D

0

NTN−T (NDQ1DN
T )−1N−1N [D 0]OT
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=OQ−1OT −O

 Q−11 0

0 0

OT

Since Q is symmetric and positive definite, it has a (unique) Cholesky decomposition Q =

LLT where L is lower-triangular with positive diagonal entries. So we can write

Q = LLT =

 L11 0

L12 L22


 LT11 LT12

0 LT22

 =

 L11L
T
11 = Q1 L11L

T
12

L12L
T
11 ∗


where L11, L22 are lower-triangular with positive diagonal entries (and hence invertible), and

Q−11 = L−T11 L
−1
11 ,

L−1 =

 L−111 0

∗ L−122


For any m-dimensional vector Z = (Z1,Z2), where Z1 has dimension q and Z2 has dimension

m− q,

Z

Q−1 −
 Q−11 0

0 0


ZT

=Z

 L−T11 ∗

0 L−T22


 L−111 0

∗ L−122

ZT −Z

 L−T11 0

0 0


 L−111 0

0 0

ZT

=‖(L−111 Z1, ∗)‖22 − ‖(L−111 Z1,0)‖22

≥0
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So

Q−1 −

 Q−11 0

0 0


is positive semi-definite and so is A−G(GTA−1G)−1GT .
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Appendix B

Additional Derivations and Numerical

Results of Chapter 3

B.1 Derivations for relationships between the matrices

C and J

For convenience and without loss of generality, we consider one dimensional x and z.

Derivation for higher dimensions are the same. We will show that

C = EU(φ0)U(φ0)
T =


C11 C12 C1π

CT12 C22 C2π

CT1π CT2π Cππ

 =


C11 C12 C12

CT12 C22 C22

CT12 C22 Cππ

 (B.1)
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and

J = −E
{
∂U(φ0)

∂φT

}
=


−E

(
R∂2 log fc

∂β∂βT

)
−E

(
R∂2 log fc

∂β∂αT

)
−E

(
R∂2 log fc

∂α∂βT

)
−E

(
R∂2 log fc

∂α∂αT

)
0 −E

{
∂

∂αT

(
R
π
− 1−R

1−π

)
∂π
∂α

}


=


I11 I12

IT12 I22

0 Iππ

 =


C11 C12

CT12 C22

0 Cππ

 . (B.2)

For a function h of y, x, z and r where r is binary, we use
∫
hdµ(y, r) to denote the

integral with respect to y and summed over r = 1 and r = 0. Then we can compute

I11 = −E
∫

∂S1

∂βT
f(y|x, z;β)dµ(y, r)

= −E
∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z;β,α)

∂β∂βT
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

= −E
∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z;β,α)

∂β∂βT
fc(y|x, z;β,α)π∗(x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

= −E
∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z;β,α)

∂β∂βT
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)π∗(x, z;β,α)

:= E{Icββ(x, z)π∗(x, z;β,α)} (B.3)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the marginal distribution g(x, z); π∗(x, z;β,α) =

f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)/fc(y|x, z;β,α) =
∫
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dy, and

Icββ(x, z) = −
∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z;β,α)

∂β∂βT
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

= −
∫
r

{
− 1

f 2
c

(
∂fc
∂β

)⊗2
+

1

fc

∂2fc
∂β∂βT

}
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)
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=

∫
r

(
∂ log fc
∂β

)⊗2
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

+
∂2

∂β∂βT
E

∫
rfc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

=

∫
r

(
∂ log fc
∂β

)⊗2
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r).

Meanwhile,

C11 = E

∫
r

(
∂ log fc
∂β

)⊗2
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

= E

∫
r

(
∂ log fc
∂β

)⊗2
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)π∗(x, z;β,α)

= E{Icββ(x, z)π∗(x, z;β,α)}. (B.4)

So by (B.3) and (B.4), we have I11 = C11.

Similarly, we compute

I1π = I12 = −E
∫

∂S1

∂αT
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

= −E
∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z;β,α)

∂β∂αT
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)π∗(x, z;β,α)

:= E{Icβα(x, z)π∗(x, z;β,α)} (B.5)

where

Icβα(x, z) = −
∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z;β,α)

∂β∂αT
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

= −
∫
r

{
− 1

f 2
c

∂fc
∂β

∂fc
∂αT

+
1

fc

∂2fc
∂β∂αT

}
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

=

∫
r
∂ log fc
∂β

∂ log fc
∂αT

fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

+
∂2

∂β∂αT

∫
rfc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)
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=

∫
r
∂ log fc
∂β

∂ log fc
∂αT

fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r).

C12 = E

∫
r
∂ log fc
∂β

∂ log fc
∂αT

fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)π∗(x, z;β,α)

= E{Icβα(x, z)π∗(x, z;β,α)}. (B.6)

At the same time, if we differentiate both sides of E(S1|x, z) = 0 with respect to α, we

have

0 =
∂

∂αT

∫
r
∂ log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂β
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

=

∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂β∂αT
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

+

∫
r
∂ log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂β
f(y|x, z;β)

∂π(y, x;α)

∂αT
dµ(y, r).

Taking expectation with respect to the marginal distribution g(x, z), we get

0 = −I1π + E

∫
r
∂ log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂β

∂π(y, x;α)

∂αT
f(y|x, z;β)dµ(y, r) (B.7)

Note that the first term above is equal to −I12. Since r2 = r and r(1 − r) = 0, we can

rewrite the second term as

E

∫
r
∂ log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂β

{
r

π(y, x;α)
− 1− r

1− π(y, x;α)

}
∂π(y, x;α)

∂αT

· f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x,α)dµ(y, r)

=E

∫
S1S

T
π f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x,α)dµ(y, r)

=E(S1S
T
π ) = C1π. (B.8)
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Thus by (B.5, B.6, B.7, B.8), we get

I1π = I12 = C1π = C12. (B.9)

Similarly,

I22 = −E
∫

∂S2

∂αT
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

= −E
∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z;β,α)

∂α∂αT
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)π∗(x, z;β,α)

:= E{Icαα(x, z)π∗(x, z;β,α)} (B.10)

and

Icαα(x, z) = −
∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z;β,α)

∂α∂αT
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

= −
∫
r

{
− 1

f 2
c

(
∂fc
∂α

)⊗2
+

1

fc

∂2fc
∂α∂αT

}
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

=

∫
r

(
∂ log fc
∂α

)⊗2
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r) +

∂2

∂α∂αT

∫
rfc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)

= E

∫
r

(
∂ log fc
∂α

)⊗2
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r).

We also have

C22 = E

∫
r

(
∂ log fc
∂α

)⊗2
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

= E

∫
r

(
∂ log fc
∂α

)⊗2
fc(y|x, z;β,α)dµ(y, r)π∗(x, z;β,α)

= E{Icαα(x, z)π∗(x, z;β,α)}. (B.11)
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Differentiate both sides of E(S2|x, z) = 0 with respect to α, and we have

0 =
∂

∂αT

∫
r
∂ log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂α
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

=

∫
r
∂2 log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂α∂αT
f(y|x, z;β)π(y, x;α)dµ(y, r)

+

∫
r
∂ log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂α
f(y|x, z;β)

∂π(y, x;α)

∂αT
dµ(y, r)

and taking expectation with respect to g(x, z),

0 = −I22 + E

∫
r
∂ log fc(y|x, z,β,α)

∂α

∂π(y, x;α)

∂αT
f(y|x, z;β)dµ(y, r)

= −I22 + E(S2S
T
π ) = −I21 + C2π. (B.12)

Thus by (B.10,B.11,B.12), we see that

I22 = C2π = C22. (B.13)

Lastly, by maximum likelihood for logistic regression we have −E
{
∂Sπ(φ0)
∂αT

}
= E(SπS

T
π ),

so

Iππ = Cππ. (B.14)
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B.2 Calculation of the asymptotic variance of the EL

estimator

We denote

C−1 = D =


D11 D12 D13

D21 D22 D23

D31 D32 D33

 , (B.15)

and then by CD = I, we have C11D11+C12D21+C12D31 = I, C11D12+C12D22+C12D32 = 0,

C11D13 + C12D23 + C12D33 = 0, and therefore

V 11 =

[
C11 C12 0

]
D11 D12 D13

D21 D22 D23

D31 D32 D33



C11

CT12

0



=

[
I − C12D31 −C12D32, −C12D33

]
C11

CT12

0


= C11 − C12(D31C11 +D32CT12)

= C11 + C12D33CT12.

We can further compute D33 as:

D33 =

Cππ − [ CT12 C22 ]
 C11 C12
CT12 C22


−1  C12

C22



−1

.
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Note that

 C11 C12
CT12 C22


−1  C11 C12

CT12 C22

 = I, so

[
CT12 C22

] C11 C12
CT12 C22


−1  C12

C22

 = C22,

and therefore

D33 = (Cππ − C22)−1. (B.16)

Thus, finally we obtain

V 11 = C11 + C12(Cππ − C22)−1CT12.

Similarly, V 12 is the (1, 2) block of ITC−1I, so

V 12 =

[
C11 C12 0

]
D11 D12 D13

D21 D22 D23

D31 D32 D33



C12

C22

Cππ



=

[
C11 C12 0

]
0

0

I

 = 0.

B.3 The rank of CL estimating equations for Studies

1 and 3

With the models in Simulation Study 1, both the regression model and π model are in

logistic form, so as discussed in Scott and Wild (2011), the conditional probability p(Y =
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1|X,Z,R = 1) is also a logistic form, with an offset term ωi = log(π(y = 1, z)/π(y = 0, z)).

Thus the conditional log-likelihood is

lc(β,α) =
N∑
i=1

ri[yi log{expit(ωi + βc + βxxi + βzzi)}

+ (1− yi) log{1− expit(ωi + βc + βxxi + βzzi)}]

and

∂lc
∂β

=
N∑
i=1

ri{yi − expit(ωi + βc + βxxi + βzzi)}(1, xi, zi)T ,

∂lc
∂α

=
N∑
i=1

ri{yi − expit(ωi + βc + βxxi + βzzi)}
∂ωi
∂α

When we use the “sat2” selection model, we have

∂ωi
∂α

=
∂

∂α
[log{expit(αc + αy + αxxi + αyxxi)}]−

∂

∂α
[log{expit(αc + αxxi)}]

= {1− expit(αc + αy + αxxi + αyxxi)}(1, 1, xi, xi)T

− {1− expit(αc + αxxi)}(1, 0, xi, 0)T

=


{1− expit(αc + αy + αxxi + αyxxi)} − {1− expit(αc + αxxi)}

1− expit(αc + αy + αxxi + αyxxi)

xi[{1− expit(αc + αy + αxxi + αyxxi)} − {1− expit(αc + αxxi)}]

xi{1− expit(αc + αy + αxxi + αyxxi)}

 . (B.17)

As Z is a continuous variable, it is easy to see that ∂ωi/∂α in (B.17) is a full rank vector

(no row of it is a linear combination of other rows).

However, when we use the “sat1” selection model where π(y, x;α) = π(y, v(z);α), with
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v(x) a binary function of x, then

∂ωi
∂α

= vi



−expit(αc + αy + αv + αyv) + expit(αc + αv)

1− expit(αc + αy + αv + αyv)

−expit(αc + αy + αv + αyv) + expit(αc + αv)

1− expit(αc + αy + αv + αyv)



+



−expit(αc + αy) + expit(αc)

1− expit(αc + αy)

0

0


=: vi(a1, a2, a1, a2)

T + (1− vi)(b1, b2, 0, 0)T

=: via+ (1− vi)b

where a, b are constant vectors. Thus the information matrix can be written as

E

(
∂ log fc
∂φ

)(
∂ log fc
∂φT

)
= E

[
ri{yi − expit(ωi + βc + βxxi + βzzi)}2uiuTi

]
where

ui =(1, xi, zi, a1vi + b1(1− vi), a2vi + b2(1− vi), a1vi, a2vi)T

=



1 0 0 b1 b2 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 a1 − b1 a2 − b2 a1 a2



T 

1

xi

zi

vi


:= U × (1, xi, zi, vi)

T

where U is a 7×4 constant matrix. Thus E (∂ log fc/∂φ) (∂ log fc/∂φ)T has dimension 7×7

but rank 4.
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B.4 Additional simulation studies

B.4.1 Simulation study 3

This study involves a binary covariate X and continuous covariate Z, which are corre-

lated. We consider a phase 1 sample of 10,000 subjects with the complete data generated as

Section 3.3.1. In phase 2, we randomly sample n1 = 150 subjects from the cases with Yi = 1,

and n0 = 150 from the subjects with Yi = 0; the Xi are discarded for all other subjects and

marked as unobserved.

This is a case of basic stratified sampling (BSS) with the phase 2 sampling depending

only on the observed values of Y . The marginal sampling probability for Y = 1 cases is

p1 = 150/N1and for Y = 0 cases is p0 = 150/N0 but the Ri are not independent as for

variable probability sampling (VPS). We can nevertheless use the VPS estimating equations

and likelihoods, which are asymptotically valid under BSS; we do this, although finite sample

adjustments for BSS could be made (e.g. Lawless et al. 1999). Under VPS we would use a

logistic regression model for the sampling probabilities:

P (R = 1|y) = πest(y;α) = expit(αc + αyy), (B.18)

but in the present case the design probabilities p0, p1 are random and not fixed, since they

depend on N0 and N1. We denote estimates obtained using these design probabilities with

the suffix est in Table B.1. It is possible, however, to increase efficiency of estimation by

using a stratified pseudo VPS sampling model that conditions on observed z values, similar

to calibration or post-stratification in sampling contexts. We consider two such models,

referred to with the suffixes sat1 and sat2 in Table B.1. For sat1 we use a binary covariate

v = I(Z > 0.5)and the same π model as (3.8) and the sat2 model uses the model as (3.9).

Note that working models (8) and (9) both include the true phase 2 sampling model (7) as
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special cases.

We also considered two pseudo empirical likelihood (PEL) estimators, where the α pa-

rameters in models (B.18), (3.8) and (3.9) are first estimated by maximum likelihood from

Sπ(α) = 0 and then fixed in the estimating function U(φ) = U(β, α̂ML). This EL proce-

dure is slightly easier to implement since the estimating function Sπ(α̂ML) equals zero. Such

estimators have been considered by others such as Qin et al. (2009) and Xie and Zhang

(2017).

We mention that in this example the estimating equations S1 and S2 are not linearly

independent. Take the πsat1 model, for example; then dim(β) = 3 and dim(α) = 4 so the

dimension of (ST1 ,S
T
2 )T is 7. However in Appendix Section A.3 we show that the actual rank

of these 7 estimating equations is 4. Therefore we use here only the first element of S2 for

the EL estimator. This phenomenon is an example of the well known fact that β and α are

not identifiable from the conditional likelihood lc(β,α) alone in this setting.

In Table B.1, we compare the performance of CML, SW and EL estimators based on

500 simulations, using each of the three π models (7) - (9). The EL0 and PEL estimator

with each π model are asymptotically equivalent to the corresponding EL estimator so are

omitted; their finite sample performances are close to those of the EL estimators. We show

empirical standard deviations and average standard errors for each estimator; standard errors

are obtained by estimating asymptotic covariance matrices with sample covariance matrices

evaluated at estimates of φ. These are labelled empirical and estimated standard error (SE)

in the table and they are seen to be close in value. In this case, CML performs about as well

as the EL and SW methods. A substantial efficiency gain for estimation of βZ , the coefficient

for the covariate that is known for all individuals, occurs when the stratified selection model

(8) is used instead of (7) for the EL and SW estimators. A big increase in efficiency for CML

and small further increases in efficiency for EL and SW result from using the more highly
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Table B.1: Simulation results for Study 3.

Method Mean (Empirical SE)[Estimated SE]

βc (βc0 = −2.8) βz(βz0 = 0.5) βx(βx0 = 1)

CML-est -2.813 (0.117)[0.123] 0.522 (0.247)[0.257] 1.018 (0.239)[0.250]
CML-sat1 -2.815 (0.115)[0.122] 0.524 (0.198)[0.200] 1.020 (0.239)[0.250]
CML-sat2 -2.814 (0.113)[0.120] 0.524 (0.124)[0.124] 1.021 (0.239)[0.250]
EL-est -2.813 (0.117)[0.123] 0.522 (0.247)[0.257] 1.018 (0.239)[0.250]
EL-sat1 -2.814 (0.116)[0.122] 0.514 (0.130)[0.134] 1.020 (0.239)[0.249]
EL-sat2 -2.814 (0.114)[0.120] 0.520 (0.122)[0.123] 1.019 (0.240)[0.250]
SW-est -2.813 (0.117)[0.123] 0.522 (0.247)[0.257] 1.018 (0.239)[0.250]
SW-sat1 -2.814 (0.116)[0.122] 0.515 (0.131)[0.130] 1.020 (0.239)[0.249]
SW-sat2 -2.814 (0.113)[0.120] 0.518 (0.121)[0.123] 1.018 (0.239)[0.250]

stratified model (9).

B.4.2 Simulation study 4

In Study 4, we again simulate a normal linear regression model, but now with X and

Z both continuous. We let X,Z follow a bivariate normal distribution with zero means,

variances one and correlation ρ = 0.5. The response model is Y ∼ N (0.5X + Z, 1), and so

β0 = (0, 0.5, 1). The phase 1 sample size is N = 500 and the phase 2 sampling probability

model is P (R = 1|y, z) = expit(−1 + 0.5y + 0.5z), resulting in about 30% of subjects being

selected in phase 2. In this case, we have the conditional likelihood

fc(y|x, z;β,α) =
exp{−(y − βc − βxx− βzz)2/(2σ2)}expit(αc + αyy + αzz)∫
exp{−(y − βc − βxx− βzz)2/(2σ2)}expit(αc + αyy + αzz)dy

. (B.19)
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Table B.2: Simulation results for Study 4.

Method Mean (Empirical SE)[Estimated SE]

βc (βc0 = 0) βz(βz0 = 0.5) βx(βx0 = 1) σ(σ0 = 1)

CML0 0.006 (0.102)[0.106] 0.494 (0.091)[0.092] 1.000 (0.093)[0.091] 0.985 (0.060)[0.062]
CML-est 0.008 (0.081)[0.093] 0.493 (0.075)[0.091] 1.000 (0.091)[0.089] 0.985 (0.061)[0.061]
CML-sat 0.005 (0.080)[0.092] 0.498 (0.076)[0.085] 1.000 (0.091)[0.089] 0.985 (0.061)[0.061]
EL-est 0.011 (0.084)[0.087] 0.489 (0.089)[0.090] 0.995 (0.093)[0.088] 0.980 (0.062)[0.060]
EL-sat 0.008 (0.082)[0.085] 0.499 (0.075)[0.081] 0.993 (0.092)[0.088] 0.979 (0.062)[0.060]
SW-est 0.005 (0.074)[0.086] 0.498 (0.076)[0.082] 1.000 (0.091)[0.089] 0.985 (0.061)[0.061]
SW-sat 0.005 (0.074)[0.086] 0.498 (0.076)[0.082] 1.000 (0.091)[0.089] 0.985 (0.061)[0.061]

We consider the two phase 2 selection models

πest(y, z;α) = P (R = 1|y, z) = expit(αc + αyy + αzz) (B.20)

πsat(y, z;α) = P (R = 1|y, z) = expit(αc + αyy + αzz + αyzyz) (B.21)

for CML, SW and EL estimation. The performances of the estimators in 100 simulations

are compared in Table B.2. Once again we find that with the most highly stratified model

(B.21), the three estimators have almost identical empirical standard errors for βz, and that

EL and SW estimators are slightly more efficient for estimation of βc.
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Appendix C

Additional Derivations and Numerical

Results of Chapter 4

C.1 Proofs of (4.6)

The Lagrangian of the corresponding optimization is

L =
m∑
i=1

(log fc,i + log pi) +mλT
m∑
i=1

piui(β) + µ(
m∑
i=1

pi − 1),

At the solution β̂EL0-1 and p̂i we have ∂L/∂pi = 0 and ∂L/∂β = 0, which yields

p̂i = 1/[m{1− λ̂Tui(β̂EL0-1)}]

and

0 =
m∑
i=1

sc,i +mλT
m∑
i=1

p̂i∂ui(β̂EL0-1)/∂β,

0 =
m∑
i=1

p̂iui(β̂EL0-1).
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Applying the mean value theorem to the last two equations around (β0) and 0, we have

0 =

 1/m
∑m

i=1 sc,β,i(β0)

1/m
∑m

i=1 ui(β0)


+

 1/m
∑m

i=1
∂sc,β,i(β0)

∂β
1/m

∑m
i=1

∂ui(β̂EL0-1)/∂β

1−λ̂Tui(β̂EL0-1)

1/m
∑m

i=1
∂ui(β)/∂β

1−λTui(β̂EL0-1)
1/m

∑m
i=1

ui(β)ui(β̂EL0-1)

1−λTui(β̂EL0-1)


 β̂EL0-1 − β0

λ̂


:=vm + Jm

for some β between β0 and β̂SEL1 and some λ between 0 and λ̂. Then we have

√
mvm

d−→ N(0,Σ)

where

Σ =

 S 0

0 Ω

 ,

with S = E{Rsc,β(β0)s(β0)
T}, Ω = E{Ru(β0)u(β0)

T}. The off-diagonal block is zero as

E{Rsc,β(β0)u(β0)
T |R = 1} = E[E{Rsc,β(Y,X,Z;β0)u(X,Z;β0,α0,θ0)|X,Z}]

= E[E{Rsc,β(Y |X,Z;β0)}u(X,Z;β0,α0,θ0)}]

and we know E{Rsc,β(Y |X,Z;β0)} = 0.

Denoting J = E{R∂u(β0)/∂β}, we have

Jm
p−→ J :=

 E{R∂s(β0)
∂βT
} E{R∂u(β0)

∂β
}

E{R∂u(β0)
∂βT
} E{Ru(β0)u(β0)

T}

 =

 −S J

JT Ω

 ,
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thus

√
m

 β̂EL0-1 − β0

λ̂

 d−→ N
(
0,J−1ΣJ−T

)
.

and ACov{
√
m(β̂EL0-1 − β0)} equals the upper left block of J−1ΣJ−T , which is Σ1 = (S +

JΩJT )−1.

C.2 Equivalence of the EL0-1 and EL1 estimator

For the EL1 estimator, its asymptotic covariance can be easily derived from the result of

empirical likelihood for general estimating equations (Qin and Lawless 1994) as

[
E

{
∂g(β0)

∂β

}
E
{
g(β0)g(β0)

T
}−1

E

{
∂g(β0)

∂βT

}]−1

where g is the set of all estimating functions, namely g = R(sc,β,u). Then

ACov{
√
m(β̂EL1 − β0)} = (S + JΩJT )−1 = ACov{

√
m(β̂EL0-1 − β0)}

. Therefore, EL0-1 and EL1 estimator is asymptotically equivalent.

C.3 Equivalence of the EL0-2 and EL2 estimator

Similarly as in Section C.1, we note that β̂EL0-2 and the Lagrange multiplier λ̂ satisfy

n∑
i=1

{
risc,β(β̂EL0-2,α0) +

ri∂ui(β̂EL0-2,α0, θ̂)/∂βT

1 + λ̂Tui(β̂EL0-2,α0, θ̂)
λ̂

}
= 0
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n∑
i=1

{
riui(β̂EL0-2,α0, θ̂)

1 + λ̂Tui(β̂EL0-2,α0, θ̂)

}
= 0,

and
n∑
i=1

{h(Yi,Xi; θ̂)} = 0.

By a first-order Taylor expansion,

0 =
1

n

n∑
i=1


risc,β,i(β0,α0)

riui(β0,α0)

h (θ0)

+
1

n

n∑
i=1


ri∂sc,β,i(β0,α0)

∂βT
∂ui/∂β

T

1+λ̂Tui
0

ri∂ui/∂β
T

1+λ̂Tui

uiu
T
i

(1+λ̂Tui)2
ri∂ui/∂θ

T

1+λ̂Tui

0 0 ∂h(θ0)
∂θT



·


β̂EL0-2 − β0

λ̂

θ̂MLE − θ0

+ op(1)

:= vn +Gn


β̂SEL − β0

λ̂

θ̂MLE − θ0

+ op(1),

and by CLT and law of large numbers,

√
nvn

d−→ N(0,Σ)

where

Σ =


S 0 UT

0 Ω VT

U V W

 ,
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where V = E(huT ) and W = E(hhT ); Gn/n converges in probability to constant matrix

G :=


−S JT 0

J Ω H

0 0 −W̃

 =


E{R∂sc,β/∂βT} E{R∂u/∂βT} 0

E{R∂u/∂βT} E{RuuT} E{R∂u/∂θT}

0 0 E{∂h(θ)/∂θT}

 ,

thus

√
n


β̂EL0-2 − β0

λ̂

θ̂MLE − θ0

 d−→ N
(
0, G−1ΣG−T

)
.

It is to be noted that

E{R∂u(X,Z)/∂θT} = E

[
R

∂

∂θT
E

{
h(Y,X)

π(Y,X)
|X,Z,R = 1

}]
= E

[
RE

{
∂h(Y,X)/∂θT

π(Y,X)
|X,Z,R = 1

}]
= E

[
∂h(Y,X)

∂θT

]

therefore H = W̃ , and both are symmetric.

G−1 =


−S JT 0

J Ω −H

0 0 −H


−1

=


 −S JT

J Ω


−1  −S JT

J Ω


−1 0

−H

H−1
0 0 −H−1



=


−(S + JTΩ−1J)−1 (S + JTΩ−1J)−1JTΩ−1 −(S + JTΩ−1J)−1JΩ−1

∗ ∗ ∗

0 0 ∗
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=(S + JTΩ−1J)−1


−I JTΩ−1 −JTΩ−1

∗ ∗ ∗

0 0 ∗

 ,

Hence

ACov{
√
n(β̂EL0-2 − β0)}

=(S + JTΩ−1J)−1
(
−I JTΩ−1 −JTΩ−1

)
S 0 UT

0 Ω VT

U V W



−I

Ω−1J

Ω−1J

 (S + JTΩ−1J)−1

=(S + JΩ−1JT )−1
{
S − JΩ−1U −UTΩ−1JT + JΩ−1(Ω− V − V T +W )Ω−1JT

}
·(S + JΩ−1JT )−1.

There is no direct comparison between ACov{
√
n(β̂EL0-1−β0)} and ACov{

√
n(β̂EL0-2−β0)}.

However, we can show the equivalence of β̂EL0-2 and β̂EL2, and easily derive that both of them

are more efficient than the classic CML estimator. The EL2 estimator is defined through

max
β,p1,...,pn

n∏
i=1

pi subject to pi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

pi = 1,

and
n∑
i=1

pi

 u(Xi,Zi,β,α0, θ̂)

sc,β(Yi,Xi,Zi;β,α0)

 = 0, (C.1)

and we omit the parameter α0 as it is fixed. By Lagrange multipliers method as in Qin and

Lawless (1994), one can write the profile likelihood as

l(β,λ,θ) = −
n∑
i=1

log{1 + λTgi(β,θ)}
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where gi(β,θ) = (Riu(Xi, Zi,β,θ)T , Risc,β(Yi, Xi, Zi,β)T )T . Write

Q1n(β,λ,θ) = − 1

n

∂l

∂λ
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

gi(β,θ)

1 + λTgi(β,θ)
,

Q2n(β,λ,θ) = − 1

n

∂l

∂β
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

λT∂gi(β,θ)/∂β

1 + λTgi(β,θ)
,

Q3n(θ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

h i(θ).

Let λ̂ denote the Lagrange multiplier that satisfies the constraint

n∑
i=1

gi(β,θ)

1 + λTgi(β,θ)
= 0,

by Z-estimator theory, β̂EL2 and θ̂MLE are both consistent estimators, and by general em-

pirical likelihood thoery, λ̂ = Op(n
−1/2). An application of a first-order Taylor expansion

around (β0,0,θ0) yields

0 = Q1n(β0,0,θ0) +
∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)

∂βT
(β̂EL2 − β0) +

∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)

∂λT
λ̂

+
∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)

∂θT
(θ̂MLE − θ0) +Op(n

−1)

0 = Q2n(β0,0,θ0) +
∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)

∂βT
(β̂EL2 − β0) +

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)

∂λT
λ̂

+
∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)

∂θT
(θ̂MLE − θ0) +Op(n

−1)

0 = Q3n(β0,0,θ0) +
∂Q3n(β0,0,θ0)

∂θT
(θ̂MLE − θ0) +Op(n

−1).

From the last equation,

θ̂MLE − θ0 =−
{
∂Q3n(β0,0,θ0)

∂θT

}−1
Q3n(β0,0,θ0) + op(n

−1/2)

=H−1Q3n + op(n
−1/2),
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thus

0 =

 Q1n(β0,0,θ0)

Q2n(β0,0,θ0)

+

 ∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)
∂λT

∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)
∂βT

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)
∂λT

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)
∂βT

 ·
 λ̂

β̂EL2 − β0


+

 ∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)
∂θT

(H−1Q3n)

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)
∂θT

(H−1Q3n)

+ op(n
−1/2). (C.2)

Noting that

∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)

∂βT
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

∂gi(β,θ)/∂βT

1 + λTgi(β,θ)
+ op(n

−1/2)
p−→

 −S
JT

 ,

∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)

∂λT
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

−gi(β,θ)gi(β,θ)
T

(1 + λTgi(β,θ))2
+ op(n

−1/2)
p−→

 −S 0

0 −Ω

 ,

∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)

∂θT
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

∂gi(β,θ)/∂θT

1 + λTgi(β,θ)
+ op(n

−1/2)
p−→

 0

−H

 ,

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)

∂βT
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

λT∂2gi(β,θ)/∂β∂βT

1 + λTgi(β,θ)
+ op(n

−1/2)
p−→ 0,

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)

∂θT
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

λT∂2gi(β,θ)/∂β∂θT

1 + λTgi(β,θ)
+ op(n

−1/2)
p−→ 0,

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)

∂λT
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

∂gi(β,θ)/∂β

1 + λTgi(β,θ)
+ op(n

−1/2)
p−→
(
−S J

)
,

we have

0 =


Q1n(β0,0,θ0) +

 0

−Q3n(β0,0,θ0)


Q2n(β0,0,θ0)

+

 ∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)
∂λT

∂Q1n(β0,0,θ0)
∂βT

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)
∂λT

∂Q2n(β0,0,θ0)
∂βT
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·

 λ̂

β̂EL2 − β0

+ op(n
−1/2) := vn +Gn

 λ̂

β̂EL2 − β0

+ op(n
−1/2) (C.3)

with

√
nvn

d−→ N (0,Σ) .

Gn
p−→ G :=


−S 0 −S

0 −Ω JT

−S J 0

 .

Thus

√
n

 λ̂

β̂EL2 − β0

 d−→ N
(
0, G−1ΣG−1

)

where the bottom-right block of G−1ΣG−1 is

Σ2 =(S + JΩ−1JT )−1
{
S − JΩ−1U −UTΩ−1JT + JΩ−1(Ω− V − V T +W )Ω−1JT

}
·(S + JΩ−1JT )−1.

which is the same as ACov{
√
n(β̂EL0-2 − β0)}. We also know from Corollary 1 of Qin and

Lawless (1994) that the efficiency of an estimator cannot decrease when adding an estimating

equation, thus ACov{
√
n(β̂EL2−β0)} and ACov{

√
n(β̂EL0-2−β0)} must be less than or equal

to the CML0 estimator which uses only one estimating function sc,β(Y,X,Z;β).
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We denote

M : = −E{R∂sc,β(β0,α0,θ0)/∂α
T},

N : = −E{R∂u(β0,α0,θ0)/∂α
T},

O : = −E{∂sα(α0)/∂α
T},

Q : = E{sc,β(β0,α0)sc,α(β0,α0)
T},

R : = −E{∂sc,α(β0,α0)h(θ0)}

Then for EL3, the asymptotic variance by (1.12) is

Σ3 =




−S JT 0 0

0 H 0 H

−M −N −O 0





S 0 MT 0

0 Ω NT VT

M N O NT

0 V N W



−1

−S 0 −MT

J H −NT

0 0 −O

0 H 0





−1

(C.4)

For EL4, the asymptotic variance by (1.12) is

Σ4 =




−S JT 0 −N 0

0 H 0 0 H

−M −N −O −O 0





S 0 MT MT 0

0 Ω NT NT VT

M N Q Q NT

M N Q O RT

0 V N R W



−1

−S 0 MT

J H −N

0 0 −O

−N 0 −O

0 H 0





−1

(C.5)
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For EL5, the asymptotic variance by (1.12) is

Σ5 =




−S JT N 0

0 H 0 H

−M −N 0 0





S 0 0 0

0 Ω N VT

M N Q−O NT −RT

0 V N −R W



−1

−S 0 −MT

J H −NT

N 0 0

0 H 0





−1

(C.6)

C.4 Additional simulation study 3: a logistic regres-

sion model with surrogate covariate

In this section, we have similar data generation procedure as Study 1 but with a sur-

rogate covariate. We first generate (W,Z) from a bivariate normal distribution, with both

variables having zero mean and unit standard deviation. The correlation of them is varied to

reflect different degrees of similarities between the surrogate covariate and the real influential

covariate. X is a categorized version of W , coded as 0,1,2 respectively for W values in the

first, second and third tertile on break points (-0.44, 0.44). We generate Y as a realization

of i = 1, ..., N = 2000 Bernoulli trials each with probability

P (Yi = 1|Zi) = expit(βc + βZZi).

We take β0 = (−4, 1) which results in about 6% cases have Y = 1, and represents a rare

disease incidence.

The indicator Ri to indicate whether the i-th subject is included in phase 2 sample is
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Table C.1: Relative efficiencies for logistic regression models with surrogate covariates

Method Relative efficiencies with respect to ML

ρ=0.5 ρ=0.7 ρ=0.9 ρ=0.5 ρ=0.7 ρ=0.9

βc = 0 βz = 1 βc = 0 βz = 1 βc = 0 βz = 1 βc = 0 βz = 0.5 βc = 0 βz = 0.5 βc = 0 βz = 0.5

CML0 60 83 58 67 56 58 66 87 63 75 56 63
CML-est 99 83 98 67 94 58 97 87 92 75 82 63
SW-est 99 83 98 67 94 58 97 87 92 75 82 63
EL5-est 100 95 99 93 93 96 99 98 101 99 98 100
CML-sat 99 91 84 94 58 83 98 89 102 81 93 75
SW-sat 99 84 91 84 93 68 98 89 101 81 93 75
EL5-sat 97 92 96 91 95 86 99 98 104 99 97 101
ML 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

also Bernoulli following

P (Ri = 1|Yi, Xi) = π1(Yi;α) = expit(αc + αY Yi).

The nuisance parameter α0 = (−3.4, 3) so that we sample around 5% of the total phase 1

sample into phase 2, and those has Y = 1 and Y = 0 are of approximately equal size in phase

2. We consider a correct π model π-est which is a logistic regression with covariate Y , and

another model π-sat to include a richer stratification of the phase 1 sample. Specifically, we

stratify the combinations of (Yi, Xi) into 4 strata, (Yi = 1, Xi = 0), (Yi = 1, Xi > 0), (Yi =

0, Xi = 0) and (Yi = 0, Xi > 0). This corresponds to a logistic model with covariates

(Y, V, Y ∗ V ) where V = I(X > 0). We denote the two π models as “est” and “sat” and

respectively name the corresponding estimators using either model.

The results of 500 runs of simulations of each setting are shown in Table C.1. We see

that for a surrogate covariate which has high correlation with the original covariate X, the

EL7 estimator significantly improved the estimation efficiency. The improvement decreases

as the correlation between the surrogate and original covariate decreases, which is sensible.

For a surrogate with less than 0.5 correlation with the original covariate, the meaning of this

surrogate variable may be little.
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C.5 Additional simulation study 4: normal linear re-

gressions with varying covariate correlation

In this study, we follow the same data generation procedure as Section 4.3.2 with positive

selection probability, namely α = (0.3, 0.05, 0.5), but vary the correlation coefficient between

X̃ and Z, and also the coefficients in the main model. Specifically, we choose ρ = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7.

The results of 500 runs of simulations with β = (0, 0.5, 0.5) and β = (0, 1, 1) are shown in

Table. C.2 and C.3, respectively.

For both β = (0, 1, 1) and (0, 0.5, 0.5), we observe similar comparisons between the es-

timators. When the π-est model is employed, we see that the EL4, EL5 estimators have

significant improvement upon the SW estimator, which is about 30% decrease in the em-

pirical SE’s. When the π-sat model is employed, the SW estimator is already very efficient

comparing to ML, thus the improvement is not as obvious. We do observe that Recall-

ing the estimating functions of SW and the EL estimators, the El4 and EL5 estimator has

augmented the SW estimating functions with auxiliary u and h , thus more efficient than

SW. However, we do not have any theoretical comparison between EL3 and SW. It is also

confirmed here, that SW does better in the estimation of σ than EL3, while EL3 does better

in the estimation of βx. .
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Table C.2: Relative efficiencies for a linear regression model, with βc0 = 0,
βz0 = 1, βx0 = 1, σ0 = 2.

Method Relative efficiencies with respect to ML

ρ=0.3 ρ=0.5 ρ=0.7

βc βz βx σ βc βz βx σ βc βz βx σ

CML0 78 95 68 74 72 100 67 67 79 103 70 70
CML-est 81 95 68 77 74 100 67 67 80 103 70 70
SW-est 83 97 69 86 75 100 67 67 82 104 71 71
EL3-est 103 95 96 77 97 100 94 94 97 104 90 90
EL4-est 104 96 98 88 99 101 97 97 98 103 92 92
EL5-est 105 96 97 88 99 101 96 96 97 103 91 91
CML-sat 93 94 83 78 86 100 82 82 90 102 84 84
SW-sat 99 96 91 89 93 100 94 94 96 103 91 91
EL3-sat 103 95 96 77 97 100 94 94 97 104 90 90
EL4-sat 104 96 96 92 98 99 96 96 98 104 92 92
EL5-sat 104 96 95 92 98 100 95 95 98 104 92 92
ML 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table C.3: Relative efficiencies for a linear regression model, with βc0 = 0,
βz0 = 0.5, βx0 = 0.5, σ0 = 2.

Method Relative efficiencies with respect to ML

ρ=0.3 ρ=0.5 ρ=0.7

βc βz βx σ βc βz βx σ βc βz βx σ

CML0 68 92 71 60 67 100 67 67 81 102 84 58
CML-est 72 92 71 63 71 100 68 61 83 101 85 60
SW-est 74 93 71 77 73 102 68 74 85 102 85 72
EL3-est 99 92 106 67 99 101 96 64 100 101 100 62
EL4-est 100 92 107 78 100 103 98 77 100 101 100 75
EL5-est 100 93 107 78 100 102 98 77 100 100 101 75
CML-sat 87 91 93 63 88 100 88 62 92 100 96 62
SW-sat 93 93 101 77 93 102 91 77 96 100 98 76
EL3-sat 99 92 106 67 99 101 96 64 100 101 100 62
EL4-sat 100 92 107 81 100 102 98 81 100 99 100 79
EL5-sat 100 93 107 80 99 102 97 81 100 100 100 79
ML 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Glossary

AIPW Augmented inverse probability weighting 7

ATE Average treatment effect 97

BSS Basic stratified sampling 58

CC Complete case 2, 4

CDM Covariate dependent missing 3

CML Conditional maximum likelihood 7

DR Doubly robust 8

GMM Generalized method of moments 12

IPW Inverse probability weighting 6

MAR Missing at random 3

MCAR Missing completely at random 3

MI Multiple imputation 4

ML Maximum likelihood 4
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MNAR Missing not at random 3

MR Multiply robust 16

ODS Outcome-dependent sample(s) 9

VPS Variable probability sampling 48
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